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“Mon coeur est à toi, mon sang à l’Empereur, ma vie à l’honneur”
Antoine Charles Louis Collinet, Comte de Lasalle, 1775-1809
The quintessential cavalier. Arguably Napoleon’s most colorful and perhaps most valuable
commander of light cavalry, Lasalle was as famous for his exploits on the battlefield as
he was for his wild lifestyle. According to legend, the first conversation young General
Bonaparte ever had with him ended in a shouting match, threat of court-martial and
Napoleon’s words: “Are you insane?”
For the next decade Lasalle proved himself invaluable on almost every one of Napoleon’s
battlefields from Egypt to Spain to Central Europe, and the Emperor repeatedly indulged
and forgave Lasalle’s drinking, gambling, and womanizing. Commanding a division of
light cavalry, Lasalle took part in the 1809 campaign against Austria. In the early morning
hours before the battle of Wagram, supposedly with a premonition of his death, he wrote
to his wife:
“My heart belongs to you, my blood to the Emperor, and my life to Honour.”
General Lasalle was killed on the 6th of July, leading a combined charge of light and
heavy cavalry against the Austrians. He rests today at Les Invalides, near his emperor.
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The HONOUR website is your source for the community of
gamers and game resources, for Lasalle and all the forthcoming
games of the HONOUR series. It will provide:
• A Scenario-Wiki, for players to contribute and share historical scenarios.
• A game discussion forum.
• Downloads of new optional and advanced rules.
• New army lists.

http://www.napoleon-series.org.
Napoleonics is the black hole of the wargaming hobby. Once
you fall in, you will never escape its gravity. Nor will you ever
have enough miniature armies to do the next project you want
to do. This isn’t nearly as bleak as it sounds. In fact, it’s quite
wonderful.

The Honour website was designed by
Russell Gregory at Greener Mountain
For more information, go to
www.greenermountain.com

Welcome to the Printer-Friendly Black-and-White Reprint of Lasalle
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-AWelcome
As you probably know, Lasalle was originally released in November 2009 as a full-color hardback book. Those books
to
sold out by July 2010, and I decided to keep the game alive in a simpler, less expensive format. This electronic “reprint,”
Honour
therefore, offers Lasalle to new readers worldwide.

Illustrations and White Space
In response to many requests, I decided to create a much simpler version of the book format that would take up less file space
and be compatible with black and white printers. Consequently, most of the background color and decorative illustrations have
been removed. However, I felt it was important not to eliminate entire pages, as that would make it more difficult for players to
communicate with each other, regarding where to find rules, if some had the hardback book and others had the reprint, and things
were on different pages. For that reason you will find pages like this one, where a large illustration had once been, and which are now
simply white space. Page numbering remains identical to the original Lasalle book.

Except When...
There are some instances in the Lasalle book where full color illustrations are used to show game concepts or game play. In such
cases, eliminating the “pretty picture” would mean eliminating an important rules explanation. In those cases, therefore, I have left
the illustrations intact, and increased the contrast to render them more attractive and useful in black and white.

Changed Diagrams
One of the things that had to be altered in the conversion to black and white was the choice of nationalities illustrated in examples.
Whereas a full color book can easily show red for British and blue for French, a black and white book needs greater contrast, or it will
be difficult to tell the grey from the grey. Thus one of the few textual alterations you will notice from the original hardcover book is
that there are a lot more Austrians running around in the illustrated examples of play, because they’re usefully very different-looking
from the darker-shaded French.

Errata
For this second printing of Lasalle, all errata from the hardback book, as of June 2010, has been added. For a summary of these
corrections, refer to the HONOUR website under Downloads / Errata.

A Word about Copying and “Piracy”
This is my first foray into the Brave New World of PDF rules, and I admit to some trepidation. Many friends asked me, brows raised,
if I was crazy, because: “Everybody will just download and copy it for free!”
After months of discussion and consideration, I have decided to take the risk and assume that the huge majority of my customers
are honest and decent folk, who would not illegally reproduce and distribute copyrighted material. I hope it goes without saying that
this electronic copy of the game is yours, and yours alone. But in case it needs to be said:
All contents of this e-book are Copyright 2009 and 2010 by Sam A. Mustafa, and may not be reproduced in any format
without written permission of the Copyright holder. No written or digital copies may be distributed or sold to others who
have not purchased the PDF from the HONOUR webstore.
Many thanks for buying Lasalle, and I hope you enjoy yourself!
Sam A. Mustafa, July 2010.
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Welcome to HONOUR

-AWelcome For as long as I can remember, wargamers have tried
to bend and adapt and modify their favorite miniatures
to
Honour rules for use in periods and scales beyond what the
author originally intended. When my Napoleonic game
Grande Armée appeared in 2002, people immediately
proposed variants for everything from the Renaissance to the
Russo-Japanese War. As soon as my 18th century game Might
and Reason appeared, players immediately asked if it could be
scaled-up for the American Civil War, or scaled-down for the
American Revolution. It seems to be an eternal quest among
gamers to find a single system that they can apply across the
broad range of their hobby interests.
In early 2008 I decided to design a new game for the horse-andmusket era that would be flexible enough at its core to stretch
across the different periods from about 1700 to 1900, as well
as across the different game scales from petit-tactical actions
involving small units, all the way up to the famous great battles,
played at the grand-tactical level of an army commander. I
decided to create a set of “core” rules and principles that would
hold true not only across these periods, but across the different
scales, as well. That core of common values is the HONOUR
system.
Each new HONOUR game will apply the core system to a particular period at a particular scale. You have in your hands the
first module: Lasalle, a petit-tactical game about the Napoleonic
Wars. The reason HONOUR appears as separate games, and
not as a single, One-Size-Fits-All generic game, is so that each
module can concentrate on the level of detail appropriate to
that perspective.
From the gamer and collector’s point of view, the most important thing about the HONOUR system is that it uses a common
basing scheme shared across all the games, and which is essentially: whatever you want it to be. The game is flexible enough
to adapt to whatever size figures, bases, and table you have, and
once you have made these decisions you can rest assured that
you will not have to make any major changes in the future if you
want to use subsequent modules for other periods or scales.
Although “detail” or “flavor” or “period feel” are always relative
to each gamer’s preferences, I hope you will find that HONOUR
achieves the right level of detail and gives you a gaming experience that is fun and challenging at any level.

The creation of Lasalle has been a two year journey, at times
arduous, at times joyful, but none of it would have been possible
without the remarkable help and goodwill of so many friends. I
will do my best in a few words to thank them here.
The trio of “blind playtest” groups who helped me with Might
and Reason returned for Lasalle: As always, I have depended
upon my chief statistician Chuck Hamack for his tireless
number-crunching, careful analysis, and enthusiasm for new
ideas. He also ran the western US playtest group. The prolific
Greg Savvinos once again ran the Australian playtest group
and contributed a great many ideas and insights. And Geoff
Rossi, running the Binghamton playtesters, was both thorough
and enthusiastic.
Among my New Jersey crew, I want to single out John Holly,
the Fighting Lawyer, for his Buddha-like patience, and for advising me on matters juridical and otherwise; the “lovely and talented” Jay Laura, for his aesthetic contributions and boundless
enthusiasm for this project and this period (though he will never
forgive me for changing the game’s name from “Craufurd”);
Howard Whitehouse, my favorite “gaming brain,” with whom
I never get tired of discussing clever ideas (at least we always
think they’re clever); and especially Michel “DJ” Djordjevic
for his assistance on various and sundry things but particularly
for his tireless work with me on the photographs. (All right,
now you need to let somebody else play the French!)
The Elite New Jersey Playtest and Proofreading Brigade is: Tom
Breza, Rob Cassidy, Michel “DJ” Djordjevic, John Holly,
Barry Katz, Jay Laura, and Howard Whitehouse.
For their help, insights, and opinions I thank Cliff Bruncken,
Lou Cardinale, Tod Creasey, Erik Engling, Allan Finney,
Phil Karecki, Mark “Extra Crispy” Severin, Chris
TenWolde, and Tom Uhl.
I want to thank the several contributors who loaned their figures
and terrain and/or took their own photographs. Unless credited
otherwise, all photographs of 15mm, 28mm, and 40mm figures
were done by Mark Mosrie.
Russell (Rusti) Gregory, of GreenerMountain.com, created
the new HONOUR website.
My wife Theresa and I created the line drawings and HONOUR
logo.
All layout and graphic design by Sam Mustafa.

Sam A. Mustafa
August 2009

Lasalle was printed by Bookmasters, Inc. of Ashland, OH. My
thanks to Cathy Purdy for directing this project with aplomb
and attention to detail.
HONOUR is a registered US trademark. All contents of this
e-book are Copyright 2009 by Sam A. Mustafa, and may not be
reproduced in any format without written permission.

Basing Figures for HONOUR Games
There are three types of bases that are used for three types of
units: Infantry, Cavalry, and Artillery.
The precise size and number of figures on each base is not very
important. HONOUR is flexible enough to adapt to almost any
base size or system. The following diagrams give examples of
how to group your figures onto bases. But you should consider
these to be guidelines. If you have a basing system that you like,
and which is close enough to these guidelines — and most
importantly, a system that you and your opponents both use —
then that will work fine.

For most figure sizes, the best basing arrangement is
a rectangle with something like a 3:2 width-to-depth
ratio. But the game will play fine with bases anywhere
from a 1:1 square to a 2:1 rectangle. When using very
small figures, even wider rectangles can be used for a
more historically-accurate appearance.
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The most important criterion is that you and your opponent use
the same system for basing figures. The second most important
criterion is that you like the way your figures look!

Using Common Base Sizes With Large (20mm+) Figures

50mm (2”) square

or

(recommended)

or
or

Infantry and Cavalry
Any rectangular base will be appropriate, as long as your infantry and cavalry bases have similar frontage. Because of the size of
horses in these scales, cavalry bases will generally be deeper than infantry bases.

≈
Artillery
An artillery base should have the same (or very close) frontage as one of your infantry or cavalry bases.
When using large figures, artillery bases often need to be much deeper than other bases.
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Using Common Base Sizes With 15mm Figures
11/8” X 1/2”
(30mm)

11/2” X 1/2”
(40mm)

or doubled to:

or doubled to:

3/4” X 1”
(20mm)

Infantry
If your infantry figures
are based to any of these
common standards, you can
retain them as-is.

or doubled to:

Or double them to make a
more attractive base with
greater depth.

(recommended)

(recommended)

1” wide X 2” deep (25mm X 50mm)
It is best in this case to combine two bases into one.

Cavalry

11/2” X 1” (40mm)
This common size requires no changes.

or
(recommended)

Artillery

≈

≈

or

Ideally...
Your artillery bases should have the same (or close to the same) frontage as one of your infantry or cavalry bases.

Using Common Base Sizes with Small (6-10mm) Figures
Any rectangular base will be appropriate, as long as your infantry and cavalry are based similarly.
Artillery bases should be equal or approximately the frontage of your other bases. Depending upon how you
mount your artillery, this might require you to merge two bases into one.

≈

≈

Irregular Unit Basing: All Figure Sizes
The examples on the preceding three pages illustrate bases for
formed, regular units. Some armies also have units of irregular
infantry and cavalry. These units and their special functions
will be described in detail in the rules. They are based on the
same size bases as regular troops, but in order to more quickly
recognize them during the game, it is best to “stagger” them in
an irregular pattern.
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Armies, Forces, and Officers
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-AWelcome Armies and Commanders
to
A player commands an Army of a particular nationality
Honour or nationalities. The term “army” refers to one player’s

Hierarchy of Units:

forces in a game. If a player commands a division, that
player’s division is nonetheless called his “army.” In short: an
“army” is all the units that the player brings to the table. You the
player are the Commander of your army.
Your army is divided into Forces. Again, we use a generic term
because verbiage varied so much across nations and periods. A
“force” is the basic sub-division of your army, one command
level down from your role.
Each force is commanded by a Subcommander.

Side

All armies fighting on one side. (In larger
battles one side may comprise more than
one player and army.)

Army

An entity commanded by a commander:
one player’s entire command or “army.”

Force

An entity commanded by a subcommander, comprising several units.

Unit

A unit is the basic independent entity of
the game, comprising anywhere from
three to six bases.

Base

One base, literally, with miniatures.

“Under the Command of... Superior Officer...”
Most units in the game belong to a force. They are thus “under
the command” of their subcommander. He is their Superior
Officer. Sometimes a few units are directly controlled by the
commander, himself, and not part of a force. These are called
Independent Units. The commander is their superior officer.

Hierarchy of Officers:
All of the following are collectively called “officers.”

Summary of Hierarchies and Game Entities
Because different armies in different periods used a variety of
terms for things like “Division” or “Brigade,” this game will use
a set of generic terms, arranged in the following hierarchy:

(CinC)

(Optional) The player who represents the
overall commander of a side in a large
battle with multiple armies.

Commander

One player, in command of an army.

Subcommander

A subordinate who commands a force.

XX

Brady
X

X

Greiffenbach

X

Wied-Runkel

Rottermund

I.R.15 Zach

I.R.18 Stuart

1st Dragoons

I.R.57 Colloredo

Brigade BTY

6th Dragoons

Brigade BTY

Brady’s (Austrian) Division at Eggmühl, April 1809
Brady’s division comprised three brigades, and is broken down here into three forces:
• Greiffenbach’s brigade had two infantry regiments and a battery of artillery. The Zach regiment has two battalions, while the Colloredo
regiment has only one.
• Wied-Runkel’s brigade had one infantry regiment (two battalions) and a battery of artillery.
• Rottermund’s brigade had two dragoon regiments, each of two units.
General von Brady is the commander.
General Rottermund, for example, is a subcommander. His force comprises four units of dragoons. He is their superior officer. They are
under his command.

Marker Bases
Lasalle uses several markers, most of which are made by putting
miniatures on bases. The precise size of these markers is not
important, but they should generally be as small as reasonably
possible; certainly smaller than the average unit base.

Officer Bases
A subcommander is represented by a single officer on a base.
The commander is represented by an officer and his aide. Players
may create more elaborate bases for higher-ranking officers in
large games, if they wish.
An officer’s base should be marked or labeled in such a way that
his name is visible, along with the notations of his Vigor and
Tactics. (The commander’s label usually has only his name.)
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A cotton puff of “smoke” is used to mark an artillery
unit that has fired (thus noting that it may not move Honour

Smoke Markers
in this turn.

Skirmish Bases (SK)
Most infantry units have a Skirmish (SK) value of one or more.
This value may simply be remembered, but a more attractive
solution is to create Skirmish Bases, each with anywhere from
one to a few skirmishing figures. These bases visually remind
players of the presence and value of the skirmishers. A unit
with an SK value of 1 would place one SK base; a unit with an
SK value of 2 would place two, and so on.

An officer base is used to determine command range, and has a
number of important functions in the game. It is not, however,
a unit.

The Commander

Name

Subcommander
Disruption Marker (DISR)
Disruption (DISR) represents the wearing-down of a unit
through fire and combat. It needs to be marked on a unit as it
happens.

Name

The most attractive solution is to make a “casualty base” with
a figure or figures, marked with numbers. This base can be any
shape or size, but in no case do the numbers need to exceed five.
The casualty base can be placed so that the number showing a
unit’s current level of DISR faces the unit.

Vigor
Tactics

Engineer Bases
An engineer base is made with one
or two engineer / pioneer / sapeur
figures, on a small single base.
Engineers are only used in certain
situations, and in the Advanced
Rules. The marker is used by placing it next to a unit, to symbolize
engineers attached to that unit.
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to
All references to “dice” in these rules refer to normal
Honour six-sided dice.

Base-Widths (BWs)
In order to accommodate figures and bases of all sizes and scales,
the game uses a flexible system of measurement equating to
your average base-width (hereafter: BW). All rates and distances
in the game will be expressed in BW, the size of which depends
upon the size of bases you play with. Essentially, 1BW should
be approximately the width of one of your infantry bases.
There are no “half ” BWs or fractional measurements. If a rule
ever requires you to halve an odd number of BW, then round up
to the nearest whole number.

“Near the Enemy” : 4BW
Throughout this book you will see references to being “near the
enemy.” Your units may or may not be able to do things near the
enemy, or may do them differently when near the enemy, etc. In
all cases, “Near the Enemy” means: any portion of your unit
within 4BW of any portion of an enemy unit.

How to Determine Base Widths

If Your Infantry Bases Are

One BW Should Be

Imperial

Metric

Imperial

Metric

“In Contact With...”

≤ 11/8”

≤ 30mm

1”

30mm

Any reference to units being “in contact with” friendly or enemy
units means that their bases physically touch each other in some
way or at some point.

@ 1 1/2”

40mm

1 1/2”

40mm

2”

50mm

2”

50mm

LEARNING THE GAME CONCEPTS
Austrian large (six-base) cavalry and infantry
units, and a three-base artillery unit.

A measurement stick marked in BWs.

Unit Sizes and Formations
There are three basic types of units: Infantry, Cavalry, and
Artillery. Infantry and cavalry units may be depicted in one
of two sizes: Small or Large. Large units have six bases
each, and Small units have four. Artillery units have a varying number of bases, between three and five, as described
in their army lists.
A unit is always in some kind of Formation, depicted by arranging the bases of the unit in different ways. There are
four permissible infantry formations, three cavalry formations, and two artillery formations, illustrated on the following pages.

French small (four-base) infantry and cavalry
units, and a four-base artillery unit.

Infantry Formations
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Line

Attack
Column

Square

March

or
or

or
or

Most Infantry units are “Small” and thus have four bases.
Some Infantry units are “Large” and have six bases.

What Do Infantry Units Represent?
Anyone who has spent any time looking at orders of battle for the Napoleonic Wars will notice the great divergence in unit strengths,
particularly among infantry battalions. The official “paper” strength of these units often seems at best an approximation of the battlefield
reality. With a theoretical establishment of 720 men, French infantry battalions ranged from the low 300s to the high 800s. Austrian battalions never reached their truly massive theoretical establishments of up to 1500 men, but in several cases did indeed exceed 1,100 in the
ranks, while the battalions in a neighboring brigade might have only 500. British battalions in the Peninsula stretched from fewer than 300
men to nearly 1,000. We see this variation in every army during this period.
Lasalle’s approach to this problem is two-fold. First, the game does not attempt to represent the historical number of companies, nor their
precise size or placement. What matters is that every battalion can deploy into the same formations.
Second, the units we place on the table represent not a precise number of men, but rather an approximate frontage. Miniature figures
glued to a handful of bases can never account for all the possible variables in the posture of a unit. Have the elite companies been
detached and converged elsewhere? Has the divisional commander created a particularly strong skirmish line by taking more men from
the ranks? A battalion of about 600 men, for example, might have about 100 deployed as skirmishers, and thus roughly 500 standing in the
ranks. It is that 500 you see depicted with miniatures.
Consequently, given the wide variance in national differences for theoretical strength, actual battlefield strength, and different tactical options, Lasalle has two “game-standard” infantry units: Small and Large. Why did I not create a basing system that more closely resembled
the historical sizes and numbers of companies? Four reasons:
1. Doing so would result in half a dozen different base sizes, probably incompatible with most people’s collections.
2. Napoleonic infantry generally deployed, moved, and fired by platoons, not by companies.
3. Nobody wants to deal with the ways in which companies changed sizes and numbers as armies reformed and reorganized during the
war. (Most gamers who base their French infantry in six companies, as per the 1808 reorganizations, simply look the other way when playing battles from 1807 and earlier, when French battalions had a different number of differently-sized companies.)
4. The historical units were rarely at their mandated strengths.
The vast majority of infantry units in Lasalle should be “Small,” four-base units. This represents somewhere between @500-700 men.
In exceptional cases, such as large Austrian units or some elite British battalions, one could play with “Large” infantry units, representing
somewhere between @800-1000 men.
In cases where the historical record indicates vastly understrength battalions, it would be wise to combine them into a single unit. (In
several of the battles of the Spring 1813 campaign, for instance, Russian battalions dropped as low as @250-300 men each. In such cases,
two should be combined and considered one small unit.)

Cavalry Formations
March

or

Waves
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or
or

Cavalry units can be either “Small” (four
bases) or “Large” (six bases).

What Do Cavalry Units Represent?
Without belaboring the point on the previous page, we should mention that the same problems pertain to the depiction of cavalry units.
Any snapshot of a battle will present a bewildering array. The average French cuirassier regiment at Austerlitz, for example, could barely put
250 men in the field; not much more than the paper strength of a single squadron. This is probably to be expected after several weeks of
hard marching in a difficult campaign fought in unfriendly weather. On the other hand, at the outset of the 1809 campaign, with units still
fresh, we find French cuirassier regiments with 700-800 men, and sometimes more. There is no guarantee that a cavalry regiment has all its
squadrons present at any given battle, or that those squadrons are at or near regulation strength (the latter is almost certainly not so.)
Several writers have estimated that the average cavalry squadron during the Napoleonic Wars was realistically somewhere in the vicinity
of 160 men. Given a standard two rank line, that renders a unit with a frontage of approximately 65 yards. It makes sense, therefore, to
create an arbitrary cavalry “unit,” in which four bases represents @ 300-500 men. That unit might represent a single, understrength cavalry
regiment. Or we might use two such units to represent a large or full-strength regiment. (Some of the big Austrian Hussar regiments, for
example, or some of the French Guard cavalry, might best be represented by two small units.)
A Large (six base) unit represents @500-700 men. This would most likely be a single, full-strength regiment at the start of a campaign, or in
a theatre more conducive to large cavalry forces, but in any event before detachments and/or attrition.
One final word is in order here with regard to cavalry formations. The words “Abreast” and “Waves” are arbitrary and game-standard terms
to cover the variety of formations and adopted by the cavalry of different armies, and the several names they used for those formations.
“Abreast” is our way of indicating that the cavalry unit has maximized its frontage, at the expense of depth. This might include an attack
en echelon, if the arrival of the subsequent squadrons occurred in sequence along the full length of the regiment. “Waves” indicates that
the unit has adopted a formation with some squadrons held in reserve, or at least not in the front ranks, most likely to conform to difficult
terrain.
And yes, I know that the names are not “historically accurate.” If that bothers you, then feel free to call them something else.
Irregular Cavalry
The huge majority of cavalry encountered on a battlefield is “regular” formed cavalry in close-order. One occasionally finds irregular cavalry,
particularly in the Balkan wars, or in some cases employed by the Habsburgs or the Spaniards. Of course, much “regular” cavalry could also
be deployed in open-order, and often was: scouting and skirmishing and serving as vedettes. Many smaller battles, particularly those in
which cavalry played a prominent role, occurred because opposing screens of open-order cavalry clashed over some piece of ground, pass,
or bridge. But this activity, while important, is not part of the “battle” that Lasalle depicts. Cavalry skirmishing precedes the battle. The
game addresses it only insofar as it accounts for cavalry superiority when setting up the battlefield and choosing one’s ground.
Lasalle is concerned primarily with the fighting of close-order formations. Thus the irregular cavalry depicted in the game is only those units
that would have made an appearance on the battlefield, in the presence of formed units.

Artillery Units and Formations
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Limber Bases

Example: French Foot Battery
Cannon Bases

Howitzer Base

Unlimbered
In Lasalle an artillery unit represents a single company (also
known as a “battery” when deployed.) Each base represents two
historical guns and their crew. Thus, most nations’ artillery units
have either three or four bases, sometimes more. The number
of bases and the types of guns on each base, are explained in
each army list.
In most cases, an artillery unit has a certain number of cannon
bases, and one howitzer base. When referred to collectively,
they are both known as “gun” bases. (A French foot battery, for
instance, would have three cannon bases and one howitzer base, for a total
of four bases.) Howitzer bases differ only in that they have certain
special abilities to hit targets in cover. Otherwise, they are identical to cannon bases.
There are two artillery formations: Limbered and Unlimbered.
Unlike infantry and cavalry units, artillery have two different
types of bases, representing their formations. An unlimbered
artillery unit is depicted by placing the gun bases abreast, with a
contiguous frontage. This is the only permissible formation for
unlimbered gun bases.
A limbered unit is depicted by replacing the gun bases with
limber bases. A limbered unit does not have to adhere to any
particular shape or formation, as long as each base touches at
least one other limber base in the unit.

Limbered

Foot or Horse Artillery
Artillery units are designated either “Foot” artillery (in which all
or most gunners walked), or “Horse” artillery (in which all or
most gunners were mounted or rode a vehicle.)

Using Limbers
Depending upon the figure sizes players use, limbers can often
require much deeper bases than the unlimbered gun model with
crew. Unless using very small figures, it is recommended to use
one limber base to represent two gun bases. (Thus a battery
with four gun bases would be replaced with two limber bases,
when limbered.) A battery with only three gun bases could be
represented with only a single limber base.

It is not necessary to depict a limbered battery with bases
abreast. The bases may be arranged in any way as long as
they touch. One could represent the unit (when moving
down a road, for instance) like this.

Players who do not have limber bases may adopt some other
method for depicting limbered artillery, as long as it is clear to
their opponents.

What Do Artillery Units Represent?
Although it would be correct to depict the “tail” of an unlimbered battery (the limbers, caissons, wagons, horses, etc.) stretching back more
than 100 yards to the rear, it is not practical in a wargame. It is very difficult for wargame figures to depict historical unit depths correctly.
(An infantry line, for instance, should be about 4BW wide, and about two millimeters deep!) The basing depth of miniatures is already so
distorted, it is nearly impossible for units to deploy as closely as they might have done historically. Spreading an artillery battery across the
front of an infantry line, for instance, would be impossible if we depicted the limbers, simply because we couldn’t “stack” them on top of
infantry bases that shouldn’t be there in the first place because their depth is all wrong.
I have balanced one set of inevitable distortions with another; infantry and cavalry units are much too deep, and artillery units much too
shallow. But it allows us to get closer to something like an historical deployment of the units vis-à-vis each other’s positions.

Depicting Skirmishers on Infantry Units
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It is not necessary to create skirmish bases and depict skirmishers with figures. Players can simply remember which infantry
units have SK values of Zero, One, Two, or Three. But it looks
good to have skirmishers on the table, so we recommend it! The
SK bases should be deployed when the infantry unit is in Line
or Attack Column formations.
On the right we see a Russian unit with an SK of 1, with its
single skirmish base in front of its line. In the middle is a French
infantry unit in Attack Column formation, with its two skirmish
bases depicting its SK value of 2. And finally a British infantry
unit in Line formation normally has an SK value of 2, but has
an extra rifle company attached (the green SK base), and thus
now has an SK value of 3.

How Skirmish Bases Are Deployed
Place SK bases in front of infantry units that are in Line and
Attack Column formations. The bases can be moved out of
the way if space is cramped, or if the unit is in contact with the
enemy, or when the unit is in a formation or terrain that negates
the use of skirmishers.
SK bases are not counted (the unit has no SK value) when:
• It is in Square or March formation.
• It is in hard cover or a Town.
• It is charging or being charged.
When formed units clashed in close combat or close-range
musketry duels, skirmishers were usually recalled, or got out of
the way. We do the same thing in Lasalle with our SK bases.

Austrian cavalry charges a French Square. The
SK bases can be moved out of the way (it does
not matter where.)

A Prussian unit in March formation. The SK
bases can tag along behind, or be placed in
front, or on the sides.

15

The French Attack Column
charges the Austrian Line...

...and both sides move their SK
bases out of the way temporarily
to resolve the combat.

Inherent Skirmishers and Enhanced Skirmishers
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-BLearning All infantry units have an Inherent SK value, even if
the Game that value is Zero. This inherent value is expressed by
Concepts placing the correct number of SK bases in front of
it.

Units with an inherent SK value of 2 or 3 may be broken down
entirely into SK bases. These bases may then be added to existing
units in the same Force to give them Enhanced Skirmishers.
For each SK base added, a unit’s SK value is enhanced by 1.

If a player wishes to break down any of his SK2 or SK3 units
into SK bases, he must do so prior to setting up the game. A
large infantry unit breaks down into 6 SK bases, and a small
unit into 4.
Although some armies have special rules allowing them to break
down units partially into SK bases, leaving the rest of the unit
formed, as a general rule: The entire unit must be broken down;
it cannot remove some of its bases, leaving others.
No unit may have its SK value enhanced to more than 3.

The British 95th Rifles (SK=3) breaks down before the game into four SK bases. Each is added to a
different British infantry unit, so that their inherent SK of 2 is enhanced to 3.

In some army lists and historical scenarios, players have extra
“free” SK bases available to use at their discretion to enhance
other infantry units. The Prussians in 1806, for instance, have
Musketeer units that usually have an inherent SK of Zero. But
their army also has SK bases representing the companies of

Jägers and detachments of Schützen that were usually attached
at the regimental level. Thus a Prussian player could attach the
SK bases to his infantry units at his discretion, enhancing their
SK ability.

What Do Skirmish Values Represent?
It is very difficult to represent skirmishing, due to the wide divergence of doctrines, changes over time, and variations even within the same
army. A skirmish line might be as close as 70 yards, or more than 200 yards, from the formed troops. It might be directed by a brigadier, or
it might be organic to a regiment or even a single battalion. It might draw from every battalion in the brigade, or only from a few, or one.
Lasalle’s solution has been to make the actual skirmish line “invisible” and to assume that units with an inherent SK ability will always use it,
when the terrain and their posture enable them to do so. Above and beyond that, commanders can enhance the skirmish line by the use of
dedicated, skirmish-capable troops. In all events, however, the skirmishers are represented by what effect they have on the performance of
the formed combat units. Thus we mark the infantry units with SK bases, even though the skirmishers aren’t exactly “there.”

An Historical Example
You can play Lasalle by creating armies from the Army Builder
chapter, and never worry about trying to recreate any particular
historical battle. For those players who prefer to create historical
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scenarios, this example provides some guidance for
how orders of battle can be converted to game units.
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Campbell's Division at Salamanca, July 1812
XX

Campbell
X

X

Fermor

X

Wheatley

Löwe

Coldstream Guards

42nd Foot

1st KGL

Third Guards

24th & 58th Foot

2nd KGL

79th Foot

5th KGL

5/60th (SK)

5/60th (SK)

Unit strengths (rounded to the nearest ten)
Fermor’s Brigade
1st Coldstream Guards (960)
1st Third Guards (960)
1 company, 5/60th Foot (60)
Wheatley’s Brigade
1/42nd Foot (1,100)
2/24th Foot (320)
2/58th Foot (390)
1/79th Foot (680)
1 company, 5/60th Foot (50)
Löwe’s Brigade
1st King’s German Legion (640)
2nd King’s German Legion (630)
5th King’s German Legion (590)

Campbell commanded a strong division of nine battalions at Salamanca,
many of which were the elite of the British army.
Fermor’s brigade comprises two large infantry units, plus a skirmish company (from the 5th battalion, 60th Foot; the famous “Royal Americans.”)
Wheatley’s brigade comprises a large unit (the 42nd; the Royal Highlanders,
often called the “Black Watch”). It also has a small unit (the 79th - the Cameron Highlanders). And there is a single small infantry unit made by combining two very understrength battalions (the 24th and the 58th), which
together number only about 700 men. The brigade also has a skirmish company from the 5/60th, available to enhance one of the units.
Finally von Löwe’s KGL brigade comprises three small infantry units, with no
additional skirmishers available to enhance them.

Front, Flank, and Rear
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-BLearning It is often important to determine which enemy unit is
the Game to your front, or which is closest to your front. Trace
Concepts imaginary lines parallel to your unit’s front and flanks,
called the “Front Line” and “Flank Lines.”

Something forward of your front line is “to the front” of your
unit. A reference to something “directly in Front” of your unit
means something to the front, which is also inside the two flank
lines.
Something behind your front line is considered “to the flank”
of your unit. If it is also inside the two flank lines, it is “directly
to the rear.”
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The Austrian cavalry, however, is indeed attacking the French in
their flank, because three of its four bases are completely behind the French front line, and it has no bases directly in front
of the French.

Squares and Limbers Have No Flanks
k”

Flank Line

Flank Line

“T

th

The French unit (in blue) has been attacked by two Austrian
units. The large Austrian infantry unit is not on the French flank,
because only two of its bases are completely behind the French
front line, and it has a portion of one base directly in front of
the French.

e

Fl

An enemy unit that has half or more of its bases completely behind
your front line and no part of any base directly in front, is “to your
flank.” Otherwise, the unit is “to your front.”
In combat these criteria determine whether a unit has attacked
the enemy in his front, flank, or rear. (There is no functional
difference between being attacked in the flank and in the rear.)

An infantry unit in a Square has no flank or rear. The enemy is
always “to its front.”
Because a Limbered artillery unit can always turn and move in
any direction at any time, it also has no flanks or rear. It is facing
to the “front” in all directions.

Disruption (DISR)
A unit’s bases represent its presence and mass. As it suffers
from the fatigue of battle, it acquires disruption and becomes
progressively less-able to perform, and more likely to break.
Disruption represents not simply casualties, but also disorder,
fatigue, and a crisis of morale.
When a unit suffers a number of disruptions equal to its number
of bases, it breaks, and is removed from play. Thus a small unit
is broken when it takes a fourth DISR, and a large unit when it
takes a sixth DISR.

Regarding Flanks
Deep, “blockish” miniature units have very long flanks – many
times longer than their historical counterparts – and thus flank
attacks are much more common in wargames than they ever
were in history. (This is one of the reasons that the game does
not reward a shooter for firing into a flank. It is simply too easy
to do in a wargame, that which was relatively rare in actual
combat.)

Units can remove disruption by Recovering. This represents
the ability of officers and NCOs to dress the lines and get the
unit moving again, or simply, by force of example, to keep men
doing their duty, even in the face of enemy fire.

Artillery Units and Disruption
Artillery units do not take disruption. They are always either
fully functional, or eliminated.

Unit Qualities
Unit Qualities
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The die roll for a discipline test is normally modi- the Game
fied by the vigor of its superior officer. Or, if the Concepts

Modifying a Discipline Test

All units are rated for two basic qualities: Esprit and Discipline.
Some units also have additional qualities that note their special
or particular abilities.

Esprit
Esprit is a measure of the motivation of the men and their will
or desire to fight the enemy. It is used as a combat modifier,
with a unit receiving a bonus for having a higher level of esprit
than its opponent.

unit is out of command range, it always applies a -1
modifier.

An independent unit does not apply any modifier as long as it is
within the commander’s command range. If outside that range,
it applies a -1 modifier.
A unit rolling to recover does not add the modifier for vigor.

There are three levels of esprit, in descending order from best
to worst: Valiant, Reliable, and Shaky.

Discipline

Artillery units do not have Esprit values.

DISC
Test

Valiant
Reliable

“Regulars”

Esprit
Experienced
Amateur

4+
Irregular

Shaky

+/-

Discipline (DISC)
Discipline is a measure of the training and professionalism of
the men. Most units in the horse and musket era were adequately
trained to perform the evolutions required of formed troops.
The norm, therefore, is “Experienced.” Some troops, however,
either belong to dysfunctional armies, or they may have been
hurried to the front before having completed the necessary
period of drill. Such troops are called “Amateur.” Finally, there
is a third category of discipline that reflects troops that were
not usually called upon to operate in traditional formations,
and thus have different abilities and limitations in movement:
“Irregular.”

3+

-1

Vigor of Superior
Or
Out of Command

Irregular Units

All artillery units are Experienced.

The huge majority of troops in the Napoleonic Wars fought in
regular, close order formations. Some of these units (allegedly
or actually “light infantry”) could fight in more open formations, and were thus better-suited to being deployed in woods or
buildings. And in some armies - particularly in eastern Europe
and the Middle East - units of true “irregulars” continued to
serve in that role full-time, never really acting as formed troops.
These include troops such as Russian Cossacks, Spanish guerillas, and several types of Balkan infantry and cavalry, often in
Ottoman service.

Discipline Tests

If a unit is designated “irregular,” that means that it is only and
always in open order.

All units that are not irregular are “Regular.”

There are several conditions under which a unit must take a
Discipline Test:
•
•
•
•
•

When attempting a reaction
When attempting interpenetration
In some cases, when changing formation
In some cases, when leaving a town base
When trying to recover

The test is made by rolling one die, and attempting to score
equal to, or higher than, the required number.

In the Advanced Rules, you may also deploy certain regular
infantry units as irregulars. (An Austrian Grenz battalion, for
example, could fight as per its “normal” classification as a regular, formed infantry unit, or it could be deployed as an irregular
unit.)

All units that are not irregular are Regular.

Other Unit Qualities
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Shock

Guard

Cavalry whose main purpose is
to be held in reserve and then
to fight in tightly-disciplined
formations is classed as Shock
cavalry. This has an effect upon
cavalry-vs-cavalry combat.

Pursuit

Some units are Guards. These
elite formations get a bonus in
combat.

For most units, two or three words suffice to describe their
qualities. An Austrian Hussar unit, for instance, would be:
Valiant Experienced Pursuit cavalry.

Lancers

Some cavalry units are designated
Pursuit cavalry. This represents units
that have a special utility pursuing a
defeated enemy off the field (or covering your retreat, if pursued.)

Cavalry equipped with lances get a bonus
in combat against enemy infantry units.

For some special or elite units, however, descriptions can be
fairly elaborate: the Polish Lancers of the Imperial Guard would
be: Valiant Experienced Guard Shock Lancers.

Officer Qualities and Command Range
The Commander
The player himself is represented by his commander figure. The
commander is not rated for his skill; we assume a level of basic
professionalism and competence, and that the player’s own
decisions will be that officer’s “skill” in the game.

Vigor
Subcommanders have an integer rating for their Vigor. This
represents the subcommander’s enthusiasm to get into the fight
and his ability to stay on top of events. The three levels of
vigor are: -1, 0, and +1. If no integer appears after the subcommander’s name, you may assume his vigor to be 0.

Units that are not within command range of the commander,
or of their superior officer, are considered Out of Command,
and will have penalties applied. Each of these is explained in
detail in its appropriate place in the rules. The unit:
•
•
•
•
•

is -1 on all discipline tests
may not make any recovery rolls
may not charge or countercharge
is penalized -2 combat dice
must take a discipline test to change formation

Command Range

Tactics (Advanced Rules)
Subcommanders are also rated for their ability to influence
the combat performance of units under their command. This
Tactics rating is expressed with a symbol on their label. The
norm (“Average”) is depicted by the lack of a symbol.

Commander

10BW

Subcommander 6BW

Not traced within 1BW
of any enemy unit.

The use of officer tactics is explained fully in the Advanced
Rules.

Officers’ Roles in Discipline Tests

Command Range:
“In Command” and “Out of Command”

A unit that is within the range of its superior officer must add
his vigor modifier to the die rolled in all discipline tests except
for recovery.

Each officer has a Command Range. A unit is In Command
if it is within command range of its superior officer: i.e., if any
portion of its bases is within range of any portion of his base.
Any unit in the army is in command if it is within the commander’s range.
The distance between an officer and a unit can be traced across
any kind of terrain, even impassable, but not within 1BW of
any enemy unit.

A unit that is out of command automatically incurs a -1
modifier.
A unit that is not within the range of its superior officer is not
out of command, if it is within the commander’s range.
An independent unit adds no modifier as long as it is within the
commander’s range. If not, it must add a -1 modifier.

Terrain
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not the slope of a hill is steep enough that it should Concepts

Terrain and Cover

Hills

Terrain and cover are not necessarily the same thing. A marshy
field, for instance, would be rough terrain, but would offer no
cover. A town block would offer cover, but doesn’t impede
movement and is therefore not rough terrain. In other cases,
however, such as a forest, an area might be both cover and
rough terrain.

be considered “rough” terrain. The default answer is
“No,” hill slopes are not rough unless otherwise specified.

In general, Rough is a concept relevant to movement, although
it also bears upon the bounce-through range of cannonballs,
and determines whether a unit is in “bad terrain” in combat..

Hills are expressed in Levels of elevation above Level Zero,
which represents the tabletop. A “Level Three Hill,” would
thus be two levels higher than a “Level One Hill.” This matters
only when determining whether one side or another has higher
elevation.

Cover is a concept relevant to fire and combat. There are two
kinds of cover: Hard and Soft. If a rule refers only to “cover,”
then it doesn’t matter whether it is hard cover or soft cover. At
other times, a rule might specify that it applies only to hard, or
soft cover.

If there is ever a question about line of sight or “blind zones”
resulting from units on different elevations or slopes, apply a
simple, literal test: if you can run a stick or piece of string in a
straight line from any base of the firing unit to any base of the
target unit, then a line of sight exists.

Finally, there are terrain features considered Obstacles. An
obstacle is some sort of linear impediment (a wall, a hedgerow, a
ditch, etc.) A unit is never “in” an obstacle, but may be “behind”
one, and thus get cover against combat or fire coming across
that obstacle.

Ground Condition
For purposes of movement, ground is either Open or Rough
terrain. Examples of rough terrain are: woods, rocky ground,
marshes, sand, etc.

Streams and Fords
When designing an historical scenario, streams should be
designated as either Rough terrain or Impassable. They are
not obstacles. In an Army Builder game, all streams should be
Rough.
If a Ford exists in a Rough stream, then the crossing point
of that ford is open ground. If a ford exists in an impassable
stream or river, then the ford is rough ground.

Furthermore, ground is either Dry or Mud (the latter meaning
mud or deep snow.)

Summary of Common Terrain Types
Terrain

Movement

Cover

Woods or dense Orchard

Rough

Soft

Sand, Rocks, Ploughed Field

Rough

No

Marsh or Swamp

Rough

If trees, Soft

Slope of a Hill

Varies

No

Impassable

No

Wooden Buildings

Varies

Soft

Stone Buildings

Varies

Hard

Hasty Earthworks

Obstacle

Soft

Wall or Entrenchments

Obstacle

Hard

Varies

No

River

Stream
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the Game In order to be “in” cover, a unit must have half or
Concepts more of its bases completely inside the area of cover.
In order to be “behind” cover, the unit must be in
direct, contiguous base-contact with the obstacle, and the enemy
attack or fire must be coming from across that obstacle. If there
is doubt about the proportion of the unit protected behind
the cover, half or more of the unit’s bases must be completely
behind the obstacle.
In the example on the right: the French unit has charged the
Austrian unit. The Austrians do not get the cover bonus for
being behind the stone wall obstacle, since they are not in contiguous base-contact with it, nor more than half covered by it.
In the lower example: Unit A has three bases completely within
the forest, and is therefore in cover. Unit B does not have any
bases completely inside the forest, and thus has no cover.

B

Moving Through / Being In Rough Terrain
If any portion of a unit passes through rough terrain, then the
unit is considered to have moved through rough terrain, with
the appropriate movement penalty.
However, in order to be “in rough terrain” for purposes of
shooting or combat, a unit must have half or more of its bases
completely in the rough terrain.

A

The Sequence of Play

1. Reaction Phase
Defending units take reactions

2. Combat Phase
Resolve combats. Units fall back or advance

3. Activity Phase
a.
b.

Move units (including charging the enemy)
Make recovery attempts

4. Status Phase
a.
b.
c.
d.

Remove smoke markers from your artillery
Engineering (Advanced Rules)
Enter reinforcements
Check army morale and possible end of game

A game is divided into Turns, each of which represents one side’s activity. One side plays a turn, then
the other side plays a turn. Thus, Turn 1 might be a
French turn, then Turn 2 an Allied turn, then Turn 3
a French turn, etc.) The side whose turn it is, is called
the “moving side.”
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Each turn is sub-divided into four Phases, shown enumerated
here.

The Sequence of Play as a Narrative:
If, in the previous turn, the other side made attacks, then your
defending units may take Reactions. This may include changing formation or facing, and falling back or countercharging.
Making the attempt requires a discipline test.
The Reaction Phase is also when your units may shoot, whether
or not they have been attacked by the enemy. Artillery units
that fired are marked with “smoke,” indicating that they may
not move in the Activity Phase. Unlike all the other kinds of
reactions, shooting does not require a discipline test.
After your eligible units have had a chance to react, you then
resolve all the pending combats. As a result of combat, some
units may have to advance or fall back a short distance.

A Tip for New Players: Getting Used to the Sequence of Play
The sequence of play is very simple, but it often takes new players some time to get used to, because it is “backwards” from
most wargames.
Unlike the traditional Move-Shoot-Melee sequence of most
games, Lasalle resolves shooting first (as part of reactions), then
combat, and finally movement. This novel sequence allows us
to create a true IGO-UGO game, in which everything in a turn is
one player’s activity.
It also has the advantage of forcing players to commit themselves to actions (like a charge) and then to hand over the turn
to their opponents. Unlike the traditional wargame sequence, in
which a player can always see the outcomes of all his decisions
by the end of his own turn, Lasalle forces you to “sweat” a little,
as the enemy may or may not react effectively and thwart your
plans.
In any event, if you initially have trouble remembering the
Sequence of Play, think of it like this:
You React (and Shoot)
You Defend in Combat
You Move
You Recover
End of your turn

During the Activity Phase, you move your units. This is done
one force at a time; pick a force and complete any/all moves
for the units of that force, and then conclude by moving that
subcommander. Then select another force and do the same.
Continue for all forces in the army.
After all units have moved, you may roll to recover for units that
have disruptions.
In the Status Phase you remove all smoke markers from your
units. If using the Advanced Rules, the placement of engineer
bases and resolution of engineering tasks is done at this time.
Reinforcements due to arrive this turn appear on the board. You
then determine your army’s morale, calculating your losses thus
far against your breakpoint. If you have to make an army morale
check, you do so now. A failed check might end the game.
If you have just completed the last turn of the game’s Basic
Length, both players now roll to determine whether there will
be a bonus turn. This check is made at the end of each subsequent bonus turn until the game ends.

THE ACTIVITY PHASE
1. Reaction Phase
2. Combat Phase

3. Activity Phase
4. Status Phase

Where Are We In The Sequence?
The chapters of this book do not proceed in Sequence of Play Order. Rather, we
introduce the sub-systems of the game in a logical order so that understanding them,
you will then be better able to learn the next sub-system. We will first discuss The
Activity Phase, so that you will learn how to move your units. This is a necessary
first step to learning the game, even though it is not the first step in the actual playing
sequence.

Movement: The Basics
The detailed sequence for the Activity Phase is as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Choose one force or independent unit
Move each unit of that force
Move the subcommander
Repeat sequence (a) through (c) for all other
forces and independent units in the army
e) Move the commander
f) Make recovery attempts

Movement Allowances in BW
Infantry

Full

Reduced

March

6

4

Attack Column

4

2

A player must complete all movement for units in one force
before moving any units in another force.

Line

2

1

Square

0

0

Movement Allowance

Cavalry

Full

Reduced

All units have a movement allowance, based upon their type and
current formation. A unit uses its Reduced movement allowance if any of the following apply:

March

10

5

Waves

8

3

Abreast

6

2

Artillery

Full

Reduced

Horse Artillery Limbered

10

2

Foot Artillery Limbered

6

2

Unlimbered (Prolong)

1

1

• The ground condition is Mud.
• The unit’s move, at any point, traverses Rough terrain.
If none of the above conditions apply, then the unit may use its
Full movement allowance.

Full and Reduced Movement Allowance
The moving player must declare, prior to moving each unit, if
it will do anything that would require it to use its reduced allowance. For example, if an infantry unit in Attack Column begins moving
across open terrain, and then wishes to enter rough terrain, its total move
from beginning to end may not exceed 2BW. If it avoids the rough terrain,
however, it may move up to 4BW.
Reduced movement is not cumulative. A unit moving through
rough terrain when the ground condition is mud still uses the
reduced allowance, just as he would when moving across open
terrain in the mud.

Irregular Units in Rough Terrain
Irregular units may use their full movement allowance in rough
terrain. They still use the reduced allowance, however, when the
ground condition is mud.

Changing Formation
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Changing Formation: Infantry and Cavalry

Limitations on Square Formation

A unit that wishes to change formation must do so before spending any of its movement allowance. The unit’s allowance is based
upon the new formation into which it has changed. However,
having changed formation, the unit may have all, half (rounded
up to the nearest BW), or none of its movement allowance
remaining. A unit may only make one formation change in the
Activity Phase.

A square may not be formed in rough terrain.

Consult the Formation Change Table, below, to determine
how much movement allowance a unit will have, after changing
formation. Using the unit’s discipline value, determine whether
the unit began the Activity Phase in March formation, or in
some other formation.
For example, an experienced unit in Line formation changes to Attack
Column and wishes to move into the woods (rough terrain). It now has half
its reduced movement allowance for Attack Column remaining. only 1BW.
Had it wanted to move only in the clear, then it would have had half of its
full movement allowance remaining (thus 2BW).

Changing Formation Near the Enemy
If a unit is near the enemy, it uses the “Near the Enemy” column
of the table, regardless of its starting formation.

-CThe
Activity
Phase

An irregular unit may not form Square.

An officer base may not be placed inside any open
space in a square. (If you wish to symbolize him taking refuge in
the square, place him beside it, out of the enemy’s path.)

How to Change Formation
A unit that changes formation must adhere to several restrictions. In each case, the player chooses one base of the unit,
and then forms up the other bases upon it, to create the new
formation.
A unit changing formation may never interpenetrate any enemy
units, nor any friendly infantry or cavalry units. It is permissible
to interpenetrate friendly artillery during the act of formation
change, as long as the new formation doesn’t end overlapping
the artillery unit.
To change formation: choose any one base in the unit. That
base may not move. The other bases form up upon it; either
to left or right, or behind - but not in front - as you desire and the
formation requires.

Changing Formation While Out of Command
Regardless of its starting formation, or whether or not it is near
the enemy, a unit that is out of command uses the “Out of
Command” column of the table. It must take its discipline test
with the attendant -1 modifier for being out of command.
An amateur unit that is out of command and also near the
enemy, may not change formation at all.

Formation Change Table
(also used for About Face Maneuver)
Discipline

Begin in Begin in Near the
Out of
March
Other
Enemy Command

Experienced

Full

Half

None

DISC -1

Amateur

Half

None

DISC

DISC -1 *

Irregular

Full

Full

Half

DISC -1

Full

After changing formation, the unit may spend its full
movement allowance.

Half

After changing formation, the unit may spend half of
its movement allowance, rounding up.

None After changing formation, the unit has no remaining
movement allowance.

DISC The unit must pass a discipline test to change formation. If it passes, then it may change formation, and
has no movement allowance remaining. If it fails, it
does nothing in this Activity Phase.

*

An Amateur unit that is out of command and near the
enemy may not change formation at all.
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Examples of Infantry & Cavalry Units Changing Formation
These examples are by no means exclusive. There are many ways to perform each of these changes, and indeed all
infantry and cavalry formation changes, as long as the two basic rules are obeyed: choose one base that will not
move; and do not form the other bases up forward of that base.

March changes to Line:

Waves Changes to Abreast:

March Changes to Waves:

Square Changes to Line:

Artillery Units Changing Formation
Changing Formation: Artillery Units
Artillery units have great flexibility when changing formation.
Choose any one base, turn it on one of its corners to face in any
direction, and then form up the other bases abreast (if unlimbering), or in any configuration (if limbering) as long as each
limber base touches at least one other limber base.
The bases forming-up for the new formation may not interpenetrate enemy units, may not overlap any units upon completion,
and may not form up forward of the chosen base.
A limbered artillery unit may move up to its full allowance prior
to changing formation, but once it unlimbers, it may not move
any more in that Activity Phase.

An artillery unit may not unlimber even partially in a town base,
woods, or a swamp/marsh.
An unlimbered artillery unit may only change formation to
limbered if it is not marked with smoke. If not marked, it may
change to limbered, and move its full movement allowance.
An artillery unit may not both limber and unlimber in the same
Activity Phase.
Artillery units do not use the Formation Change Table. They
may change formation only if they are in command at the
moment they wish to change. No other restrictions or complications apply, save those mentioned in this section.

Unlimbered Changes to Limbered:
Limbered
Changes to
Unlimbered:

Maneuvers
Maneuvers

About-Face

Whenever a unit moves in any way other than directly forward,
it is performing a Maneuver. Each maneuver has certain limitations. In some cases, performing one maneuver results in the
unit being unable to perform others in this Activity Phase.

A unit may about-face, turning all its bases exactly 180
degrees to face the opposite direction, at the beginning of its move.

Changing formation is not a maneuver.

Wheel
To wheel a unit, the player chooses one forward corner of that
unit, which will not move, while the rest of the unit wheels
around in an arc. Wheeling may be done any number of times
during movement. Measure the distance traveled by the outside
arc of the wheel; this determines how far the unit may move.
There is no limit to the change of facing afforded by a wheel;
a unit can wheel around like a revolving door if it has enough
movement to do so. A unit may wheel, then move forward, then
wheel again in another direction, then move again, and so on.
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An about-face must be done prior to any other movement.
It may not be done in the same activity phase in which a unit
changes formation. The unit may either change formation, or
about-face, but not both.
Performing an about-face requires the same cost in movement
allowance as changing formation (and uses the same table - see
page 25). For example, an experienced unit in Attack Column formation that about-faced, would then have only half its movement allowance
remaining. An amateur unit in Line would use all its movement allowance
to about-face.

Oblique
An Experienced or Irregular unit may move obliquely forward
up to 45 degrees (up to 1BW to the left or right for each 1BW
forward.) There is no additional cost for this maneuver.
A unit may not oblique in the same activity phase in which it
does any other maneuvers.

3BW

2BW

Move by the Flank
1BW

A unit may move exactly perpendicular to its current facing,
either to the left or the right. This flank-move spends movement
allowance at double the normal rate. (A unit must have at least 2
movement allowance remaining to move 1BW by the flank.)
A unit may not move by the flank in the same activity phase in
which it does any other maneuvers.
A unit may not move by the flank if it begins, or at any time in
its move comes near the enemy.

Retrograde
A unit may move backwards, treating its rear edge as its front
edge. This retrograde move spends movement allowance at
double the normal rate. (A unit must have at least 2 movement
allowance remaining to retrograde 1BW.)
A large French cavalry unit in Waves formation begins with
some bases partially in the woods (rough terrain). Consequently it must use its reduced movement allowance of 3BW
this turn.
It wheels to the left, clearing the woods as it does so. The
wheel takes 2BW. It has 1BW remaining, which it uses to
move straight ahead.

A unit may combine retrograde movement with a wheel, thus
“wheeling backwards.” All the rules for wheeling apply, except
that movement costs double.

Maneuvers
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2BW

1BW
2

4

6

8

Move By the Flank
Oblique
The Line has a movement allowance of 2. It obliques 1BW to
the left, then moves 1BW directly forward.

Russian Hussars in Wave have a movement allowance of
8BW. They move by the flank 4BW, each of which costs double, thus their entire movement allowance of 8.

Movement Rules
Artillery Movement

Moving Officers

Artillery units do not perform maneuvers. They may always
move in any direction, make any number of turns or facing
changes, and end facing in any way, whether or not they are
near the enemy, as long as no base in the unit exceeds the unit’s
movement allowance.

An officer makes his move after all of his units have completed
movement. He can move any distance to a new position which
must be within command range of one of his units. He cannot,
however, move across impassable terrain, nor may his move
take him near an enemy unit, unless a friendly unit under his
command is also near to that enemy. unit.

An artillery unit that fired in the Reaction Phase is marked with
smoke. This serves to remind the player that it may not change
formation, nor may it move, except by prolong.

Prolong
An unlimbered artillery unit may Prolong, moving 1BW in any
direction, in any terrain or ground condition.
1BW

Roads
Most roads in the early 19th century were little more than muddy
tracks, often jammed with animal and vehicular traffic. Infantry
columns usually marched on the sides of roads, not along them.
In Lasalle, a road is simply open terrain that may or may not pass
through some other kind of terrain. There is no “road bonus,”
other than the fact that a unit may march along a road through
a forest, for instance, at its full allowance, whereas marching
through the forest would be rough terrain.

It is usually preferable for an officer to remain within command
range of all of his units, but there will be circumstances when
this is not possible.
The commander is moved last, after all forces and their subcommanders have moved.

Movement Rules
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Interpenetration

Crossing an Obstacle

No units may ever move through enemy units. Units may move
through (interpenetrate) friendly units as long as the moving
unit has enough movement remaining to clear the passive unit
and move entirely through and past it. A “passive” unit might
have already moved in this Activity Phase, or may yet move,
whether or not it is successfully interpenetrated.

Crossing an obstacle requires a unit’s entire movement
allowance, and may only be done if the unit started
its move with at least one base in contact with the
obstacle. If thus eligible, the unit moves so that it completely
clears the obstacle and ends on the other side, again with at least
one base in contact with the obstacle. It may only do this if
there is enough space for it to be placed on the other side (free
of other units or impassable terrain).

Artillery units and irregular units may interpenetrate, and be
interpenetrated by, any friendly units any number of times,
without penalty.
A regular infantry or cavalry unit, interpenetrating any portion
of regular infantry or cavalry units, requires a discipline test
for the passive unit (the one being interpenetrated.) If that unit
passes the test, then the moving unit may move through it. If
not, then the moving unit must stop at the moment it contacted
that passive unit. This ends its movement.

If not perfectly squared with the obstacle, the crossing unit may
wheel as it crosses, to conform to the obstacle.
If eligible, the unit may change formation before moving across
the obstacle.

Assuming successful discipline tests, a moving unit could interpenetrate any number of friendly units.
OR

DISC Test

If the Infantry
fails the test, the
Hussars stop here.

Summary of Maneuvers
Wheel

Oblique

About Face

Treat it as normal movement, measured
along the arc of the wheel. Multiple
wheels are permitted. May combine
with retrograde.
Experienced or Irregular only. May not
combine with any other maneuver.
Performed in lieu of a formation
change, prior to any other movement.
Use the Formation Change Table (page
25) to determine remaining movement
allowance.

Flank Move

Retrograde

Interpenetrate

Exactly perpendicular only. Costs
double normal movement. May not do
near the enemy. May not combine with
any other maneuver.
Costs double normal movement.
May combine with Wheel to “wheel
backwards.”
Regular INF and CAV require DISC
Test to interpenetrate Regular INF or
CAV. The passive unit rolls. If it fails,
the moving unit must stop.
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At the conclusion of the Activity Phase, a player may
make recovery attempts for all units within command
range of their superior officer or of the commander.
This process represents the dressing of lines and the
recovery of good order and morale following the
shock of enemy fire or close contact. It can be done near the
enemy, but that is more difficult.
A unit may not make a recovery attempt if
• it is in base-contact with the enemy (i.e., it has charged or
been charged).
• it is out of command.
• it moved through rough terrain or across an obstacle.
• it performed any maneuvers in the Activity Phase.
• it interpenetrated, or was interpenetrated (unless it was
interpenetrated while in Deployed(Town) formation - for
details see Chapter 7).

A unit may make only one recovery attempt in its turn.

How to Make a Recovery Attempt
A recovery attempt is a special discipline test that is not modified by the sub-commander’s vigor. If the roll succeeds, remove
one disruption from the unit.

Complications to a Recovery Attempt
A unit must add another die if it moved in the Activity Phase
(including changing formation). It must add another die if it
is near the enemy. In order to recover, all dice must pass the
discipline test.
For example: a unit moved in the Activity Phase, ending about 3BW from
an enemy unit. It would have to roll three dice for its recovery attempt, all of
which must pass the discipline test, in order to successfully recover.

The Commander’s Role in Recovery
Each turn, the commander may intervene in the recovery of
any one unit in the army per turn, within his command radius.
He may re-roll a failed recovery attempt. He must re-roll immediately after the failed attempt. He can not wait until after other
attempts are made.

Recovery Attempt
DISC Test: No Modifiers
Basic Test
if you moved

+

if near the enemy

+

Charging
Moving to contact with the enemy is also called “attacking”
him. The move to attack is called a Charge, and has several
restrictions. The enemy unit defending against the charge is the
target of the charge.

Who May Charge Whom?
• Cavalry may charge any unit type, as long as the defender
is not in buildings or hard cover.
• Infantry may charge enemy infantry and artillery.
• Artillery units may not charge any enemy unit.
• No unit in March or Square formation may charge.
• No unit may charge if it is out of command at the start
of its Activity Phase.
• An irregular unit may not charge a regular unit, if either
of them is in open terrain.
• A unit may not charge if it is only 1 disruption away from
breaking. (Thus: a small unit with 3 DISR, or a large unit
with 5 DISR).
A unit may not react into contact (except as a countercharge);
nor change formation into contact with a new enemy by rearranging its bases in such a way as to come into contact with an
enemy unit it was not already in contact with.

Infantry vs. Cavalry: An Exception for Towns
Normally, infantry may not charge enemy cavalry, with one
exception: if a cavalry unit ends its move in a town, then it may
be charged by enemy infantry.
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The Charge Move

A charge must be declared before the unit is touched
in any way in the activity phase. If the unit begins to
move, the owning player may not then announce that
it is charging. A player may always pre-measure to determine
whether or not one of his units is eligible to charge any given
target.
A unit is very limited in its range of options for movement, if
it declares to charge the enemy. At the start of its move, it is
permitted a limited wheel (see below), but otherwise it may only
move directly forward. A charging unit may not change formation, may not make any maneuvers, and may not interpenetrate
any units except friendly artillery.

Limited Wheel Prior to Charge
The only maneuver permitted to a charging unit is a special limited wheel, which must be done as the first movement expended
in the charge move. After this wheel, the remainder of the
charge move may only be directly straight forward to contact.
An infantry unit may wheel up to 1BW. A cavalry unit may
wheel up to 2BW.
The wheel is not a “free” move. Any distance traveled in the
wheel is subtracted from the remaining movement allowance
for the charge move.
The wheel itself is not “the charge.” A unit can’t contact the
enemy while wheeling. It may only contact the enemy with
straight-ahead movement, after completing any wheel.

A

B

Charge Move
The French cavalry could have charged
directly forward and contacted Austrian
unit A. It could also perform a limited
wheel of up to 2BW at the start of its
charge move, but that would still not
be enough of a facing change to charge
Austrian unit B.

2BW
1BW

Charging
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Wheel and Charge:
Mandatory Target Near?

One Attacker on Multiple Defenders
In a situation where multiple defenders can be physically contacted by the same attacker at the same moment, the attacker
may attack them all. Otherwise, the attacker must attack the first
unit it contacts in its charge move. It stops at that moment of
contact and moves no further.

If there are any enemy units within 4BW of the attacking unit, and to his front, then the closest of those
units that can be reached in a charge move must be the target
of the charge.
It is possible that an enemy unit might be closest, but unreachable (in terrain the unit is not permitted to attack, or across
impassable terrain, or blocked by a friendly unit, etc.) The closest target unit that can be reached, is “the closest” for these
purposes. If two eligible targets are equidistant, both “closest,”
the attacker may choose one, or charge both.

Multiple Attackers on one Defender

If there are no enemy units within 4BW and to the front of the
attacking unit, then it may charge any enemy it can reach.

It is possible for more than one attacker to contact the same
defender, even on the same side of the defending unit. (Two
Attack Columns might charge the front of an enemy Line, for
instance.) There is no limit to the number of attackers on one
defender, although the combat rules create a point of diminishing returns, given that attackers will be at reduced strength if
they only “clip” a defender with a small fraction of their mass.

Visibility

Charging Out of Command

A unit may only attack an enemy unit that is visible to it at the
beginning of its Activity Phase.

Remember that a subcommander is moved last, after all his
units have moved. Thus it is possible that some of his units
could charge themselves out of his command range. As long as
a charging unit starts in command, it can make a legal charge.
If the player charges them out of command, and is willing to
accept the penalty for that, he has that option.

The Point of Contact
Units do not always contact each other at tidy right-angles. More
often, a portion or corner of one unit contacts another at some
oblique angle. This does not matter; combat will be resolved
between any two units whose bases touch at any point.

B

C

5BW

A

Mandatory Target Near?

3BW

2BW

The French cavalry has three Austrian units
nearby. Austrian-A is closest, at 2BW, but
can’t be reached because a friendly French
infantry unit blocks the way of any legal wheel
and charge move. Austrian-B can be reached,
but is 5BW away, and therefore not a mandatory target. Austrian-C meets all the criteria
of a mandatory target: it is to the front, it is
within 4BW, and it can be reached. Therefore
if the French cavalry charges anybody, it must
charge Austrian-C.
Note that Austrian-B would be a legal target
for a charge, if C weren’t within 4BW, and thus
mandatory.

THE REACTION PHASE
Where Are We In The Sequence?

1. Reaction Phase

Now that you have learned how to move your units and charge the enemy, the next
phase we will discuss is The Reaction Phase, the first phase in your turn.

2. Combat Phase

In Lasalle, your turn opens with a chance to react to the moves made by your enemy
at the end of his (previous) turn. In the Reaction Phase you may fire upon the enemy
and react to any attacks he made against your units, prior to resolving the combats.

3. Activity Phase
4. Status Phase

Reactions: The Basics
In the Reaction Phase you may attempt Reactions with any and
all of your eligible units. A unit may only attempt one reaction,
and not all units are eligible to make the same sorts of reaction,
or in the same ways. There are five types of reaction:
1. About Face
2. Change Formation
3. Countercharge
4. Fall Back
5. Fire

Some reactions (About Face, Change Formation, Fall Back)
may only be attempted if your unit has been attacked (charged)
by the enemy and thus currently in contact with him.
No unit is ever required to take a reaction. If it attempts a reaction that requires a discipline test, and it fails that test, it may not
attempt any other reaction.
The criteria and procedures for all reactions are explained in
this chapter.

In order to make any of the first four types of reactions, your
unit must pass a discipline test. Fire is the only reaction that
does not require a test.

Reaction: About Face
WHEN / IF:

Discipline Test Required

An enemy unit charged your unit and is now in contact, but not
to your front.

A unit is allowed to attempt an about face as its reaction, as
long as it is not contacted by an enemy on its front. It does not
change formation, but rather all bases are turned 180 degrees to
face the rear. The unit’s footprint does not change.

DISC Test
Passed

About Face

The French have charged the Austrian
Line in the rear. The Austrians pass their
discipline test and about face. Nothing
else about the contact changes; the
Austrian bases are simply flipped 180
degrees, and now the French are to
their front.

Reaction: Change Formation
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WHEN / IF:
An enemy charged your unit and is now in contact.

Discipline Test Required

DISC Test
Passed

Change
Formation

Assuming there is enough space to make the legal formation
change, and no illegal interpenetrations would result, the reacting unit may attempt to change formation by passing a discipline
test.
A unit may not use this reaction to break contact with an enemy
unit attacking it. The reacting unit must form-up on a base that
contacts that enemy, or by forming up, does not break contact
with the enemy. If contacted by multiple enemies, then all contacts must be maintained.
If the formation change can not be made without breaking
contact with any of the attackers, then the reaction may not
be taken. If the new formation can not be made without overlapping friendly or enemy bases, then the reaction may not be
taken.

Above:
Austrian cavalry charged a French infantry unit in Line formation. The French want to react by changing formation to
Square. They pass their discipline test, and thus may react.
As with any normal formation change, the French player
picks one base that will not move, and makes the formation
upon that base. He could have chosen either of the two righthand bases, because forming upon them would allow him to
remain in base-contact with the attacker. He chooses to form
up on the light blue base.

Out of Luck!
This defender is attacked from the front and rear
simultaneously. No formation change is possible because the
defender’s bases can’t be re-arranged to maintain contact,
without overlapping an enemy base.

Reaction: Change Formation
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On the Left: Out of Luck Again!
These two French infantry units are packed so
tightly together that the front unit can’t form a
square when attacked by the Austrian cavalry,
because there would be no legal way to make
that formation change without overlapping the
other French infantry unit, behind it.

1st

Two cavalry units attack the
extreme ends of a large infantry unit in Line.

2nd

The infantry unit can form
Square as long as the Square
remains within 2BW of all attackers.

Special Exception:
Forming a Square as a Reaction
Normally a unit may not attempt a change formation
reaction if doing so would break contact with any
attackers. Lasalle recognizes one exception to this rule.
If a defending infantry unit is attacked by more than one
enemy cavalry unit - and only by cavalry units - and if it can
not possibly form square while staying in base-contact
with its attackers, then it may attempt to change formation to Square even if doing so would break contact
with attacking units. The new Square formation must
still be within 2BW of all attacking cavalry units. The
new formation may not overlap any enemy bases.

2BW

After forming the Square, all attacking cavalry units may
slide up to 2BW to restore contact with the square. They
must retain their facing and angle of contact.
In order to take this reaction, the defender must be able
to form the Square legally and within 2BW of all attackers, and all attackers must be able to slide up to 2BW to
restore contact. If forming the Square would prevent
the cavalry units from sliding the 2BW (if impassable
terrain or another unit were in the way, for instance),
then this reaction may not be taken.

3rd

2BW

The cavalry units slide up to
2BW to restore contact.

Reaction: Countercharge
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WHEN / IF:
Your cavalry unit is not in contact with any enemy
units at the beginning of its Reaction Phase

Discipline Test Required

Countercharge!

A cavalry unit may countercharge if its movement allowance is
sufficient to contact an enemy unit that attacked friendly units.
Cavalry units may countercharge the enemy, altering combat
contacts that the enemy set up in his turn. A unit may not countercharge an enemy unit that is not in contact with friendlies at
the moment the countercharging unit begins to move.
The countercharge must adhere to all the limits and requirements of a normal charge move.

A countercharge must be able to contact enemy units that are in
contact with friendly units. A countercharge may not be used to
also contact an enemy unit that has not attacked friendly units.
If there is no way to make the countercharge without simultaneously also contacting other non-engaged enemy units, then the
countercharge can’t be made.

In their Activity Phase last turn, the Austrians charged the
French Attack Column. Now it is the French Reaction Phase,
and the French player can bring his cavalry into the combat
by countercharging the Austrian Line.

(This is because a countercharge represents an opportunity to surprise a foe
who is occupied with his own attack, thus upsetting his plans. If you want
to attack an enemy who is not in the midst of combat, you can do so in
your Activity Phase, which allows that enemy to have his own chance for a
Reaction, in the normal sequence of play.)

1

2

Countercharge
Not Allowed

A

Countercharge!

B

A

B

On the Left: Spanish-A attacked the French infantry. Spanish-B is not engaged against any French units. There is no way for the
French cavalry to countercharge against Spanish A without also contacting Spanish-B, so a countercharge is not permitted. (If A is
still there after the combat, the French cavalry could certainly charge both A and B in his own upcoming Activity Phase.)

However, on the Right: Spanish-B has also attacked French-2. Now the opportunity exists for the French cavalry to countercharge, since it will contact only those enemy units that are engaged against friendlies.

Reaction: Fall Back
WHEN / IF:
An enemy charged your unit and is now in contact.

Discipline Test Required
A unit that is in contact with enemy units at the beginning of the
Reaction Phase may attempt to fall back, thus avoiding combat
altogether.
The ability of a unit to fall back depends upon what type of unit
it is, and what type of enemy attacked it. In general, if it passes
the discipline test, it falls back. However:

Irregular Infantry...
May re-roll a failed fall back attempt, unless attacked by enemy
irregular infantry.

Irregular Cavalry...
May re-roll a failed fall back attempt, unless attacked by enemy
irregular cavalry.

Limbered Horse Artillery...
May re-roll a failed fall back attempt, unless attacked by enemy
cavalry.

Unlimbered Artillery (Foot or Horse)...
Must re-roll a successful fall back attempt, unless it has a refuge.
If it passes this second discipline test, the artillery unit successfully falls back. It is changed to limbered formation.

Artillery Refuge
An unlimbered artillery unit has a Refuge if there is any friendly
infantry unit within 1BW of the artillery unit. The presence of
this infantry distracts the enemy attackers and gives the artillery
a better chance to escape, either within or behind friendly ranks.
Thus if an unlimbered artillery unit has a refuge, it does not
have to re-roll a successful discipline test to fall back.

Falling Back as a Combat Result?
A unit can fall back by choice, as a reaction. In this
case, only the moving player’s unit, as part of his
Reaction Phase, falls back. Units of either side can
also be required to fall back after combat.
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The rules and procedures for falling back are the same, whether
a unit falls back in the Reaction Phase or in the Combat Phase.
The difference is that in the Reaction Phase, a discipline test
is required, and if it is failed, the unit does not fall back at all.
Whereas in the Combat Phase, the combat result simply compels the unit to fall back.

Resolve each fall back immediately after resolving the combat which caused it, then move on to resolve the next combat. If a player has multiple units that must fall back from
a single combat, then he may choose the order in which to
move them.

How Far to Fall Back?
Falling back is a special form of movement that does not concern itself with the normal rules for facing, formation, or terrain
costs for movement. As long as the terrain is not impassable,
then the unit may fall back through it, a distance determined by
these rules, not by the normal movement table.
The fall back distance is determined randomly in each case, by
rolling a die. If falling back as a reaction, then the die rolled for
the discipline test is used for this purpose; do not roll again. (In
those cases where a re-roll is permitted or required, the second
roll is used both for the success of the attempt and for the
fall-back distance.)
If multiple units fall back from the same combat, the player
must roll separately for each unit that must fall back.
Cavalry and artillery units take the total rolled as their fallback distance in BW.
Infantry units observe only whether the roll was odd or even.
If odd, then their fall-back distance will be 1BW. If even, then
2BW.
For example: an experienced cavalry unit tries to fall back as a reaction.
He rolls a discipline test, needing a score of 3+. He rolls a 5. He therefore
succeeds, and his fall-back distance will be 5BW.

Artillery Falling Back
An artillery battery may or may not have limbered prior to evading an attacker; the gunners might simply have taken cover or sought
refuge in another unit. But in game terms we limber the battery to show that the battery has been temporarily disrupted and will
require some time to return to action (which was the whole point of charging a battery in the first place).

Reaction: Fall Back
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The Direction of Falling Back

Interpenetration While Falling Back

As part of its fall back move, a unit may wheel. (No
other maneuvers are permitted in falling back.) A fall
back move may be either retrograde, or forward, in
either case with or without a wheel. Aside from wheeling, a unit
does not otherwise change its facing when falling back. Thus,
if falling directly back away from its attacker, it ends still facing
its attacker.
In short: a fall back is movement away from the unit(s) that
attacked you. The exact direction of that movement is up to the
moving player, within the restrictions listed above.

B

A unit might have to fall back “through” friendly units. If a
unit’s fall-back would result in it overlapping or “sitting on”
friendly units or obstacles, then keep falling back until it has
enough space to stop. This means that units might fall back
more than their initial requirement.
If the interpenetration would normally require a discipline test
(regular infantry or cavalry falling back through regular infantry
or cavalry), then the stationary unit makes the test, as normal. If
it fails, it suffers 1 Disruption.

C

B
2BW
A
A

French A attacked the Austrian, lost the combat, and now
must fall back. The French player rolled a die which came up
even, meaning he must fall back 2BW. He opts to fall back
with a Wheel.

French A rolls an odd number and must fall back 1BW. However, French B blocks any possible path, with or without a
wheel. A will interpenetrate B, ending up just behind it. B
must now take a discipline test to see if it suffers 1 Disruption.

Units that do not Fall Back from Combat

Units that may not take a Fall Back Reaction

Units in certain circumstances ignore a fall back as part of their
combat result:

Units in certain circumstances may not attempt to fall back as
a reaction:

•
•
•
•

Infantry in Square.
Unlimbered Artillery.
A unit in Deployed(Town) formation (Advanced Rules).
Infantry in a combat with enemy cavalry, or waiting to
resolve a combat against cavalry.
• A unit in an entrenchment or defensive works.
• A unit whose fall back is blocked by enemy units or not
sufficient to break contact with enemy units.

• Infantry in Square.
• Infantry in contact with enemy cavalry.
• A unit whose fall back is blocked by enemy units or not
sufficient to break contact with enemy units.

Reaction: Fall Back
Situations that Prevent a Fall Back

Prevented by Enemy Within 1BW

There are several cases in which a unit may not fall back, or may
not fall back its entire required distance, as mandated by the die
roll. In some cases, this results in a unit falling back part of the
way, with a penalty; in other more severe cases, it results in a unit
being broken.

A unit may not fall back from combat, nor attempt a
fall back reaction, if any portion of an enemy unit is
directly to its rear, and within 1BW.
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Can’t Fall Back the Entire Distance
If a unit can fall back at least 1BW, but the presence of enemy
units or impassable terrain prevents it from falling back its full
required distance, then the falling-back unit must fall back as far
as it can and then stop. It suffers 1 DISR for being unable to fall
back the full distance required.
For example: if a unit must fall-back 4BW, but can not do so without
contacting enemy units, then it would stop just short of those enemies, and
suffer a disruption.
If a unit can’t fall back at least 1BW, then it is “prevented” from
falling back altogether (see below.)

Formation or Position Prevents a Fall-Back
In some cases the relative positions of attacker and defender,
and/or their formations, might prohibit a fall-back move. In
some cases, whether or not the unit can fall back depends upon
the die roll that determines how far it falls back.

1BW

The French have been attacked by the Austrian infantry. It is
now the French Reaction Phase. The French may not attempt
to fall back because the Austrian cavalry is within 1BW and
has a portion of its bases directly to the French rear. Even
though the cavalry has not attacked, his presence makes a
fall back attempt impossible.

Unable to Break Contact: Unit Broken
If, when required to fall back as a combat result, a unit can not
fall back at least 1BW and break contact with all enemy units,
then it is broken, instead.
2BW

The Austrians might be able to fall back (moving either directly ahead or directly backward), if they rolled an even
number and thus move 2BW. But if they rolled an odd number, then the 1BW move would not be sufficient, and thus
they couldn’t fall back.
The Austrian unit can’t wheel as part of this fall-back because
the French are perfectly flush and perpendicular to their
base, and thus any wheel would overlap the French unit. It is
forbidden to move through an enemy at any time.

Fall Back Through a Town
A unit may fall back through an unoccupied town without
penalty but may not end its fall-back move in the town base.
It must keep falling back until it has space on the other side of
the town base(s).
If the town base is occupied by friendly units, the situation is
a bit more complicated. A unit may fall back through the town
without difficulty, if the occupying unit is in Deployed(Town)
formation. However, if the occupying unit is in March formation (i.e., in the streets) then it counts as interpenetration during
a fallback.
For more information, see the chapter on Towns.
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Fall Back (The Momentum Move)
Cavalry Momentum

If a cavalry unit attacked an artillery or cavalry
defender, and that defender reacted by falling back out
of contact, then the attacker must decide immediately,
after the defending artillery or cavalry unit has fallen back,
whether or not he will take his Momentum Move. If so, he
moves his cavalry directly forward with no turns or maneuvers
of any sort, 2BW, or until contact with an enemy unit, whichever comes first.
A cavalry unit may only take a momentum move if it is not
still in contact with any other defenders. (It is possible that an
attacking cavalry unit could be in contact with multiple defenders simultaneously. He could not make a momentum move until
the last one fell back, because until that time, he would still be in
contact with enemy units.)
It is also possible that a falling-back unit might not fall back
sufficiently to be out of harm’s way, and thus the cavalry might
“catch” it again with its momentum move. In that case, the
defending unit does not get any other reaction.

Reacting to Cavalry Momentum
A cavalry momentum move “interrupts” a player’s Reaction
Phase. It often results in a unit now being contacted by the
enemy, that wasn’t previously in contact. In that case, the newlycontacted defending unit may take a reaction, but only if it has
not already done so in this Reaction Phase. (For example: an
infantry unit fired in the Reaction Phase. Then, as a result of a friendly
unit falling-back, an enemy cavalry unit contacts it via momentum. The
infantry may not react again, because it already fired.)

One Momentum Move Only
A cavalry unit gets only one momentum move in a turn.

No DISC
Test Required

The French cavalry charged the Austrian artillery. The Austrian artillery wants to fall back, so they roll their discipline
test and pass. They have a Refuge, so they don’t have to reroll.
Artillery can always interpenetrate infantry and vice-versa,
so no discipline test is required for the artillery to fall back
through the infantry line.
The artillery ends, limbered, in the rear.

Momentum
Move

A cavalry unit might take a momentum move and encounter a
different enemy artillery or cavalry unit, which might then be
eligible to attempt a reaction. If that second artillery unit falls
back, the attacker’s cavalry unit does not move at all.

Complications in Momentum Moves
A momentum move carries a cavalry unit 2BW forward into
open or rough terrain. It may not carry a unit into a town base.
It may not carry a unit across an obstacle. (The cavalry unit
may move up to, but not across, the obstacle in its momentum
move.) It may not carry a unit into any impassable terrain. A unit
may not interpenetrate friendly infantry or cavalry units during
its momentum move. It may interpenetrate friendly artillery, as
long as the momentum is sufficient to have moved completely
through the artillery and not be left overlapping it.
A momentum move may take a unit out of Command.

But Was It A Good Move...?
The French cavalry may now take its Momentum Move, up
to 2BW directly forward. This brings it into contact with the
Austrian infantry Line.
The infantry will now have a chance to react, hopefully
changing formation to Square, but that might be hard to do
without overlapping their own limbered battery.

Reaction: Fire
WHEN / IF:
Your unit has a valid target in its fire zone.

Discipline Test Not Required
Firing is the only reaction that does not require a discipline test.
Any unit that can fire, and which has a target, may do so at this
time, whether or not it has been attacked. Firing does, however,
count as a reaction, and therefore no other reaction may be
attempted if the unit opts to fire.

Fire results in Hits, which are then converted to Disruptions. Some targets are easier to disrupt than others.

The Fire Zone
A fire zone extends directly to the front of a firing unit,
bounded by that unit’s total width. Simply place two rulers or
other straight edges along the flank lines of the firing unit to
illustrate its fire zone. The fire zone is the area that falls between
those lines, out to the range of that type of fire.
If any portion of the target unit is directly in front of any base
in the shooting unit, and within range of that base, then the
entire shooting unit is in range, and may fire upon the target
unit.

The Option to Fire
Firing is never mandatory. A player may always opt not to fire.
The only exception to this is the bounce-through caused by
roundshot fire. When a unit is the target of roundshot fire, the
resulting bounce-through might necessitate hits on other units
that hadn’t been targeted initially.

Fire Zone

The Basics of Fire
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The shooting player first declares an enemy unit as a
target, and then declares all of his units that will fire
at it. Having declared this, he may not later change his
mind, to add or subtract shooters, after having seen the results
of some of the fire.
A shooting unit determines how many dice it may roll.
The shooter then determines the To-Hit Number for each
die, which might be modified due to the target’s situation. The
total number of hits scored is then converted to disruptions and
applied to the target unit.
If this fire was roundshot, then the shooter determines whether
there are any subsequent targets that might be hit by bouncethrough fire and rolls again in each case.

The Three Types of Fire
All infantry units fire Musketry. Artillery units fire Canister at
close range, and Roundshot at longer ranges. Unless specified
otherwise by special rules, cavalry units never fire.

Friendlies in the Fire Zone
A shooter may never fire at a target if any part of a friendly unit
is in the fire zone, closer than the target unit.
Elevation does not matter; a shooter may not fire “over” a
friendly unit, to hit an enemy unit.
In the example below, the Austrians may not shoot the French
line because another Austrian unit is in the fire zone, closer to
the shooter than the French are.

Fire (Musketry)
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Musketry: How Many Dice to Roll

An infantry unit rolls a number of dice equal to the
number of bases it has in its front rank. That means
that in Line formation, it rolls one die for each base,
and in Attack Column, it rolls a number of dice equal to half its
total number of bases.
Units in Square or March formation may not fire.

Firing at the Flank or Rear
Whenever the shooter has no portion of his unit to the front
of the target, he may add a number of dice equal to his SK
value, regardless of the target unit’s type, formation, or SK
value.
(Thus a unit with enhanced SK of 3 would add three dice, if it
were firing at the rear of an enemy infantry unit.)

British Fire with 5 dice.
(Four bases plus a SK advantage.)

This Large unit in Line would roll 6 dice when shooting.

British

This Small unit in Attack Column would roll 2 dice.

SK Advantage

If the shooter has a superior SK value, he gets an additional
one die to roll when shooting. (For example, if a French unit with
an enhanced SK of 3 is firing at an Austrian unit with an SK of 1, the
French would get one extra die to roll.)

British

If the target of the musketry is an infantry unit, and the shooter
is at least partially to the front of the target, and neither the
shooter nor the target are in hard cover or a town, then calculate
the difference in SK values between the shooter and the target.

British Fire with 7 dice.
(Four bases plus 3 SK bases
against French rear.)

If the target unit is in a formation in which it can’t use its skirmishers (March or Square), then the shooter automatically has
the advantage, assuming he meets the criteria, above, and he
gets one extra die.
If the target’s SK value is equal or superior to the firer’s, there is
no adjustment in the number of dice.

Skirmishers Recalled

British

An infantry unit that is in March or Square formation, or one
that is in base-contact with the enemy (has charged, or been
charged), does not count any SK value. Its skirmishers have
been recalled, or are not in position. Thus it would not get any
dice advantage when shooting. (For example, an Austrian unit has
charged a French unit. In his Reaction Phase the French player wants
to fire. He may do so, but no longer counts his superior SK value when
shooting, because he has been charged.)

British Fire with 4 dice.
(No SK bases count against
a town.)

Fire (Musketry)
Musketry Range
The range for all musketry fire is: 4

BW.

Roll To Hit
The shooter rolls all the dice for his firing unit, attempting to
score hits. The basic To-Hit number is 4+ (all dice scoring four
or higher score hits.) This can be modified in certain circumstances. Regular units apply different modifiers than irregular
units.

To be a full target, a unit must have at least one base
completely in the fire zone and either:
(a) extend across at least half of the shooting unit’s
front, OR
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(b) be fully within the shooter’s fire zone
A unit that does not meet either of these criteria, but still has
some portion within the shooter’s fire zone, is a partial target.
In order to be a target at all, a unit must have at least a portion
of one base within the fire zone.

Musketry in the Rain or Snow

When determining full/partial target status, only unit bases are
counted; not SK bases.

If playing a scenario in which the weather is rain or snow, the
target unit must re-roll all dice that scored hits. If these re-rolled
dice come up a second time with scores of 4+, then they are
kept as hits.

Mandatory Targets for Musketry

Prioritizing Musketry Targets: Partial or Full?
A shooter often has more than one possible target in the fire
zone. However, he may only fire upon one target when he
shoots. In order to determine which target unit must be shot,
the shooter must obey the following rules.
A target is either Partial or Full.

If the closest target in its fire zone is a full target, then the
shooter must fire at that target.
If the closest target is a partial target, then the shooter may
fire at that target, or may fire at the next-closest target, instead
(whether it is full or partial.)
If shooting at the next-closest unit, and there are two equidistant targets, both “next-closest,” then the shooter may choose
one of them.
The distinction of full/partial target does not have any effect on
the fire resolution, only on target priority.

Fire (Full & Partial Targets)
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A

B

B

C

French-C is the closest, and is a Partial target. The Austrians
may fire at it, or they may fire at either A or B, which are
equidistant.

C
A

French-A is the closest, but a Partial target. The Austrians
may choose to shoot at it, or at C, which is next-closest, and
a Full target. They may not shoot at French-B.

B
A

The Austrians have two French targets; both Partial. The Austrians may choose either one of them.

French-A is the closest, and is a Full target. The Austrians
must fire at A. They may not fire at B.

Fire (Artillery)
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Artillery: The Basics

Weight of Artillery

Artillery units may only fire when unlimbered and in open
terrain, with all bases abreast in a contiguous front.

Artillery units are grouped into three “weights.” Light
artillery represents 3- or 4-pounder guns. Medium
Artillery represents the vast majority of guns, from 6- to
9-pounders. And Heavy artillery represents the 12-pounders.

An artillery unit has two Range Brackets: Short and Long.
The short bracket represents the range at which the artillery
would fire canister, or the range at which roundshot would be flying, prior to striking the ground.
The long bracket represents the range at which
roundshot has struck the ground and continues
to bounce along.
The long range bracket is either Full or Reduced,
depending upon the terrain or the condition of
the ground. If the ground is dry, and if the artillery unit is on the same elevation as its target,
and if there is no intervening rough terrain or
elevations, then the unit uses the full long range
bracket. However, if the ground condition is
mud, or if there is any rough terrain in the fire
zone, or if the shooter is on a different elevation
from the point at which the ball first bounced
(the beginning of the “long” range), then the unit
uses the reduced long range bracket.

Weight

Artillery Range Brackets
Full
Long

Short

Heavy

10

Medium

8

Light

6

+

12

Reduced
Long

OR

8

A medium artillery unit, for example, can fire canister out to 8BW. Or it can
fire roundshot out to 8BW, plus an additional 12BW (if the ground is flat and
dry and there are no terrain changes), or another 8BW, otherwise. Thus the
roundshot range for a medium artillery unit is either 20BW (Full), or 16BW
(Reduced).

Artillery Fire Zone: Prioritizing Targets

Bouncethrough Fire

An artillery unit prioritizes targets as follows:

When firing at long range, an artillery unit rolls to hit against
its target, and then rolls again if it has a legal target for
Bouncethrough. The bouncethrough target must be within
range of the shooter, and must be the next-closest in the fire
zone, after the initial target.

• If there is an enemy unit within short range, then the closest enemy unit — whether full or partial — must be the
target. The artillery unit must fire canister at that target.
• If there is no enemy unit within short range, then the
closest enemy unit — whether full or partial — must be
the target. The artillery unit must fire roundshot at that
target. The next-closest enemy unit (full or partial) will
also be a target of bouncethrough fire, if eligible.

If the shooter has two targets perfectly equidistant, he may
choose one of them to the be the “first” and the other to be the
“second” target.
Bouncethrough fire is resolved in exactly the same way as other
roundshot fire. Note that it is possible for a friendly unit to be
the target of bouncethrough fire. It is also possible for a unit
to be hit by bouncethrough fire even though it was not visible
to the shooter, such as being behind a hill, as long as the initial
target was visible and legal.

Are the Artillery Ranges too Short?
An observant reader will have noticed that the ranges given here for artillery (both canister and roundshot) fall significantly (about 30-40%)
below the maximum theoretical ranges documented for the weapons in question, while musketry on the other hand seems slightly enhanced. Laying aside all of those historical questions about smoke and visibility, the fatigue of gunners, the need to conserve ammunition
and the unlikely odds of effective fire at extreme range, let me concede that I did not adjust the ranges for historical reasons. I adjusted them
because it works better as a game!
We could wrangle about the many historical testimonies in which officers noted the factors preventing them from using their weapons on the
battlefield at anything like their maximum theoretical ranges. But in the end we are concerned with getting the rules to provide a satisfactory outcome in a wargame. That depends as much upon things like the size of table you use, or the amount of movement that average unit
executes in a given turn, as it does upon the time you will spend carrying out certain game activities.
Could artillery bombard an enemy position 1000 yards away? To a certain extent, Yes. Is that something you’d like to spend hours doing in a
petit-tactical game? Most likely, No. Thus we concentrate on the activities that will arise most often in normal competitive play.

Fire (Artillery)
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Example of Artillery Fire:
The Austrian battery has a French unit (A) within Short range, so it must fire Canister at A.
If A were not present, then the closest French unit would be B. The Austrian battery would fire Roundshot at B, and then
Bouncethrough fire would affect the next-closest target, C.
If C were not present, then there would be no bouncethrough fire. Because even though French-D would be the next-closest
target, it is just outside the Long range bracket.

Canister and Roundshot: How Many Dice to Roll?
Canister Fire: How Many Dice to Roll

Roundshot Fire: How Many Dice to Roll

An artillery unit firing at a target within its short range bracket
is firing canister. It will roll two dice for each gun base. (Thus
an artillery unit with four gun bases rolls 8 dice for canister.)

An artillery unit firing at a target within its long range bracket is
firing roundshot. It will roll one die for each gun base.

Canister vs. Skirmishers
The number of dice can be modified when firing canister at the
front of an enemy infantry unit in Line or Attack Column
formations. The shooter must subtract the target’s SK value
from the number of dice rolled. (If you normally roll eight dice,
but are firing at an infantry unit with an SK of 2, then you
would roll only six dice.)
When shooting at the flank or rear of any regular infantry target, the target’s SK value is not applied. Nor is it applied by an
infantry unit in March or Square formations; nor to a unit in
hard cover or buildings.
Irregular units count their SK value against enemy canister fire
from any angle, but not if they are in March formation, hard
cover, or buildings.

Skirmishers Recalled
If an infantry unit charges into the front of an artillery unit, and
the artillery opts to fire canister in its Reaction Phase, then the
shooting player does not have to subtract the SK value of his
target, because the target is in base-contact with him.

Roundshot vs. Dense Target
When firing roundshot at an infantry unit in Square formation,
or at any unit in March formation, the shooter doubles the
number of dice he rolls.

Howitzer Dice
If an artillery unit is firing canister, or if it is firing roundshot in
most circumstances, then it simply counts its howitzer base as
another gun, when counting how many dice to roll.
But if the artillery unit is firing roundshot at a unit in a town
or behind earthworks or entrenchments (hard or soft cover),
then it should note the die representing the howitzer base and
roll it separately. (Ideally, a different color of die is useful here,
so they can all be rolled together.)
This “howitzer die” ignores all negative modifiers for cover.
If doubling roundshot dice against a Square or March formation, then double the howitzer die as well.

Fire (Rolling To Hit)
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The To-Hit Number
All fire is resolved essentially the same way: the shooting unit
calculates how many dice it rolls, then determines the To-Hit
number for each, hoping to score hits.
The base To-Hit Number for all fire is 4+. Each die that
scored four or higher, scores one hit.

Modifiers To Hit
Each die may be modified in certain circumstances, depending
upon the shooter and the target unit. For example, a regular
infantry unit in rough terrain or shooting at a target in or behind
cover must apply a -1 penalty to each die roll, meaning that he
will score hits only on rolls of 5+. Whereas an irregular unit suffers no penalties for either of those cases, it nonetheless suffers
a -1 on each die if it is shooting while in open terrain.
A target unit might be fired upon by more than one firer, and
some of the fire might be mitigated by modifiers, while some is
not. In that case, keep the dice separate and roll in batches. Roll
each batch of dice separately, for all units shooting at this target,
and then note the total number of hits scored against the target
unit. (For example, a unit might have cover that protects it from one side
and one shooter, but not from another shooting from a different angle.)

Roll To Hit

4+

Basic To Hit
Regular Musketry
Target in or behind cover

-1

-OR- 1
Shooter in rough terrain
Irregular Musketry

-1

Shooter in open terrain
Canister

How Many Dice to Roll?

-1

Musketry
# of
Bases in
front rank

Roundshot

+1 for SK advantage

-OR+SK value vs. flank/rear
Canister

2 dice
per base

Target in or behind cover

- target’s SK value if:
* vs target’s front
* not in base contact

-1

Target in or behind soft cover 2

-2

Target in or behind hard cover 3
Howitzer

With Roundshot at Towns, Entrenchments,
or Earthworks, Howitzer always hits on 4+.

Notes to Modifiers
Roundshot
1 die
per base

double dice if target in
Square or March

1. If either or both of these conditions apply, the
total modifier is -1.
2. This penalty becomes -2 if the shooter is a
Light artillery unit.
3. This penalty becomes -1 if the shooter is a
Heavy artillery unit.

Fire (Disruptions and Smoke)
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Converting Hits to Disruptions

As a target takes fire, tally the total hits scored upon
it from all sources. These hits will be converted into
disruptions. The conversion depends upon the type of
target unit. Infantry and cavalry units suffer disruptions from
the total number of hits received, as per the table. (For example,
an infantry unit that took a total of 4 hits would look at the row that reads
“2-4 Hits” and see that it results in 1 disruption.)

Firing into an Existing Combat
A unit may fire musketry or canister at an enemy unit, even
when that enemy is in base-contact with a friendly unit, as long
as no portion of a friendly unit is in the fire zone, closer than
the target. Remember that while in contact with an enemy unit,
a target unit has an SK value of Zero.
An artillery unit may not fire roundshot at an enemy unit that is
in contact with a friendly unit.

Hits on artillery units are assessed differently, depending on
whether the unit is limbered or unlimbered. Four hits from any
source breaks a limbered artillery unit. Anything less has no
effect. An unlimbered artillery battery is unaffected by two or
fewer hits. If it takes three or four hits, it immediately changes
formation to Limbered. (The battery commander has decided
to re-locate the battery, as the current spot is too hot!) Five or
more hits are required to eliminate an unlimbered artillery unit.

Convert Hits to Disruptions
# of Hits
0-1
2-4
5-8
9+
0-3
4+
0-2
3-4
5+

Result

INFANTRY & CAVALRY
No Effect
1 DISR
2 DISR
Breaks
LIMBERED ARTILLERY
No Effect
Breaks
UNLIMBERED ARTILLERY
No Effect
Forced to Limber
Breaks

The Spanish infantry charged the French infantry, and is in
base-contact with it. Now, in the French Reaction Phase, the
French artillery may fire canister at the Spanish because no
friendlies are in the fire zone.

Mark an Artillery Unit with Smoke
When an artillery unit fires, it must be marked with a puff of
“smoke” (white cotton does nicely). This smoke remains on the
unit through the player’s Activity Phase, and is removed at the
end of that phase. It serves to remind the player that the artillery unit may not move in this turn, except by prolong.
All smoke markers are removed from your units at the beginning of your Status Phase.

Fire (Obstructing Terrain)
Obstructing Terrain
The presence of certain types of terrain in the fire zone can
obstruct fire. The method for determining this varies depending upon whether the shooter is using musketry, canister, or
roundshot.
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Obstructed Fire: Musketry and Canister
Any portion of woods, wall, or a town base directly in front of
a shooting base, obstructs that base and prevents it from firing
musketry or canister, unless the shooter is at the edge of the
terrain, directly in contact with it, shooting from immediately
within or behind it, or unless the target is directly behind or at
the edge of the terrain, thus in cover. A hill or other elevation
likewise obstructs fire if the shooter is on one side of the elevation and the intended target on the other.

The French infantry may shoot at the Austrians across the
wall because the Austrians are directly behind the wall. The
Austrians have cover.

As long as a base has an unobstructed path directly ahead to
any portion of the target unit, it may count toward shooting.
Other bases of the shooting unit may also count, as long as they
do not have any obstructing terrain closer to them, than the
distance from the target to the closest part of the shooter.
If a shooting base is blocked, all other bases thereafter, counting
away from the target in that direction, are also blocked, even if the
obstructing terrain is not actually in front of them.

The French infantry may shoot at the Austrians across the
wall because the French are directly behind the wall, shooting over it. The Austrians do not have cover, because they
aren’t directly behind the wall.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Two bases of the shooting Austrian unit (#5 and #6) are directly across from any portion of the target. But only these
two bases can shoot. Bases #3 and #4 have a copse of trees
in their field of fire, closer to them than the target is, and are
thus obstructed. And because they are obstructed, all other
possible shooting bases in that direction from the target are
obstructed, thus #1 and #2 can’t shoot, either.
Thus the Austrians can roll two dice, plus any bonus die for
SK advantage, if it applies.

The French infantry may not shoot at the Austrians. Neither
the shooter nor the target is directly behind the wall, and
thus the wall is simply a terrain feature that obstructs fire.

Fire (Musketry in the Woods)
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Musketry in the Woods

Regular infantry bases may not shoot through woods.
They may fire at units that are at the edge of a woods.
The bases of a regular unit may shoot out of the
woods, if they are at the edge, themselves. But no fire from
regular bases may penetrate through woods otherwise.
Irregular units may shoot normally at, from, or through woods.

1

2

3

4

Austrian base #1 is entirely within the woods. Austrian base
#2 is partially within it. Although not enough of the Austrian
unit is in the woods to derive cover from it, nonetheless
bases #1 and #2 are obstructed and thus can’t shoot.

With half or more bases entirely inside the woods, the British
unit is “in cover.” All bases are also pushed up as far as they
can get to the edge of the woods, while still being inside the
woods. They are therefore “at the edge” of the woods, and
able to shoot out.
Note, however, that as regular infantry, being in rough terrain degrades their ability to shoot. All their dice suffer the
-1 penalty To Hit.

The French line infantry can’t shoot effectively in the woods.
In order to rid itself of the tormenting Austrian Grenzers
(irregular infantry), it will have to charge them.
The irregulars, however, may shoot with all four bases.

In this case, none of the British bases is fully inside the woods.
The British unit is not “in cover.” However, this also allows
them to fire without the penalty for being in rough terrain.

Fire (Obstructions for Roundshot)
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Obstructed Fire: Roundshot
Roundshot is less predictable, since the projectiles are flying
and bouncing such great distances. Obstructing terrain for
roundshot includes: woods or orchard; buildings (a town base)
or man-made obstacles (walls, earthworks); water; and ditches.
Note that water and ditches only obstruct roundshot if they
are in the fire zone, beyond short range (i.e., when the ball is
bouncing.) If they appear in the fire zone, but within short
range, then they do not obstruct the shot (it flies over the water
or ditch.)
If obstructing terrain appears in the fire zone, but covers 1BW
or less across the width of the fire zone, then it has no effect.

If any obstructing terrain covers more than half of the width
of the fire zone, then it terminates the roundshot fire immediately. A unit at the edge of that terrain can still be hit (in cover),
but the fire would penetrate no further.

B

1BW

A

If obstructing terrain covers more than 1BW of
The
width across the fire zone, then artillery must use the Reaction
“Reduced Long” range bracket. All units in the fire
Phase
zone beyond that obstruction have cover. (It is possible for a target to be within “Full Long” range, but
then obstructing terrain behind it would protect any other unit
from taking bouncethrough fire, because the obstructing terrain
would reduce the shot to “Reduced” range.)

C
E

D

(Distances not to scale)
Let’s assume that all these French units are within the Roundshot range bracket of the Austrian artillery:
Although a bit of forest intrudes on the Austrian artillery’s fire zone, it isn’t enough to prevent the roundshot from hitting FrenchA. Nor is it big enough to give A any cover.
However, immediately thereafter is a larger area of forest that measures more than 1BW across the Fire Zone, and thus forces
the Austrians to use the “Reduced Long” range bracket, and gives cover to French-B. (It’s not that any of those trees specifically
protect French-B; it’s that the presence of the trees mitigates the overall effectiveness of the roundshot in the fire zone.)
If A didn’t exist, then B would be the first target, with bouncethrough fire on C, which would also get the cover bonus.
If A and B didn’t exist, then the fire would strike C, which would get cover, and then bouncethrough to D, which gets cover because
of the stone wall.
If A, B, and C didn’t exist, then the fire would strike the stone wall, behind which French-D is sheltering. Because the wall stretches
across more than half the width of the fire zone, it stops the roundshot. French-D is still a target: it gets hard cover for the wall.
But there would be no bouncethrough fire. Nothing would hit French-E.
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THE COMBAT PHASE
Where Are We In The Sequence?
1. Reaction Phase

2. Combat Phase
3. Activity Phase
4. Status Phase

At the conclusion of his turn, your opponent may have charged several of his units
against your units, creating multiple combats. At the beginning of your turn, you
had the chance to react to these attacks, in your Reaction Phase. Now, it is time to
resolve the combats.
During the combat phase of your turn, your side is always the “Defender,”
even in those cases where you countercharged to add a cavalry unit to the combat.
The other side is the “attacker.”

Roll to Determine the Order of Combat Resolution
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At the start of the Combat Phase, both players roll a
die. In a tie, the defender wins. The winning roll has
the first choice in combat resolution: he designates
one defending unit that is in contact with the enemy,
declares it a combat, and then the two sides resolve
that combat, including any fall-backs and advances
resulting from it.

v
Ca

Then the other player picks a defending unit and resolves that
combat. The two sides take turns, picking combats to resolve in
the order of their choice, each time choosing one defending
unit against any/all the attackers in contact with it.
The order of combat is thus important, because units involved
in attacks against multiple defenders might fall back in one combat, leaving them unable to participate in another.

E
Austrians
Countercharge!

2

1
First
Combat

A

3

B

C

D

An Example of How to Choose the Order of Combats:
Last turn, the French charged five units (A-E) into contact with three Austrian units (1-3). In two of these cases, the French were
able to move into contact with more than one Austrian unit simultaneously. French-B, for instance, moved directly ahead and
contacted Austrian-1 and 2 simultaneously. French-C did the same against Austrian-2 and 3. Note that poor Austrian-3 has been
charged by two French units on its front while also being charged in the flank by French- E.
To complicate things a bit more, during his Reaction Phase, the Austrian player countercharged, bringing his cavalry in against
French-A. (The French commander carelessly advanced while an enemy cavalry unit waited nearby, tsk, tsk...)
This is the Austrian turn, so they are the defenders. At the start of the Combat Phase each side rolls a die. The result is tied, so the
Austrians, being defenders, win the first choice. They have an advantage on the left, where their cavalry has caught a French unit
not in square. On the right, however, they are in big trouble. So it makes sense to start where things are going well - to start with
their countercharge - hoping to take the pressure off Austrian units that are facing multiple attackers.
Note that even though the Austrian cavalry countercharged, it is still a “defending” unit, because it is on the defender’s side. Thus
the Austrians choose their cavalry as the first defending unit to resolve combat, and the the first combat will be: Austrian Cav
vs. French-A.
Let’s consider what our clever Austrian commander is up to... If a combat results in the breaking or falling-back of a unit, then
that unit will not be present for any subsequent combat resolutions. So if the Austrian cavalry can save the day by breaking
French-A, that will take a lot of the heat off Austrian-1, who would then only have to face French-B. This is why it is so important
to choose the order of the combats well. Had the French won the first pick, they surely would have chosen the first combat based
on Austrian-3, which is about to get clobbered by three French units and almost certainly destroyed, thus setting up the whole
Austrian line for disaster.
Note also the value of a countercharge. By countercharging with his cavalry at exactly the right spot and time, the Austrian player
has a chance to upset the French plans and rescue what would otherwise surely be a calamitous defeat.

Combat Resolution: The Procedure
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Basic Combat Procedure
For all combats, no matter how complex, the method is fundamentally the same: each unit determines how many combat dice
it will roll in the combat. This involves adding and subtracting
dice based upon modifiers. Then each side rolls to hit, and the
two sides compare the number of hits to determine whether
the combat was Decisive or Inconclusive. They then apply the
results of the combat and any disruptions. In some cases, units
must fall back after combat; in other cases, they must advance.

How Many Dice to Roll?
2 dice
per base

Infantry
Cavalry

2 dice
per unit

Artillery
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How Many Combat Dice to Roll?
Basic Modifiers

An Artillery unit always rolls two dice, no matter how many
bases it has. This number is never modified for any reason.

+2

per higher Esprit level

+2

Guard

-2

Out of Command

Basic Modifiers

-1

per DISR

The number of combat dice for infantry and cavalry units is
modified for each unit, as follows:

+/-

Combat Advantages

Infantry and Cavalry units roll two dice per base.
There are two kinds of modifiers applied to the number of dice
rolled by infantry and cavalry units: Basic Modifiers, that apply
to any unit, and Combat Advantage modifiers, that are applied
depending upon the type of combat situation.

• For each level of Higher Esprit than the highest esprit
level of any/all enemy units in the combat, add two dice.
(For example, if a Valiant unit is attacked by a Shaky unit and a
Reliable unit, it gets +2 dice because it is one esprit level higher than
the highest level (Reliable) on the enemy side.) Esprit difference
is never counted by, or against, artillery.
• If it is a Guard unit: add two extra dice.
• If it is Out of Command, subtract two dice.
• For each disruption on the unit, subtract one die.

Combat Advantage Modifiers
After applying any basic modifiers, each unit in a combat determines whether it qualifies for any combat advantages or combat
disadvantages. The table for combat advantages is on the next
page.

that criterion applies. It is common for multiple criteria to apply;
a unit might get two extra dice for “Higher Elevation,” for
instance, plus two more dice for “Cover.” It is also possible that
a unit might add two dice for one reason, but have to subtract
them for another reason.

Infantry vs. “Combined Arms”
In those cases where a defending infantry unit has been attacked
simultaneously by both infantry and cavalry, the defending
player uses the “INF vs. CAV” column to determine his combat
advantage modifiers.

Modifiers against Multiple Enemies

Use the column describing what type of unit is fighting what
type of enemy. The columns refer to the perspective of the
unit doing the rolling: for example: “Cavalry vs. Infantry” refers
to modifiers for the cavalry unit, while “Infantry vs. Cavalry”
refers to the infantry unit.

A defender might be attacked by multiple attackers. Each attacking unit calculates its own combat advantage modifiers. One
attacking unit might have an advantage, while the other doesn’t.
But for a defender, a positive modifier may only be applied if the
unit enjoys that advantage over all enemy units in that combat.

In each column the player will find a list of crtieria that could
apply. Each criterion appears either in the +2 or the -2 box,
signifying how many combat dice are added or subtracted if

For example: you may only count “Cover” if your unit has cover that
protects it from all enemies in the combat. You can only count “Shock
Cavalry” if all enemy cavalry are not shock cavalry, and so on.

Combat Advantage Modifiers
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CAV vs CAV

INF vs INF

Abreast vs Waves

+2

Shock Cavalry

-2

Bad Terrain

+2

Cover

+2

Higher Elevation

-2

INF vs CAV

CAV vs INF

Bad Terrain

+2
-2

Lancers
Rain
Bad Terrain

Any vs ART
Cover

-2

vs. Artillery in Cover

Explanations of the Combat Advantage Modifiers
Abreast vs. Waves
A cavalry unit in Abreast formation gets two additional dice
against enemy cavalry in Waves. A unit does not get this bonus
if his enemy in this combat is to his flank. An irregular cavalry
unit does not get this bonus against a regular cavalry unit.

Shock Cavalry
A unit of Shock cavalry may count this advantage if no enemy
cavalry in the combat are Shock cavalry.

Higher Elevation
If the defender is on a higher elevation than all attacking units, he
may apply this advantage.

Cover
If the defender’s cover protects him from all of the attacking
units, he may apply this advantage.

vs. Artillery in Cover
When attacking an artillery unit in cover, the attacker must
subtract two dice.

Rain
If the weather condition is raining, then cavalry gets an advantage over infantry defenders.

Lancers

Cavalry with lances get an advantage over infantry defenders.

Bad Terrain
A unit is penalized for Bad Terrain in the following instances.
The penalty is only applied once, even if multiple causes apply.
• A regular unit in, or attacking rough terrain.
• An irregular unit in open terrain, defending against a
regular unit.
• Any unit fording a stream or river, or otherwise in water.
“Bad Terrain” applies if a unit is defending in bad terrain,
attacking while in bad terrain, or trying to attack an enemy in
bad terrain. (A regular cavalry unit, for example, charging an
enemy unit at the edge of a forest, would be penalized even
though the cavalry is not in the bad terrain at the moment of
combat resolution, because it is attacking an enemy in what
would be bad terrain for the cavalry.)
Remember that irregular units may not charge regular units in
open terrain. And when fighting each other, either in rough or
open terrain, irregular units are not penalized. Thus the only
time an irregular unit applies the “Bad Terrain” penalty is when
it is in the open and has been charged by a regular unit.

Minimum of One Die
No matter how many negative modifiers apply, a unit may always
roll at least one combat die.

Half Dice
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Half Dice

Attacking Multiple Defenders

Under certain circumstances, a unit must halve its combat dice.
In such a case, this is done after applying all other modifiers.
For example, a player first adds an extra two dice for esprit, or
subtracts two for having two disruptions, and then when all the
adding and subtracting is done, he halves this number, rounding up.

In some cases, an attacking unit has charged into contact with more than one defender. If the attacking unit
is resolving combat against one defender, while still
in contact with another, then it must halve its total number of
combat dice.

A unit that meets any of the criteria below must halve its combat dice. It only halves them once, no matter how many of these
criteria it meets.

“Enemy Covers Half or Less of Your Front”

An Attacker Halves Combat Dice
• When resolving combat against one defender, while still
in contact with another.
• When the enemy covers half or less of his front.
• When a cavalry unit charges a Square.

A Defender Halves Combat Dice
• If countercharging, and the enemy covers half or less of
his front.
• If flanked (attacked in the flank/rear).
• When an infantry unit in Square is being attacked by
infantry.
• When an infantry unit not in Square is being attacked by
cavalry.
• When the defending unit is in March formation.

In any combat matchup, some portion of the enemy unit will be
in front (i.e., directly facing) your unit. If there is any question
about this, draw straight lines from each of your bases, to see
if those lines extend to touch the enemy unit. You can thus
determine what portion of your front is covered by the enemy.
An attacking unit halves its dice if the defender does not cover
more than half of his front. As an exception to this rule, if the
entire defending unit falls within your front, then you do not halve your
dice, even if the formation or angle of the enemy is such that
it still doesn’t cover half of your front. (This is sometimes the
case when attacking a Line or Limber in the flank, or when a
large unit attacks a smaller one.)
A defending unit does not halve its dice, as long as it was
attacked on its front, even if the attacker(s) cover only a small
fraction of its front. Normally, the defender halves his dice when
he is flanked, instead. However, a defending countercharging
unit behaves like an attacker in this case, and does halve its dice
if its enemy in the combat covers half, or less than half of its
front.

1

2

The French infantry charged the two Russian units. Unfortunately, neither Russian unit covers more than half of his
front. He would suffer halved combat dice in the first combat, in any event, since he is fighting against one unit while
still waiting to attack another. After that combat - assuming
he’s still there to fight the second unit - he would still suffer
halved dice for not having a better frontal contact.
Russian-1 must halve his dice because he is flanked (a majority of French bases are completely behind his front line).
Russian-2, also, will halve his dice, because he is an infantry
square attacked by enemy infantry.

The French attack column charged into the flank of the Austrian line. Because the French contacted the Austrians at an
almost perfect 90-degree angle, the Austrians do not quite
cover half of the French unit’s front. Nonetheless, the entire Austrian unit falls within the French front, and thus the
French do not halve their dice.
The Austrian defenders, however, do halve their dice because
they are flanked.

Halving Dice and Rolling To Hit
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The French infantry charged the Austrian infantry. During their Reaction Phase, the Austrian Dragoons countercharged the French Line. No matter which combat is resolved first, the French will halve their dice because
they are an attacker in contact with multiple defenders.
The Austrian infantry may use all their dice. As a defending unit attacked on their front, they are not halved,
even though the French don’t cover more than half of their front. The Austrian dragoons are a defending unit,
but having countercharged, are halved because the French cover less than half of their front.
If the first combat is the Dragoons-vs-French Line, then both sides will be halved. (Even had they not been in
contact with two enemies, infantry not in a Square would be halved against cavalry.)
Note that if the Infantry-vs-Infantry combat happened first, and the French lost, they would not fall back,
because an infantry unit never falls back if it is contact with enemy cavalry. Thus, unless the Austrians broke
the French, the Austrians would have to fall back, even if they “won.”

Roll To Hit
Roll To Hit

Having established how many dice to roll, each
player rolls his dice. Scores of 5+ are “Hits.”
In the Basic Rules, the combat To-Hit number is
not modified.

5+

To Hit in Combat

SUMMARY OF THE COMBAT PHASE
1. Roll to Determine Choice of Combat Resolution. (Defender Wins Tie)
2. Pick a Combat based on one defending unit.
3. Determine how many dice each unit rolls.
a. Get number of dice, apply basic modifiers, and combat advantage modifiers
b. Determine whether either or both sides need to halve their dice
4. Roll To-Hit, and count the hits to determine who has won.
5. Apply the results.
(repeat #2-6 for each combat, with the sides alternating the choice of combat)

Assessing the Combat Outcome
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Decisive or Inconclusive?

Decisive Result

Each side rolls its dice and counts the numbers of hits it scored.
The result is either Decisive or Inconclusive:

If the defender lost decisively, then he breaks. The
attacker advances.

A Decisive Combat occurs when one side scored double or more
the number of hits of the other; or when one side scored no
hits, while the other side scored at least one hit.

If the attacker lost decisively, each attacking unit takes
1DISR and falls back, except:

An Inconclusive Combat occurs with any other result. (For
example, when the number of hits was tied, or when one side
scored more than the other, but not double or more than the
other.)
Consult the Combat Results Tables. ATK and DEF stand for
“Attacker” and “Defender,” respectively.

Inconclusive Result
The side that scored more hits is the Winner. In a tie, the
defender wins. The side that scored fewer hits is the Loser. The
combat is resolved in this order:

a) Each losing unit in the combat takes 1 DISR. If this
breaks a unit, remove it from play.
b) If losing units can fall back, then they must. The following types of units do not fall back:
- Infantry in Square
- Unlimbered artillery
- A unit in Deployed(Town) formation
- Infantry in a combat with enemy cavalry, or waiting to resolve a combat against cavalry
- A unit in an entrenchment or defensive works
A unit that lost a combat and doesn’t meet any of
the criteria above (i.e., it must fall back), but can’t fall
back due to impassable terrain or the presence of
enemy units, is broken instead.
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If the attacker lost decisively to a defending unit that countercharged, then the attacker’s unit(s) breaks.
Each winning cavalry unit takes 1 DISR, unless doing so would
break it.

Victorious Cavalry and DISRs
It is possible for an attacking cavalry unit to fight multiple
defenders, defeating each in turn. A cavalry unit takes 1DISR
per combat (if he defeated two defenders, one after the other, he
would take two DISRs.)
A winning cavalry unit does not take a DISR if doing so would
break it. (For example, if a small cavalry unit that already had 2 DISRs
charged two defenders and defeated them both - either inconclusively or
decisively - then it doesn’t take that second DISR, because doing so would
break it. It takes 1 DISR only.)

The Combat Results Tables

Decisive
ATK Lost

DEF Lost

1DISR
Fall Back

ATK Lost to
Countercharge

DEF Breaks
ATK Advances

c) Each winning cavalry unit takes 1 DISR, unless doing so would break it. (If the cavalry has only only
1 DISR remaining before it breaks, then it does not
take another.)

Winning CAV takes 1DISR unless that would break it.

d) If the loser is still there (he didn’t fall back), then the
winner has to fall back, instead.

Inconclusive

e) If the attacker won, and the defender fell back, then
the attacker advances.
The defender never advances, even if he countercharged.

Artillery and Disruption
Artillery units do not suffer disruptions from inconclusive
combats. They are eliminated if they are on the losing side of a
decisive combat. Otherwise, they survive the combat unscathed.
A limbered artillery unit that lost an inconclusive combat must
fall back. An unlimbered artillery unit does not.

Break

Loser takes 1DISR per INF & CAV unit. No effect on ART

Don’t Fall Back If:

All Others:

Square
Unlimbered Artillery
Town(Deployed)
Infantry vs. Cavalry
Entrenched

The Loser falls back
If Attacker won,
he advances.

Winner Falls Back
Winning CAV takes 1DISR unless that would break it.

Advance After Combat
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Basic Concept: Who Advances?

An attacker in combat must advance if he won the
combat and if the defender fell back or was broken.
The defender never advances, even if his victorious
countercharge broke the enemy.
Advancing, like falling back, is a special form of movement that
is not concerned with formations and terrain costs for movement. As long as a unit can move at all in the terrain, then it may
advance through it, a distance determined by these rules, and
not by the normal movement rules.

Advancing
An attacker who won a combat must advance directly forward,
2BW, unless limited by circumstances described below. If he
cannot fit his unit into that area, then he advances as far into it
as he can, without contacting any enemy units.

Not all unit types can advance into all terrain. If an attacker’s
advance would carry it into terrain through which it may not
normally move, or against which it may not normally attack,
then it must stop short of entering that terrain. (Cavalry may not
advance after combat into a town, for example.)
If multiple attacking units are simultaneously eligible to advance,
then the attacking player may advance with both of them, if he
can do so without violating any of the limitations on advancing, described above. He may opt to advance with only one of
them, or perhaps only one of them can advance legally. He may
find himself in a situation where his units would collide if they
advanced. In that case, he may choose one unit to advance the
full 2BW, and the other one to advance as far as it can, but not
to interpenetrate the first. (If this causes a traffic jam... too bad! La
Guerre n’est pas belle!)

An attacking unit that still has other defending units it must
attack, may not advance. An attacking unit whose advance would
bring it into contact with any enemy unit, may not advance all
the way to contact, but must stop short from contacting that
enemy unit(s).

B

A
1
2

Advance

Multiple Advances

The Austrian unit charged and broke French-A. It must now
advance, up to 2BW, directly ahead. It may not, however, advance into contact with another enemy unit, so it stops just
short of French-B, having advanced only about 1BW.

If two Austrian units participated in the combat that broke the
French line, Austrian-1 can only advance about 1BW because
it is blocked by the French attack column. But Austrian-2 has
enough space to advance the full 2BW, and does so.

Example of a Complex Combat Situation
Dragoons
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A

1 DISR
Uhlans
B

Countercharge!

1 DISR

The Austrian infantry is defending the hill, with the battery to its left. Last turn, the French attacked all along the line. French-B
attacked uphill against the Austrian line. French-A attacked both the line and the battery. And the French Dragoons attacked the
battery.
In their Reaction Phase, the Austrian Uhlans countercharged the French Dragoons. The Austrian guns tried to fall back, but
failed.
The Austrians won the dice roll and have the right to pick the first combat resolution. Hoping to save their guns, the Austrians have
decided to resolve the countercharge combat first. Thus the first combat is between the two cavalry units. Remember that even
though the Austrian Uhlans countercharged, the Austrian side is the defending side, and thus all Austrian units are “defenders.”
Cavalry-vs-Cavalry Combat: The French have six bases, at two dice per base. Thus they start with twelve dice, minus 1 Disruption
for eleven, plus two for “Shock” cavalry versus non-shock cavalry, for a total of 13. They must halve that, because they are simultaneously attacking a second unit (the Austrian artillery). That means they roll seven dice. The Austrian Uhlans have six bases and
thus roll 12 dice. (The enemy just barely covers more than half of their front, so they don’t have to halve their dice). Result: The
French score four hits; the Austrians score five hits — INCONCLUSIVE. The French lost (they scored fewer hits) and thus must fall
back with 1DISR. The Uhlans, being cavalry on the winning side of an Inconclusive combat, also take 1DISR. But the countercharge
was a success; it drove off the French cavalry. Defending units - even countercharging - do not advance after combat. Thus the
Uhlans, having accomplished their objective, stay put.
The French can choose the next combat. They are obsessed with sacking those Austrian guns, so the next combat is French-A
against the Austrian artillery.
Infantry-vs-Artillery Combat: The French have four bases at two dice per base. But they must halve that (because again, they are
attacking two defenders... OR because the defender covers less than half of the attacker’s front - take your pick.) Thus they have
4 dice. The Austrian artillery unit has 2 dice. Result: The French score one hit; the Austrians do not score a hit — DECISIVE. The
French overrun the battery. Remove it from play. French-A can’t advance because it is still locked in contact with an enemy unit.
But now at least it has only one enemy unit, and thus doesn’t have to halve its combat dice.
Thus we are left with the final combat: the two French infantry units against the Austrian infantry unit.
Infantry-vs-Infantry Combat: French-A and B each have four bases, and neither has any disruptions. Each rolls eight dice, for a
total of 16. The Austrians have six bases, minus one disruption, for eleven dice. They get the combat advantage modifier for being
on a higher elevation than all their opponents. So the Austrians roll 13 dice. Result: The French score 5 hits. The Austrians also
score 5 hits. The combat was INCONCLUSIVE. In a tie (5 hits vs. 5 hits) the defenders win, so the French have to fall back, each
with 1DISR.
Battle Summary: If their intent was to sweep the Austrians off the hill, the French failed by a wide margin. All of their attacking
units have fallen back, worse for wear and tear. The countercharge by the Austrian Uhlans saved the guns from being overrun by
the French Dragoons... only to see the guns overrun by a French infantry attack a few minutes later. But although the battery was
overrun, the French infantry couldn’t dislodge that big Austrian battalion from its hilltop position.

Examples of Combat Resolution
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A

2 DISR

2 DISR

1 DISR

1 DISR

B

Example 1: French Attacked the Austrians
The French unit will roll 6 dice (four bases at two dice each,
minus 2 DISR). The Austrians will roll seven dice, plus two for
cover, for a total of 9.
The Austrians score four hits, the French score two: A decisive victory for the defender. The French take 1 DISR and fall
back.

Guard Lancers

Example 2: French Flanked the Austrians
The French have a total of 14 dice (six for A; eight for B). The
Austrians have seven dice, halved because they are hit in the
flank, thus 4.
The Austrians do not get an advantage for Cover, because not
all of their enemies are attacking across the wall.
The French score five hits; more than enough to double the
Austrians, who only score one: A decisive victory for the attacker. The Austrians break. Both French units advance.

1 DISR

1 DISR

Example 3: The Poles try to Break a Square
The Guard Lancers have six bases. Thus, twelve dice, plus
two for higher Esprit, plus another two for being Guards, plus
another two for Lances against infantry, for a total of 18 (!)
Cavalry charging a square is halved, thus 9 dice.
The British infantry has four bases, thus 8 minus 1 for the
DISR. The British therefore roll 7 dice.
The Poles score five hits. The British score three hits. An inconclusive result.
Normally the loser has to fall back, but a Square does not fall
back. So the British take 1DISR, and the Poles (winning cavalry in an Inconclusive combat) also take 1DISR. The Square
holds! The Poles fall back instead.
Note how hard it is to break a square. The Poles had every
advantage: a large fresh unit, with elite morale, and lances,
against a Square that had already taken some damage. They
came close, but not close enough.

Example 4: French Attacked the Austrians
The Austrian Grenzers have eight dice, plus two for cover, for
a total of 10. The Grenzers are an Irregular unit defending in
rough terrain, so they have no penalties.
The French, however, are a regular unit attacking a defender
in the rough. Thus they start with eight dice, minus one for a
DISR, minus two for bad terrain, so they roll only 5.
The French score 3 hits. The Austrians score 4. Inconclusive.
The French lost, so they fall back and take 1DISR.

Examples of Combat Resolution

A

Hussars

2 DISR
B
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1 DISR

ns

1 DISR

1 DISR

Cuirassiers

3 DISR
Example 6: Austrians Attacked the French
The French decided not to attempt a fall back in their Reaction Phase, betting instead that their Cuirassiers can handle
the situation.

Example 5: French Attacked the Austrians
French-A starts with eight dice, minus two disruptions, minus
two for Bad Terrain (fording the stream), for a total of four.
French-B has seven dice. The French will roll a total of 11
dice.
The Austrians have 5 dice.
The French scored three hits, and the Austrians rolled surprisingly well, scoring two: Inconclusive
Normally, the Austrians, having lost an inconclusive combat,
would have to fall back. But the 1DISR they took breaks them
(because they already had 3 DISR on a small unit), so the
Austrian unit is removed from play. The French must now
advance.

The Hussars and Dragoons each have seven dice, thus giving
the Austrians 14 dice.
The Cuirassiers start with eight dice. They don’t get a combat
advantage for higher Esprit because although their Esprit is
higher than that of the Dragoons, it is equal to that of the
Hussars. (They are both Valiant.) Nor do the Cuirassiers get
the “Abreast” formation advantage, since the Dragoons are
also Abreast.
But the French do get the advantage for being Shock cavalry
against two non-Shock cavalry opponents. Thus they will add
two dice, for a total of 10.
The French score four hits; the Austrians score six. Inconclusive. The French fall back with 1DISR, but each Austrian unit
must also take 1DISR.

What Do the Combat Results Represent?
The huge majority of battle casualties in the Napoleonic Wars were caused by firepower, not cold steel. Thus combat represents exhaustion
and disorder more than killing. In the case of a decisive outcome, it represents the panic that would destroy the order upon which a formation depended.
When attacking artillery units, in those rare instances in which the artillery has not limbered and escaped, yet has survived, combat represents the gunners abandoning the battery, but returning after the attackers, for whatever reason, failed to hold the position (or perhaps
rode through the battery and were recalled). Eliminating a battery does not necessarily mean that the gunners stayed and died. The
attackers might have spiked the guns, cut loose the horses, captured the ammunition, or any number of other things that would render the
battery hors de combat.
In cavalry actions, we assume that the last 2-3BW of movement is the actual “charge” against an infantry defender. If they did not break that
defender, the cavalry would recall to prepare for another attempt. It is almost impossible to break a square. The attacking cavalry will need
some combination of factors: fresh cavalry vs. worn infantry, rain, lances, superior esprit, etc, otherwise the odds are good that the square
will hold. Cavalry-vs-Cavalry actions rarely occurred at the full charge, but more often (in order to retain control) at the trot. An unsuccessful
attacker may even have briefly ridden through the defender and/or back again; the combat is very fluid in the general area where the two
units came into contact.
Finally, the combat system in Lasalle rewards players who commit their units wholly to attacks, and penalizes those who try to do “cheesy”
things like clipping an enemy with one corner in order to get two-on-one, or to bring on a combat at a particular angle. Hence the various
penalties by which units halve their combat dice. Wargames tend to get “weird” because players naturally seek to squeeze every possible
advantage from the rules. It may be much easier to make a flank attack in a wargame than it was in actual practice, but in Lasalle at least it
remains difficult to make a good flank attack.
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THE STATUS PHASE
1. Reaction Phase
2. Combat Phase

Where Are We In The Sequence?

3. Activity Phase

During the Status Phase you will enter reinforcements, determine your army
morale, and check to see if the game has ended. If it has, you will assess the type
of victory.

4. Status Phase

1. Remove Smoke Markers

3. Enter Reinforcements

The first thing to do in your Status Phase is to remove all smoke
markers from your artillery units.

If playing a game in which reinforcements appear on a certain
turn, they are entered now. The procedure for entering reinforcements is described in the chapter “Preparing For Play.”

2. Engineering
If playing a game using the Advanced Rules for engineering,
then your side’s engineering tasks are done next in the Status
Phase.

4. Check Army Morale and End of Game
The final step of the Status Phase is to check your army morale
and to determine whether or not the game has ended.

The End of the Game
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Length of the Game

Each game has a Basic Length. This is the minimum
number of turns the game will last. It is possible that
the game will continue on for as many as five more
“Bonus Turns.” This randomization reflects uncertainties
about activity, weather and visibility, and the unpredictable
nature of a battle. It also prevents players from attempting “last
turn gambits,” since they cannot be entirely sure when the last
turn will be.

When playing historical scenarios, basic length is usually specified by the scenario instructions.
For pickup or competition games, the standard basic length for
all games is 16 turns (eight turns for each player.)

Bonus Turns
When players reach the end of the Status Phase in the last turn
of a game’s basic length, they begin rolling to determine if there
will be another turn. Each player rolls one die. If both players
roll a 1, the game has ended; there are no bonus turns.

This procedure is repeated at the end of each bonus turn, until
both players roll equal to or less than the number of the upcoming bonus turn. (For example, at the end of the fourth bonus
turn, the game would end if both players roll a five or less.)
Since the number to roll increases by one after each bonus turn,
the game must end after no more than five bonus turns.
There is a good chance that a game will end after an odd number
of bonus turns, meaning that one player will have gotten one
more turn in the game than the other player got.

How Does a Game End?
The game can end in one of two ways:
• The players reach the end of the last turn without either
army having broken. This is scored a “Draw.”
• Army-A breaks during the Status Phase of its turn, resulting in a victory for Army-B.

Otherwise, another turn is played. This is called the first bonus
turn. At the end of that turn’s Status Phase, players roll again.
This time if they both roll a two or less, there will not be another
turn.

Army Morale
Prior to beginning a game, each player should calculate his
army’s Morale. This is done by counting all the units of the
army, each of which has a value in morale points:

Large Infantry and Cavalry Units

3

Small Infantry and Cavalry Units

2

Artillery Units

1

For example, an army might comprise:

#
Type
4
Large Units
8
Small Units
3
Artillery Units
Total Army Morale

pts
3
2
1

Total
12
16
3
31

Breakpoint
An army reaches Breakpoint when the morale point value of
its broken units is greater than one-third its starting army
morale. Each unit removed from the table counts toward the
Army’s breakpoint. (A large unit lost counts as three toward the
Breakpoint, etc.)
(In the example on the left, with an army morale of 31, the army would
reach breakpoint when its broken and eliminated units total 11 or more
morale points.)

Army Morale Check and Victory
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Army Morale Check

Reinforcements and Army Morale

As the last step in your Status Phase, you must check army
morale if you have reached or exceeded your breakpoint.

Some scenarios allow for the arrival of reinforcements.
The army morale (and thus breakpoint) must be recalculated by adding their morale value. It is possible
that reinforcements can raise the army morale and breakpoint
enough to get it out of trouble.

The army morale check is made with five dice. If their total
roll is greater than the current turn number, then the army
has passed. (For example, if testing during the Status Phase of the 13th
turn, the dice would have to total 14 or more.)
Bonus turns count as subsequent to the last turn, and are numbered accordingly. Thus, if playing a normal game of 16 turns,
the first bonus turn is turn 17, the second bonus turn is turn 18,
and so on.
If the army passes the check, there is no adverse effect. Play
continues.
If the army fails, its morale has broken. That side loses the
game.
An army morale check must be made in your Status Phase in
every turn in which your army meets the criteria.
If playing a scenario that uses an objective marker, then the
defender must take an army morale check if the attacker controls
the objective marker during the defender’s Status Phase, regardless of losses suffered by the defending army. In such cases, the
check is made with four dice, rather than the normal five. (If
the defender had to check his army morale in any event, the loss
of the objective simply makes it harder for him to pass.)
The attacker always takes his army morale check with five dice.

Continuing with the example of an army with a morale of 31. If it lost
units whose morale value totals 11 or more, it has reached breakpoint. But
if it receives reinforcements whose morale value is 18, this raises the army
morale to 49, and thus the breakpoint is now 17 morale points.

Drawn Game
If a game reaches the end of its last turn without either army
breaking, it is scored a Draw.

Pursuit and Victory
If one army breaks, the other army has won a victory. What
type of victory, however, is dependent upon whether or not
there is a pursuit.
Each army should calculate its Pursuit Score, as follows:
• 1 point for each base of pursuit cavalry remaining
• 1 point for each unit of other cavalry remaining
If the beaten army’s pursuit score is equal or higher, then it has
covered its retreat, and there is no pursuit. The winner has won
a Marginal Victory.
If the victorious army’s pursuit score is higher, then it pursues
the beaten foe. It wins a Decisive Victory.

Surrender (Optional)
Army Morale Check
A defender does not
control the Objective

4 dice > Turn #

All Other Cases

5 dice > Turn #

Most games are friendly one-off matches in clubs or among
regular opponents, and thus it would suffice for a player to surrender and thus concede the game to his opponent, and that
would be that.
But if a game is part of an ongoing campaign, then a surrender
carries broader implications. Will the defeated army be allowed
to march out with honors? Will the army be taken prisoner? Will
only the officers be paroled? A player who offers surrender to
his opponent must negotiate these points, and once the opponent has agreed, he may not break the terms.
For competitive games, a player who accepts his opponent’s
surrender has scored a decisive victory, without need for any
pursuit.

TOWNS
Why a Chapter on Towns?
Towns present some unique problems and require several
special rules. They have an effect upon movement, formations,
shooting, and combat.
Rather than scattering the rules for towns/buildings/city zones
across several chapters, it is easier to learn these rules if they are
presented, unified, in a single chapter.

Basic Concept: The Town Base
Towns should be placed on the board in square “bases” roughly
3BW on each edge. A single base represents a small hamlet, or
a chateau with out-buildings, or a section of a larger town or
city. Prior to the game, both players should agree and recognize
whether the town bases on the board are wooden buildings
or stone, as this will determine whether they are soft or hard
cover.
One town base represents an area large enough for one unit.
A town base is neither open nor rough terrain; it is distinct.
To represent a large town or city, town bases should be arranged
in grid-fashion, with the squares perfectly aligning each other’s
edges, so that each square borders no more than one other
square on any one edge.

Units in or out of Town Bases
Any kind of unit may move through a town base, in any
formation. However, a unit must always end its move either
completely-in, or completely-out of a town base. No unit may

be “partially” in a town base. If the unit’s move is sufficient
for at least half of its bases to end completely within the
town base, then the whole unit may do so. Otherwise, if the unit
doesn’t have enough movement to end in the town base, it must
stop short, and be entirely outside.

Passing Through Town Bases
Certain formations are much better and less disruptive for passing through a town base.
Any unit in March or Limbered formation may pass through
a town base as if it were open terrain.
A unit in any other formation must pass through a town a base
as if it were rough terrain.
Artillery units may never prolong into or through a town base.

Ending a Move in a Town Base
No matter what formation it entered in, if a unit chooses to
end in a town base, then its formation is immediately changed,
as follows:
An artillery unit could only have entered the town if Limbered.
It remains Limbered.
An infantry or cavalry unit that ends in the town base is changed
to March.
(Large units might not be able to fit all their bases in the town base in a
traditional march column shape; the bases can be placed side-by-side, or in
any manner, as long as all bases are fully inside the town base, and as long
as it is clear to all players that the unit is in March formation.)

Left: an unoccupied town base. Right: the buildings have been removed to deploy an infantry unit.

Moving and Deploying in a Town Base
Deployed in a Town
An infantry unit that began this turn’s activity phase
in that town base may opt to garrison the town, in
which case the unit is changed to “Deployed(Town)”
formation. This formation change requires all of a unit’s
movement allowance.

The French unit has enough movement allowance remaining
to end its move with at least half of its bases completely in
the town base.
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Only an infantry unit may be deployed in a town base. This
represents the men occupying the buildings, fortifying streets
and passageways, etc. This is a special formation called
Deployed(Town), and it is represented by arranging the unit’s
bases to face outward in all four directions of the town base.
Skirmish bases are moved out of the way, as skirmishers are not
used when deployed in a town.
A unit deployed in a town has no flanks or rear; it faces all directions. It may shoot in the Reaction Phase, by choosing one of its
four sides and firing from that side. Like an Attack Column, it
may roll a number of dice equal to half its number of bases.
The Deployed(Town) unit enjoys the cover of the town base
when being fired upon or attacked.

British

Most of the men occupying a town are occupying its buildings.
Consequently, any unit may interpenetrate any friendly unit
Deployed(Town) in a town base without needing a discipline
test.
Changing to Deployed(Town) is the only formation change
allowed for a unit in a town base.

The French unit is thus changed to March formation upon
the end of its move, and is entirely within the town base.
It will have cover if the British shoot at it. But if the British
charge, the French are vulnerable, as they are flanked, and in
March, either of which would result in their being halved in
combat, and will not get the town’s cover until they deploy.

In a Town - Not Deployed
A unit in a town, not deployed, is either Limbered or in March
formation. Thus it does have a facing, and can be flanked, or
attacked in the flank/rear. Being in March formation, it is also
halved in combat.
A unit in a town, not deployed, does get cover against enemy
fire coming from outside the town, but does not get a cover
bonus in combat. (The fighting is happening in the streets,
marketplace, courtyard, etc.)

Deploying As a Reaction

British
In his next Activity Phase, the French player may now deploy
the battalion, changing it to Deployed(Town) formation. The
battalion may do nothing else for that move.

If it is attacked in a town base, and not yet deployed, a unit may
use a “change formation” reaction, if successful, to change into
Deployed(Town) formation.
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Moving and Deploying in a Town Base
Cavalry in Towns: Attacked by Infantry

Leaving the Town Base: from Deployed

Normally, infantry may never attack enemy cavalry,
with one exception: an infantry unit may charge an
enemy cavalry unit, if the cavalry unit is in a town
base.

An infantry unit in Deployed(Town) formation may move to
one adjacent, unoccupied town base in its activity phase. It
remains Deployed upon arrival in the new town base.

In its Reaction Phase, the cavalry unit must attempt to fall back
from this combat. If it fails, it will fight the combat in March
formation, thus halved in combat dice. And since infantry never
falls back from an inconclusive combat against cavalry, the cavalry’s only hope of retaining the town is if it wins the combat
decisively. (Even if it wins inconclusively, the cavalry would still
fall back, and the infantry would take the town base.)

Leaving the Town Base: March or Limbered
A unit in March or Limbered formation may leave a town
base as if it were open terrain, as per the normal movement
rules. Since it can’t change formation in the town except to
Deployed(Town), and since a formation change must occur
at the beginning of one’s move, that means that the unit will
remain in March or Limbered formation for the entirety of its
move, if it began in the town base. A unit might conceivably
move through several town bases in a single move.

A deployed infantry unit may also leave a town base into the surrounding terrain, but only in March formation. It may leave the
town in any direction, and using its full movement allowance (if
terrain permits), but it must be able to completely clear the town
base. (It could not, for instance, choose to leave through terrain
or in some way that would force it to use a movement allowance
that would not suffice to completely depart the town.)

Falling Back Through a Town Base
A unit may fall back through a town base without penalty, but
must keep falling back until it does not end its fall back even
partly in the town base.
If there is a friendly unit in the town base, in Deployed(Town)
formation, there are no complications. However, a friendly unit
in the town base in March formation must take a Discipline test
to see if it suffers a DISR as a result.
A unit may not fall-back through a town base with an enemy
unit in it, under any circumstances.

Fighting in a Town
Fighting From One Town Base to Another
In a situation involving a contested city or large town, opposing units may occupy adjacent town bases in Deployed(Town)
formation. In his turn, a player may move a Deployed(Town)
unit to attack any one neighboring (not diagonal) enemy-held
town base. Since very little movement results from such a move,
players should make whatever minor adjustment in position of
the attacking unit to be clear about who is attacking whom.
If the defending unit is not deployed, then it is either a Limber,
or it is in March formation, and thus halves its dice.
If both attacker and defender are Deployed(Town), then both
sides roll their combat totals, ignoring any combat advantage
modifiers. (Basic modifiers are applied as normal.)
If the attacker breaks the defender, he occupies the defender’s
town base. Otherwise, the loser of an inconclusive combat
does not retreat from buildings. An attacker that must fall back
simply remains in the town base from which he made the attack,
still deployed.

B

C

A

In this large town comprising five bases, the French have almost cleared out the Austrian resistance. All units on both
sides are in Deployed(Town) formation.
French-A may not attack the Austrian, because deployed
units may not move diagonally. He may, however, occupy the
empty town base to his right, if he desires.
French-B and C may attack the Austrian. In order to take the
town, they will have to win decisively or break the Austrian
unit through disruptions, otherwise they will remain in their
town bases.
If they do break the Austrian, one of them must advance to
take the town base they attacked.

ADVANCED RULES
What are “Advanced” Rules?

Army Builder Rules (AB)

This chapter presents a collection of rules that may be applied in
any combination to enhance the game. Sometimes an historical
scenario might require the use of some advanced rules. Some
of the lists in the Army Builder also require or offer as options
the use of some advanced rules. If an army list or a historical
scenario does not mandate the use of an advanced rule, then
players may still use any of them, as they see fit, if both sides
agree.

If using the Army Builder to create army lists for pick-up games
or tournament play, then all players must accept all the advanced
rules in the (AB) sections of this chapter.

There are two categories of advanced rules presented in this
chapter, applied in different ways.

Alternatively, these rules may also sometimes be required by an
historical scenario.

Optional or Scenario-Only Rules (OPT)
Rules presented with the abbreviation (OPT) are optional, and
thus used only if all players agree on their inclusion.
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Why Are All Commanders the Same?
Rules
One of the important principles of this game is that the
player should role-play the highest level of command
at whatever scale he has chosen. Subordinate commanders one
level below him are controlled by game mechanics. All other
commanders below that level are abstracted and “invisible.”
What this means is that the commander is You.
Some players might not like this system. If they are playing
Marshal Davout, for instance, they might want game mechanics
that make him more brilliant than his opponent, General von
Schlumpff, who was a notorious drunkard and illiterate. It is our
view, however, that it is more fun to let each player make his own
history. If you really want to handicap one side or the other, you
can make your own special rules for historical scenarios.
The concept of a “command range” and units being “in” or
“out” of command reflects the ability of the officer in question
to be there, more or less at the scene, personally witnessing or
intervening in some event. His presence may or may not make
things happen better or more quickly (that depends upon his
vigor). But his absence almost certainly makes his subordinates
less certain, unsure whether they should take the initiative or
continue with their last orders.

What Does the Commander Do?

Each subcommander should have a label on his base, to remind
players of his identity, the Force under his command, and his
ratings.

How the Tactics Rating is Used
Prior to either side rolling combat dice, the defender first must
declare whether he has an officer who will “direct the combat”
personally. After he declares yes or no, the attacker then declares
for himself. In order to use his bonus for tactics, an officer must
be the superior of at least one unit in the combat, and the unit
must be within his command range.
If he is using his good tactics rating, this results in all dice
rolled by one unit in that combat hitting on 4+, rather than the
normal 5+.
If a subcommander has a poor tactics rating, then his opponent
may declare the bonus. In this case, at least one unit on the
opposing side in the combat must be under the command of
the poor tactician and within his command range. Using your
opponent’s poor tactics rating gives the +1 bonus to all dice
rolled by one of your units in the combat. Your unit must still be
in-command, and a superior officer must be specified. (In other
words, your officer has taken advantage of some dumb mistake that the
enemy made, but it’s still your officer who is directing the combat.)
The commander, or an officer with an “average” tactics rating,
may not apply a bonus himself, but may still take advantage of
an enemy’s penalty for “poor” tactics.

The commander base has several functions:
• He manages independent units that are not attached to
any force. They must remain within his command range,
or they are out of command.
• He may place any units that are out of command, in command, if they are within his range.
• He may re-roll a failed recovery attempt.
• He may direct one combat within his range, each turn,
exposing himself to an officer casualty test.

Limits on Tactics Bonus
Each officer’s tactics rating - good or poor - may only be used
once per turn. However, if a combat features a good tactician
versus a poor one, the good tactician may use the enemy’s poor
tactics rating, and “save” his own bonus for another combat,
thus effectively intervening twice in one turn.

What Do Subcommanders Do?
• The subcommander’s vigor modifier is used for discipline
tests of units in his command, as long as they are within
his range.
• The subcommander can use his tactics rating to direct one
combat per turn.

Sub-Commander Tactics
The tactical skill of a subcommander is reflected by his Tactics
rating, which reflects his ability to control his troops in combat
and contribute to their success. There are three possible ratings
for tactics, each of which is expressed by a symbol (or in the
case of “average,” with no symbol at all).

Subcommander Tactics
Tactics
Good

Symbol

*

Average
Poor

Bonus
+1 on your combat dice
none

�

+1 on enemy’s combat dice

Officer Tactics and Casualties (AB)
Officer Casualty Tests
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Officer Casualty Test

An officer must take a casualty test immediately after:
• he used a tactics bonus; either his own, or an enemy’s.
• an enemy unit moves through him.
To take the test, roll one die on the chart on the right.

Aide-de-Camp Takes Over

1-4

Unharmed

5

Wounded

6

Killed

-HAdvanced
Rules

When an officer is wounded or killed, an ADC takes over
his duties immediately. The change is noted by reducing the
subcommander’s vigor by one, although no lower than -1. His
tactics rating is also reduced one level, although no lower than
“poor.”

Aides-de-Camp and chiefs of staff may not be killed or
wounded. They do not take officer casualty tests. (There is an
adequate supply of men like them to step-in, if needed.)

If the commander is killed or wounded, his chief of staff
takes over. The confusion and stress of the situation means
that his command range is reduced to 6BW; the same as a
subcommander.

There is no functional difference between “killed” and
“wounded” in a game. The distinction is made only for players who are playing a multi-day game or campaign, and wish to
return a wounded officer to service later.

Gen. von Numbskull

�

1
A
Gen. Brilliante

*

3

2
B

E

C

D

Gen. Blande

Extended Example of Subcommanders Using their Tactics Bonuses
The French attacked the Austrians. All of the Austrian units are commanded by General von Numbskull. French units A and B are
under the command of General Brilliante. French units C and D are under General Blande’s command.
French-A and B attack Austrian-1. Numbskull, being the defender, has the first option to declare the use of a tactics bonus, but
since he’s a Numbskull, he has nothing to say. General Brilliante announces that he will use his own tactics bonus and apply it to
French-A. All dice for A will hit on 4+. This is too much for Austrian-1, which breaks. Brilliante rolls his casualty test and passes.
For the next combat French-B (under Brilliante) and French-C (under Blande) oppose Austrian-2. General Blande is Average, and
thus has no re-roll option. General Brilliante also has a unit in this combat, and he does have a tactics bonus, but he just used
it, and he can’t use his own bonus twice in one turn. However, the French are up against poor Numbskull, who has a Penalty, so
Brilliante announces that he will apply Numbskull’s penalty to French-B. (He couldn’t have applied it to C, because that unit isn’t
under Brilliante’s command.)
But what’s this...? Has Brilliante been hit? He is reeling in the saddle because he rolled a “5” on his officer casualty test. He is carried from the field, wounded, and an ADC takes over at once. The ADC has one tactics rating lower than his predecessor, which
means he is “Average.”
In the next combat against Austrian-3, there will be no tactics bonuses. Blande is “Average,” and he can’t use Numbskull’s penalty
against him, since the French already used it once this turn.

Creating Irregular Units (AB)
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Advanced
All Napoleonic infantry could be deployed in woods,
Rules

buildings, or rough terrain, but most armies designated
certain units as “Light,” and allegedly better suited for
these tasks.

Lasalle does not specifically recognize a distinction of “light
infantry,” but rather rates all regular infantry by its ability to
skirmish. Those units with inherent SK2 or SK3 are effectively
“light-capable” infantry, and can thus be broken down into
additional skirmish bases to improve the skirmish screen for the
formed troops (i.e., in truly “open order.”) But another important function of light troops was to fight in rough or broken
terrain, or to garrison towns and buildings.
Prior to the game, as a player sets up his army, he may designate
any of his inherently SK2 or SK3 infantry as Irregular. Doing
so replaces the unit with an irregular infantry unit of the same
size (small or large), and the same esprit, but of course irregular

discipline. Once created as irregulars, these units must remain
irregular for the duration of the game. As the player sets them
up, these irregular units may remain part of their forces, or they
may become independent units.
While not advisable in a traditional set-piece battle across open
terrain, this is a useful way to cover a heavily-wooded part of
the battlefield with units that are better able to move in, and
fight from, that terrain. The irregular units are also handy in any
rocky or broken ground, or in towns.
There are two ways to keep track of this. One way is to have
separate bases for the unit in its regular and irregular postures,
substituting one for the other as needed. If you want to save
money and time, an easier method is to use the regular unit’s
bases, but always stagger them slightly at angles, not enough to
distort the formation, but enough to be clear to all players that
this unit is fighting as irregular infantry in this battle.

...it may be broken into SK
bases, to be distributed among
other regular infantry, thus enhancing their SK values.
This Austrian Grenz battalion
may be retained as a regular infantry unit, or...

...it may be converted
into an irregular unit,
which is depicted either by using specialized irregular infantry
bases, or by adjusting
the bases of the existing unit.

Half Battalion Deployed (AB)
Half Battalion Deployed
In certain armies, under certain circumstances, a general would sometimes deploy half of an infantry battalion in skirmish order,
while keeping the other half formed.
If your army list permits you this option, then any large infantry unit with an SK value of at least 2 may break off two bases as SK
bases, to enhance skirmishers for other friendly regular infantry, while retaining four bases to function as a small unit.

Superior Commander (AB)
Superior Commander
Some army lists assume that the commander has a fundamental
advantage, perhaps due to superior staffwork, reconnaissance,
local intelligence and spies, or other factors that enable him to
predict his opponent’s next moves. An army with this ability may
always pick the first combat resolution in every combat phase.
After resolving that combat, the other side picks a combat,
and the alternating sequence of picking and resolving combats
resumes normally.
If the commander is killed or wounded, then the army loses
this ability.
If two opposing armies both have this ability, then neither
does.

Linear Tactics (AB)
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Linear Tactics

armies retained a tactical doctrine emphasizing the primacy of the infantry line in both attack and defense,
using columns primarily to move about the field, or as a transition to other formations.

If an army uses “Linear Tactics,” then it faces the following
limitations:
• Infantry units in Attack Column may not charge.
• All units require their full movement allowance to change
formation, regardless what formation they start in. Whether they must take a discipline test or not, after changing
formation, the units will have no further movement in
that Activity Phase.

Entrenchments (AB)
Entrenchments
If units are allowed to entrench, then at the start of that side’s
Activity Phase, the player may declare that instead of moving,
his units are entrenching. Only Unlimbered artillery units and
infantry units in Line formation may entrench. To successfully
entrench requires a discipline test. If it fails, the unit should
place a die with a “1” showing, noting that next turn when it
makes the attempt, it may add +1. If it fails again, change the
die to read “2” and so on, until the unit successfully entrenches.
If the unit moves in an Activity Phase, it loses this modifier and
has to start over.
When it entrenches, a unit places one BW of dirt trench immediately in front of each of its bases. These trenches will remain
for the rest of the game. They are an obstacle, and provide soft
cover. Having entrenched, a unit may change its formation and
still enjoy the protection of the trench, assuming it remains
behind (i.e., covered by) it.
Some army lists and scenarios might allow an army to begin the
game with entrenchments. If so, they may only be used by units
that begin the game in Unlimbered or Line formations.

Send in the Guards (AB)
Send in the Guards
This rule represents the army commander committing his last
reserves for an all-out assault. You are playing that moment of
the battle in which the Guards must save the day.
You must win the battle decisively, in order to win at all. A
marginal victory for you, or a draw, are considered marginal
victories for the enemy, instead.
If two opposing players both have army lists with this rule, then
“Send in the Guards” is not used. The game is played with the
normal victory conditions.

Unpredictable (AB)
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Advanced
Some armies fielded units whose esprit was unpredictRules

able. The same men who fled at the approach of the
enemy one week might fight to the death the next.
Units noted as having Unpredictable esprit must make a special roll prior to assessing combat results, in order to establish
their esprit rating for that combat.
Once a player rolls a “6”, the unit’s esprit remains “valiant” for
the remainder of the game. He need not roll again. If he rolls
“1-3” the unit’s esprit remains “shaky” for the remainder of the
game.
As long as he keeps rolling “4-5”, however, he will have to roll
again next time.

Unpredictable

1-3

Shaky

4-5

Reliable

6

Valiant

Rifle Volleys (AB)
Rifle Volleys
A rifle battalion that chooses to remain formed as a regular unit
may fire volleys like any other musket-armed infantry unit. They
may, however, shoot out to 8BW, rather than the normal 4BW
of musketry.

Home Field Advantage (AB)
Home Field Advantage
An army fighting in defense of its own country, with the support
of local civilians, has tremendous advantages in reconaissance
and an ability to choose the ground. If this army has chosen to
defend, and is defending in this battle, then the defending army
may choose one of the following set-up options:
• He may choose to set up on one of the short edges of
the board. If he chooses this option, then the defender
must set up first, within 10BW of one of the short edges.
After seeing the defender’s setup, the attacker now sets up
within 20BW of the other short edge. All of the attacker’s
Reserve brigades (i.e., those that would normally be coming as reinforcements) are instead set up within 6BW of
his table-edge, and are in play from the first turn.
—OR—
• He may choose one of the long edges for his setup, and
may then force the attacker to set up first on the other
long edge. Having watched the attacker, the defender then
sets up last.
In addition to making this choice, when customizing the board,
the home-field player may use his last terrain choice to remove
the attacker’s terrain choice, rather than to place one of his own.
OR: he may may wait until after the attacker has completed his
setup and then place his last terrain choice, anywhere but not
within 6BW of any of the attacker’s units.

Engineering (OPT)
Engineers
Most armies attached small units of engineers, usually platoonor company-sized, at army and/or corps level. These men, variously called pioniere, sapeurs, etc., carried out a variety of useful
and often dangerous duties. In game terms, we are concerned
with four engineering Tasks: assault, fortification, demolition,
and bridging.
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Assault

Unless otherwise specified by historical scenario, a player’s army
has only one engineer base available. If using these rules with
the Army Builder, any nation’s “Guard” army list may include
two engineer bases.

infantry unit’s ability to assault certain kinds of positions. The commander picks any one regular infantry
unit under his command and within his range. He places the
engineer marker in base-contact with that unit (it does not matter on which side.) The engineer base is not really there: it is just
a marker. It can be moved around, as needed, to get it out of
the way when the unit changes formation. It does not count as
part of the unit when measuring distance to that unit, nor when
determining its front, flank, rear, etc.

This section includes rules for the contingency of multiple
engineer bases and particular historical scenarios that require
engineering tasks.

For the remainder of the game, the engineer is attached to that
infantry unit. If it breaks or is eliminated, he shares its fate. The
engineer enhances the abilities of the infantry unit as follows:

The Engineer Base
An engineer base is a marker base - it is not
a unit. It is placed on the board to represent
engineering activity. It can not be attacked,
nor shot at, nor does it move, unless attached
to a moving unit.

Deploying Engineer Bases
At the start of the game, the engineer base may be kept offboard, or it may be placed adjacent to the commander. It does
not matter where, because until it is deployed, it is not “anywhere.” Multiple engineer bases may be kept off-board until
deployed.

• It adds +2 dice in all combat situations: attacking or defending, against any enemy.
• When the infantry unit is attacking a defender in man-made
cover (entrenchments, wall, or a town), the engineer deprives the defender of his normal combat modifier for
the cover.
An engineer does not deprive a defender of a cover bonus for
natural cover like woods. Nor does the engineer change the fact
that a defender in these types of cover does not retreat if it loses
an inconclusive combat.
No more than one engineer base may ever be deployed to any
given infantry unit. If a side has multiple engineers, it may
deploy them to enhance multiple infantry units, but no more
than one per infantry unit.

The commander may deploy engineer bases as part of his opening set-up. If he wishes to do this, he places them anywhere on
the board, as long as they are: (A) in command; and (B) not near
the enemy.
If he doesn’t wish to deploy them during set-up, the commander
may deploy engineer bases in the “Engineering” segment of the
Status Phase of one of his turns. He may place them anywhere
on the board, within his command range, but not near the enemy.
Being deployed means that the engineer base has been assigned
to an engineering task. Once deployed, the engineer base
remains at that task for the remainder of the game; it does not
matter if it is subsequently not within the commander’s range,
or near the enemy, after its deployment.
In some cases, only one engineer base may be deployed for a
particular task. In other cases, multiple bases may be deployed.
French sapeur attached to an infantry unit
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An engineer base may be deployed to create field
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works or entrenchments. If deployed for this task
as part of the opening set-up, then the fortification
is automatically completed prior to starting the game, and the
engineer is removed from play. If the engineer is deployed for
this task during the game, then he will have to pass the normal
engineering test to complete the task.
An engineer, upon completing the task, constructs up to 6BW
of linear fortification OR converts one soft-cover town base to
hard-cover.
Linear fortifications remain as obstacles for the remainder of
the game, and provide soft cover to any unit(s) behind them.
An engineer base may construct linear fortifications with or
without friendly units already occupying them at the moment
of creation. The engineer base is placed by the commander, and
upon completion of the task, one 1BW segment of the fortifications are placed exactly where the engineer was deployed, and
the other five 1BW segments may be placed in any order and
direction, as long as each is connected end-to-end with at least
one other segment.
Linear fortifications may only be created in open terrain.

Bridging
An engineer unit may be used to build a pontoon bridge. The
engineer must be placed on the spot at the riverbank where the
pontoon bridge will begin.

The Engineering Test
To complete the fortification, demolition, and bridging tasks, an
engineer must pass an engineering test. (The fortification task
can be completed pre-game, without a test, if the controlling
player desires.)
All engineering tests must be taken first in the Engineering
segment of that player’s Status Phase. After taking all tests for
existing engineers working on tasks, the player may deploy additional engineers, if he has any, within the limits of the rules. (In
other words, you may not deploy an engineer for a task and then
immediately roll his test in the same turn.)
To take the test, roll one die, attempting to roll 4 or higher. If
multiple engineer bases are deployed on the same task, you may
take one test for each base, but multiple successes are ignored;
either the task is completed (or one section of it completed, in
the case of bridging) or not.

Engineers Eliminated
Even if engineers themselves might escape, their equipment,
wagons, etc., are relatively easy for the enemy to capture or
destroy. Thus, any engineer deployed for fortification, demolition, or bridging is eliminated if any enemy infantry or cavalry
unit contacts or moves through him at any time.
An engineer deployed with an infantry unit for assault is only
eliminated if his infantry unit is broken.

Completion of the Task

Each engineer base deployed for this task takes an engineering
test, and as long as one of them is successful, a 1BW pontoon
section is placed on the river. No matter how many engineers
are working on the bridge, no more than one 1BW pontoon
section may be completed in a player’s turn. The bridge may not
be used until it spans the river.

An engineer base deployed to create fortifications or improve
a town base is removed from play when the fortifications are
created/improved. An engineer base deployed to demolish a
bridge is likewise removed once the bridge is demolished. In
both of these cases, if multiple engineers were deployed to the
task, they are all removed once the task is completed.

Demolition

Any/all engineer bases deployed to build a pontoon bridge are
removed once the span is complete.

An engineer unit may be used to demolish a bridge. The engineer base must be placed so that it touches some part of the
miniature bridge, to symbolize it being deployed for that task.
Passing an engineering test results in demolishing the bridge.
A wooden bridge is significantly easier to demolish than a stone
bridge. When taking an engineering test to demolish a wooden
bridge (including a pontoon bridge), each engineer may re-roll
a failed attempt.

An engineer base attached to an infantry unit for assault remains
in play as long as that infantry unit remains in play.

4+

Engineering Test

Continuing Games and Campaigns (OPT)
Most historical scenarios for Lasalle depict a small battle or part
of a larger battle. Most one-on-one games conclude as soon as
one army breaks or the game turns end. Within this context, it
is necessary only to know who won, and by what margin. Thus,
players usually do not need this advanced rule.
However, if playing a battle linked to a campaign, or a multiday battle in which the forces will return, perhaps reinforced,
to fight again over this field, it is important to determine the
degree to which the armies have recovered after the battle.

Recovery
When the game ends, all units that have DISR markers remove
them. All disruptions are recovered.

Sorting Eliminated Units
During the game, when removing units from the board, separate
them into two categories, set aside somewhere for easy reference later:

-HAdvanced
If the game ends with a victory for one side, determine
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End the Game

whether or not there will be a pursuit. If the game
ends in a draw, each player secretly writes “Stay” or
“Leave” on a piece of paper and reveals it simultaneously with
his opponent. If one or both players have chosen to “Leave”
then there will be no battle on the second day. If both have
chosen to “Stay,” there will be another battle.

Test to Recover Broken Units
Players now roll a discipline test for each broken/eliminated
unit. A unit that fails this test is forever lost. A unit that passes
is returned to the army during the night after the battle (whether
or not the fighting resumes tomorrow.)
There are special modifiers for this discipline test, although a
natural roll of “6” always passes, and a natural roll of “1” always
fails.

1. Overrun:
• Infantry units that were broken in combat against enemy
cavalry.
• Artillery units that were broken in combat, period.
2. Worn-Out:
• Units that were eliminated for all other reasons.
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Recover Broken Units Discipline Test

-1

The unit was overrun

-1

The army is being pursued

+1

The army chose to “stay” on the battlefield

+/-

The unit’s subcommander’s Vigor

Back from the Dead?
It is a simplification, admittedly imperfect, to have units return to life in their entirety, after having been eliminated. It would be more
trouble than warranted, however, to attempt to bring back each unit at a different level of wear and tear. Consequently, those units which
do survive represent the cadre of that unit, itself, plus survivors and stragglers from those units which didn’t “make it,” plus whatever
reinforcements, depot companies or squadrons, etc., were brought forward too late to join the battle. The survivors, therefore, represent
amalgamations.
Most wargames – including this one – are much too “bloody.” They routinely involve the loss of one-third or more of the miniature armies
engaged. But such bloodbaths were in fact rather rare. Even in an extremely bloody encounter, such as Albuera, in which the British suffered 40% casualties to their (British) contingent, the number of men killed was fewer than 900 (less than 3%.) The rest – the wounded –
may have died of their wounds later, or may have rejoined the fight. More typical was a battle like Fuentes de Oñoro, in which two days of
fighting produced only about 500 men killed, from both sides, combined.
“Quick and Bloody” wargame results are very useful for clarity during play. Broken units do not hang around or need to be moved on the
table; once they are no longer combat-effective, they are simply not in play anymore. But if your intent is to recreate a campaign, then it
becomes necessary to return the “walking-wounded” and those men simply too worn out by the day’s exigencies.
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In the interest of clarity and simplicity, the basic
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A

shooting rules require an infantry unit to fire upon one
target. There are some times, however, when it might
be desirable to split one’s fire. Generally, this is not mathematically wise, since it results in two very small chances of doing
damage, as opposed to one much better chance. But in a case,
for instance, where a large line of infantry might be attacked by
two enemies, or if a terrain obstruction prevents half of the
line from firing upon one target, but another target is available
to the other half... then it might be a valid tactic.

Under this optional rule an infantry unit in Line formation may
split its fire so that some of its bases fire upon one target, and
some upon another. The player must designate a spot where
the line “breaks” between the shooters at one target and the
shooters at the other.
A unit splitting fire in this way may not use any SK bonus dice.
It simply counts bases firing, and gets one die for each.

Squares Moving (OPT)
Squares Moving
Squares did not move... at least they didn’t move as squares. In
order to move a square, platoons on one side would march forward, while platoons on the flank would form march columns
or wheel forward, and platoons in the rear would about-face or
wheel about. In other words: a tricky thing to do under the best
of circumstances even with well-drilled troops! And since, while
moving, the square wasn’t really a square, the moving formations needed to remain in relative position to re-form the square
at a moment’s notice.
If you wish to reflect a “moving” square, then you may allow
it to choose one of its four sides, treat that as its front, and
allow 1BW of movement in that direction. The square may not
perform any maneuvers, nor move into rough terrain. A square
may not move if it is out of command. Only an experienced
unit may move while in Square.

B

1

2

3

4

5

6

Two bases of the Austrian unit (#3 and #4) are blocked and
can’t fire at anyone, because the copse of trees is in their
field of fire, closer than any target.
Under the basic shooting rules, bases counting away from the
target unit, from the blocked bases, can’t fire either. (Thus,
bases #1 and #2, for instance, can’t fire upon French-B.)
However, if the line splits its fire, bases #1 and #2 may fire
upon French-A, while #5 and #6 fire upon French-B.

Irregular Units Recovering (OPT)
Irregular Units Recovering
The concept of “recovery” in Lasalle refers mainly to a restoration of good order, as units dress the ranks and straighten the
files, which makes them more combat-effective. It takes some
time, and consequently can’t be done if a unit is moving through
rough terrain or performing a maneuver. One could argue that
these principles don’t really apply to irregular units, who might
not have ranks or files to straighten, and who prefer the cover
of rough terrain. Irregular units, however, are generally less
confident in the presence of the enemy!
Under this optional rule, irregular units are allowed to roll for
recovery, no matter how far they moved, nor what maneuvers
they performed, nor what sort of terrain they moved through
or across, in their Activity Phase. However, they may not roll for
recovery at all, if within 4BW of any enemy units.

Howitzer and Rocket Batteries (OPT)
Several armies experimented with massing howitzers, but only
the Prussian army developed a standard all-howitzer battery,
two of which saw action in the period 1813-14. By 1815 there
was one attached to each corps. They were rare enough that we
decided not to include them in the army lists, but rather as an
optional rule for scenarios.
Similarly, the British army experimented for years with the (in)
famous Congreve rocket system, a colorful weapon occasionally
more dangerous to friend than foe, but useful enough as an
exotic way to panic men and horses, and perhaps even set something on fire, that Wellington tolerated its presence. (Although
the British rocket battery on loan to the Russo/Prussian/
Swedish “Army of the North” in 1813 never managed to win
many friends!)

Obstructed Fire:
Howitzers and Rockets
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Howitzers and rockets fly over any sort of ground
condition, but not necessarily over trees, hills, or tall
buildings. Indeed, even if they could fly over these terrain features, the gunners’ views would be obstructed by them.

A howitzer battery or rocket unit is obstructed if any terrain
feature covers more than half the width of the fire zone. As
per the basic rules for obstructions and shooting, a unit directly
in or behind that obstruction may be hit. (And in the case of
rockets or howitzers, gets no bonus for cover.)
Howitzer and rocket batteries are not obstructed by water,
ravines, or ditches.

Rockets
A Congreve rocket unit has three unlimbered bases (and its own
unique limber.)
Rockets have no canister nor “short range” bracket. Their fire
zone has only a single bracket 16BW in length. The battery
rolls three dice, and hits infantry or artillery on rolls of 5+ and
cavalry on rolls of 4+. (The one thing the rockets could reliably
do was terrify horses). Their hits can be combined with other
fire upon the same target.
Rocket fire is never modified - not in the number of dice they
may roll, nor in their To-Hit numbers.

Howitzer Batteries
A howitzer battery moves and is treated as a normal foot artillery
unit in all respects except that all four of its bases are howitzer
bases. Consequently, it applies the following exceptional rules.
A howitzer battery uses the range brackets for medium weight
artillery. When firing within the short range bracket, it is firing
canister, and applies all the rules for canister, as any other artillery unit.
Beyond canister range, it always uses the full long range bracket.
However, a howitzer unit has no bouncethrough fire; it hits only
one target unit. Nor must it fire upon the closest enemy unit in
its fire zone. If there is no target within short range, then it may
pick any visible target in its long range bracket.

Compressed Artillery (OPT)
Compressed Frontage for Artillery
In the basic rules, unlimbered artillery batteries must deploy
with bases abreast and a contiguous frontage in order to fire.
This optional rule allows the following changes:
• An unlimbered artillery unit may deploy on a “compressed” frontage, with bases two ranks deep. If the unit
has an odd number of bases, the second rank must have
fewer bases than the first.
• The battery may fire normally in this compressed frontage. It is an easier target, however, and thus all fire against
it receives a +1 on each die To Hit.
The battery may use its prolong move to change from compressed to normal frontage, or vice-versa.
Unless you have a great deal of artillery, and the enemy obliges
you with plentiful targets, the compressed frontage (and thus
compressed fire zone) is generally not worth the risk of being
shot, but it can be useful in order to deploy artillery in constricted terrain.

Howitzer batteries are the only shooting units that may fire
“over the heads” of friendly units. A howitzer battery may not
fire over friendly units - at any range - unless it is on a higher
elevation than those friendly units.
Howitzer fire always hits on rolls of 4+. It is never modified.

A French foot battery in normal Unlimbered formation (above), and compressed Unlimbered (below).

HISTORICAL SCENARIOS
1. Venzone, 1809
(French vs. Austrians)

2. Pratzen Heights, 1805
(French vs. Russians)

3. La Haie Sainte, 1815

Historical Scenarios
This book includes three introductory scenarios so that players
can get started playing Lasalle immediately.
Experienced players are encouraged to design their own historical scenarios and post them to the Scenario-Wiki on the
HONOUR website, where others can contribute, test, and
comment upon them.

(French vs. British)

Map Legend
Town Base

Woods

Stream

Wall

Orchard

River

Hill (lighter shade means higher)

Ploughed Field

Marsh

Bridge

Road

Rocky Ground

Note to Scenario Orders of Battle:
Unless a unit is specifically listed as “Large,” it is Small.

A Note Regarding the Black and White Printing of Chapters I and J
Converting the scenario and set-up maps to a black-and-white format is very difficult, due to the nature of their original colors
and quality. If you do not have access to a color printer, you may wish to view these pages on your computer, rather than trying to
print them in greyscale.

The Battle of Venzone, 11 April 1809
In the opening stages of the 1809 campaign in northern Italy, the
Austrian and French advanced guards encountered each other
just south of Venzone in the Tagliamento valley. The Austrian
commander, a bold and energetic colonel named Volkmann,
realized that he was outnumbered more than two-to-one by the
French blocking his path. In a clever ruse, he detached a small
force of two companies through the marshes near the river,
to come upon the French flank. Then he attacked with a vigor
rarely seen in the Habsburg army.

-IHistorical
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Number of Players: 2
Playing Time: @1 hour
Table Size: 4’ X 6’
Number of Turns: 16 + Bonus Turns
French Setup First. Austrians Move First.

Volkmann’s plan worked. The French commander, General of
Brigade Dessaix, held back several of his battalions, thinking
that he was about to be flanked by a superior enemy force. This
gave the Austrians a fighting chance. After overruning two
French battalions, Volkmann came upon the second French
line, backed up by artillery. Here the fighting persisted all morning and into the afternoon before the outnumbered Austrians
were finally forced to withdraw.

Venzone

Note: this battle is so small that neither side has any subcommanders, but simply one CinC each.

Austrian
Setup area

French Order of Battle:
GdB Dessaix
3 Infantry BNs (84th Ligne)
2 Infantry BNs (9th Ligne)
1 Dragoon unit (elements of the 24th regt.)
1 Hvy Foot BTY
1 Med Foot BTY
Austrian Order of Battle:
Oberstleutnant Volkmann *
1 Large BN, infantry regt. #52
1 Large BN, infantry regt. #53
1 Large BN, Grenz regt. #11
1 SK base
1 Large Hussar unit (elements of regts. #5 and #2)
1 Dragoon unit (regt. #5)
1 Med Foot BTY

French Units:
Infantry: Reliable / Experienced / SK2
Dragoons: Reliable / Experienced / Shock / Pursuit
Austrian Units:
Infantry: Reliable / Experienced / SK1
Grenz: Reliable / Experienced / SK2
Hussars: Valiant / Experienced / Shock / Pursuit
Dragoons: Reliable / Experienced / Pursuit
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French
Setup area

Ospedaletto

Special Rules:
Officer Tactics. Volkmann is a good tactician.
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The Struggle for the Pratzen Heights, 2 December 1805
Number of Players: 2-5
Playing Time: @2 hours
Table Size: 4’ X 6’
Number of Turns: 20 + Bonus Turns
Russians Setup First. French Move First.

At the climax of the battle of Austerlitz, by about 10:00 AM on
2 December 1805, Soult’s infantry and Murat’s cavalry made a
series of attacks that clinched the French victory and shattered
the allied army. The issue was in doubt for a period of roughly
an hour, during which the Russians committed many of their
elite Guard regiments in a futile attempt to stem the French
tide.
This scenario captures the climax of the fighting along a portion of the hill a little more than a mile long, as the Grand Duke
Constantine sent forward his reserves to engage the surging
French.
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French Units:
Infantry: Reliable / Experienced / SK2
Dragoons: Reliable / Experienced / Pursuit
Cuirassiers & Carabiniers: Valiant / Experienced / Shock
Russian Units:
Guard Infantry: Valiant / Experienced / Guard / SK1
Guard Cavalry: Valiant / Experienced / Shock / Guard
Cuirassiers Valiant / Experienced / Shock
Hussars: Reliable / Experienced / Pursuit

Special Rules: The French player is the CinC, with three subcommanders. Constantine is the Russian CinC, but has no subcommander for his own force, since he commanded in person.
The only Russian subcommander is Uvarov. The Guard Jäger
BN begins the game in the upper town base of Blaziowitz, in
Deployed(Town) formation, and out of command.

Russian Order of Battle:
Grand Duke Constantine (CinC)
2 Guard Infantry BNs (Semenovsky)
2 Guard Infantry BNs (Preobrazhensky)
1 Guard Infantry BN (Ismailovsky)
1 Guard Jäger BN (Life Guard Jäger)
1 Large Guard Cavalry (Life Guard Horse)
1 Large Guard Cavalry (Life Guard Hussars)
1 Horse BTY
1 Position BTY
General Uvarov
2 Large Hussar units (Elizabethgrad)
1 Large Guard cavalry unit (Uvarov)
1 Large Cuirassier unit (Empress)
1 Horse BTY
French Order of Battle:
Elements of 1/IV: Cafarelli *
2 Infantry BNs (13th Légère)
2 Infantry BNs (51st Ligne)
2 Infantry BNs (17th Ligne)
2 Infantry BNs (30th Ligne)
2 Infantry BNs (61st Ligne)
1 Med Foot BTY
1st Heavy Cav Div: Nansouty *
1 Carabinier unit (combined 1st & 2nd regts.)
1 Large Cuirassier unit (combined 2nd & 9th regts.)
1 Large Cuirassier unit (combined 3rd & 12th regts.)
1 Med Horse BTY
3rd Dragoon Div: Boyé +1
1 Large Dragoon unit (combined 5th & 8th regts.)
1 Dragoon unit (12th regt.)
1 Large Dragoon unit (combined 16th & 21st regts.)
1 Dragoon unit (9th regt.)
1 Med Horse BTY

The Final Push at La Haie Sainte, 18 June 1815
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The Battle of Waterloo: 7:00 PM
The fortified farmhouse of La Haie Sainte finally fell to the
French around 6:30 PM after an epic defense. British, Nassau,
and KGL defenders fell back in some disorder, but the French
attackers were too exhausted to take advantage. Marshal Ney
sent an appeal to Napoleon for reinforcements, as he believed
Wellington’s center was finally ready to crack. But of course the
building pressure from the Prussians prevented any meaningful
transfer of French forces to the center. Thus Ney urged his
divisional and brigade commanders on the scene to renewed
efforts, and the French made one final push.
By this point in the battle, both sides are exhausted and intermixed. Each commander has thrown together elements of three
different brigades from two different higher-level commands.
Special Rules:
The Rifles have rallied and reformed along the wooded road.
They are fighting as a single regular unit. They may not be broken up into SK bases.
This scenario features a rocket battery. If players do not want to
use the advanced rules for rockets, they may substitute a British
Med. Horse artillery unit, instead.
The roads depicted in double lines are sunken roads. They are
a linear obstacle that provides soft cover, as well as a 1BW-wide
road.
The trees along the road and north of La Haie Sainte are long,
narrow lines of woods, only 1BW wide.
Players may set up in either or both of their setup areas, as they
prefer.
The famous allied “ridge” was rather gentle in this portion of
the field. If you wish to include it - exaggerating it somewhat for
wargame purposes - you can place a 1-level hill running through
the allied position, beginning just south of the two roads behind
which the allies must deploy.

Number of Players: 2
Playing Time: 40-60 minutes
Table Size: 4’ X 4’
Number of Turns: 12 + Bonus Turns
French Setup First. French Move First.

French Order of Battle:
GdB Schmitz
3 Infantry BNs (13th Légère)
GdB Pégot
2 Infantry BNs (8th Ligne)
2 Infantry BNs (29th Ligne)
Gen. DuBois +1
2 Cuirassiers (1st & 4th regts.)
Independent Unit
1 Med Horse BTY
Allied Order of Battle:
Gen. Kempt +1
95th Rifles (1 BN)
32nd Infantry (1 BN)
79th Infantry (1 BN)
Col. DuPlatt
2 KGL Infantry BNs
Gen. von Dörnberg
2 Large KGL Light Dragoons
Independent Unit:
Rocket Battery
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French Units:
Infantry: Reliable / Experienced / SK2
Cuirassiers: Valiant / Experienced / Shock
Allied Units:
95th Rifles: Valiant / Experienced / SK3
79th Regt: Valiant / Experienced / SK2
Other British and KGL Inf: Reliable / Experienced / SK2
KGL Lt. Dragoons Reliable / Experienced / Pursuit
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SET UP THE GAME
1. Roll the Weather
2. Roll the Board
3. Choose Roles
4. Customize Board
5. Place the Objective
6. Setup
7. Attacker Moves First

The Setup Procedure
When playing a historical scenario, all information about force composition,
terrain, and setup is provided for both players. However, Lasalle can also be
played by any two players, with any two army lists created using the Army
Builder chapter. For pickup games, players will follow a Setup Procedure laid
out by this chapter.

Setup Procedure
Roll Weather
One player rolls two dice to determine the weather and ground
conditions for the battle, using the table on the right.

Roll for the Board
Player A rolls a die and notes only whether it was odd or even.
Player B rolls a die and notes the number he rolled. Using the
next two pages, find the correct set of six boards (odd or even),
and the correct board in that set.
For example: if Player A’s die was Even, and Player B’s die rolled a “6”,
then the players will set up the board called “The Clearing.”
The board diagrams are presented here as 3:2 ratio rectangles
(traditionally a 6’X4’ table). If using a table that does not
conform to this ratio, players should agree to the setup before
proceeding any further. Both players must agree that the board
setup resembles the diagram.
It is not necessary to create a perfect mimic of the diagram;
each person’s terrain and table will have to guide him. The most
fundamental point is that both players agree to use the terrain
selected.

Choose the Roles
Having chosen their battlefield, players must now establish their
roles for this battle. One player must be the Attacker, and the
other the Defender.
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Each side secretly chooses either “Attack” or “Defend,” and
then reveals it simultaneously. If there is no conflict — one
chose to attack and one chose to defend — then the roles of
attacker and defender are set. If both chose the same, however,
then they have to roll-off to determine who gets the choice.
Each player rolls a die, which is modified as follows.

Army List Modifier
Many army lists have a modifier for either attacker or defender.
This reflects the likelihood of that type of commander choosing
an aggressive or conservative posture. It also reflects the posture
under which the army does best (Spanish infantry, for instance,
could acquit themselves better when defending a prepared position, whereas the more aggressive French or Prussians believed
that an attack was better for the men’s morale.)
Not all armies have a modifier. If your list has one, you must
add that modifier if your army is trying to win that choice. (For
instance, an Austrian infantry commander has a +1 Defend modifier,
which he would not get, if he had chosen to attack.)
Modified or not, the final result of this roll may not be a tie.
Re-roll until one player has won.

Map Legend
Town Base

Woods

Stream

Wall

Orchard

River

Hill (lighter shade means higher)

Ploughed Field

Marsh

Bridge

Road

Rocky Ground

Roll the Table
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Even Roll

1

The River Crossing

3

The Ridges Outside Town

5

The Farms and Fields

The Village in the Woods

2

The Chateau and the Town

4

The Clearing

6

Roll the Table
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Odd Roll

1

The Valley

3

The Marshy Ground

5

The Harbor Town

The Walled Farms

2

The Dry Hills

4

The Crossroads

6

Setting up the Board
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Customize the Board

Having chosen the board, both players may now
customize it somewhat, by adding more terrain. This
is always done in the following sequence: defender’s
choice / attacker’s choice / defender’s choice. Thus, a total of
three more terrain features could be added to the board.
When a player has his choice to customize, he may pass, opting not to add terrain, or he may add one new terrain feature,
anywhere on the board within certain limits. A player picks one
item from the following table. (We understand that players’
choice of terrain items will be limited by their collections. These
listed sizes are the recommended guidelines, but as long as you
and your opponent agree, then you can modify them to suit
your needs.)
Thus the defender may add up to two new terrain features, and
the attacker may add one. A player is never required to add any
terrain to the board.

You may not place a terrain feature in your opponent’s setup
zone, unless he gives his permission.

Setup Zones
The board has two short edges and two long edges. In most
cases, players set up along the long edges. (Only the Home Field
Advantage advanced rule allows the option of a short-edge
setup.)
The Setup Zones are delineated by four imaginary lines, each
parallel to one board edge, and 6BW inside of that edge.
The defender decides whether he wants to pick his preferred
long board-edge and set up first; or whether he wants to give
the attacker the choice of the long board-edge and make the
attacker set up first.

Customizing the Board: Terrain Options
Terrain Areas

No More than 8BW across at any point

A one-level hill
Woods
Rocky Ground
Marsh
A Ploughed Field
An Orchard
Terrain Items
A Town Base
A Bridge
A Ford
Linear Terrain
Road(s)
Walls

May be used to add another level to an existing hill

Stream

Not overlapping any other terrain feature except water
Not overlapping any other terrain feature
Not overlapping any other terrain feature

Size Varies
Not overlapping any other terrain feature
Stone or wood; over a stream or river
2BW wide; length to cross across any one river or stream

Size As Follows:
Up to 40BW in length
Up to 6BW in length
Up to 30BW in length. Must be 1BW wide. One or both
ends must terminate either at the table edge or with
another body of water.

Objectives and Reinforcements
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Place Objectives and Set Up

Reinforcements

A player should create some sort of marker or base (a flag
works nicely) to note an Objective for the battle. Prior to setting up the armies, the attacker places his objective anywhere
in the defender’s setup zone, as long as it is not in impassable
terrain. Then the defender may move the objective marker (if
he desires) up to 8BW in any direction. If the attacker placed
the objective in open terrain, the defender may not move it to
rough terrain or a town. If the attacker placed the objective
in rough terrain or a town, the defender may move it 8BW to
anywhere he pleases.

If a player has a reserve force as a support option that
has not yet arrived, then he may roll during his Status
Phase to determine whether it arrives. If he has multiple reserve forces still not on the table, he must declare which
one he is rolling to enter, and he will have a chance only to bring
that one into play this turn.

In any event, the defender may not move the objective outside
his setup zone.

The reinforcements must be placed in the owning player’s setup
area: all bases completely within 4BW of the table-edge,
and no bases even partially within 4 BW of any enemy
units. All units of the force must be placed on the board, and
all within command range of their subcommander.

Take the number of the current turn. Add to this the Vigor
modifier of the subcommander in command of that reserve
force. Then roll two dice. If the total on the dice is less than
this modified turn number, the reserve force has arrived.

Having placed the objective, the players now set up their armies,
in their setup zones, in the order chosen by the defender when
board-edges were selected.
If a player’s army list includes reinforcements, those units are
kept off-board, and will enter later during the game.

If there is no legal place for them, the force must be delayed
until there is space for them to arrive. The player does not have
to roll for them again. From that point he must enter them in
the first Status Phase in which they have a legal place to arrive.
Reinforcing infantry and cavalry units may be placed in any
formation except Square. Artillery units must be limbered.

The attacker has the first turn.

Using the Objective Marker
If, at the beginning of his Status Phase, the defender does not
have a unit within 4BW of the objective, and the attacker does,
then the defender must take an army morale check during this
Status Phase, regardless of how many units he has lost thus far
in the game.

For example: the British player is the defender. Thus Turn 2 is his first
turn. There’s no point rolling for reinforcements, since he can’t roll less than
two on two dice, unless using a Vigor modifier. The next British turn is
Turn 4. Now he must roll ≤3 to bring in his reinforcements. The next
British turn is Turn 6, meaning he must roll ≤5 to bring in his reinforcements, and so on.

It is possible that, due to losses, the defender might have had
to take an army morale check in any event. But regardless of
the reason for the check, if he does not control the objective,
as defined in the above paragraph, the defender takes the check
with four dice, instead of the normal five.

6BW

Long Edge

6BW

Setup Area
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THE ARMY BUILDER
1. Choose a Theatre
2. Choose a Nationality
Austria
Britain
France
Prussia
Russia
Spain

3. The Core List
4. Support Choices
5. Roll Subcommanders

Lasalle may be played using historical scenarios of varying size. Players are encouraged to create their own new scenarios and share them on the HONOUR website’s
“Scenario Wiki.”
Lasalle is also an ideal game for two players, each commanding a small army. It can be
played in real-time (2-3 hours) on a relatively small table. It lends itself to competitive,
tournament, or friendly pick-up games. Much of the fun of Lasalle involves choosing
an army, then customizing it to your preferences. This “Army Builder” allows players to
build historically-based army lists, but to play against potentially any opponent with any
other list, even the same one.
Using the Army Builder, players may create armies from one of six major powers
(Austria, Britain, France, Prussia, Russia, and Spain), for the period 1805-1815.
Armies created with this system are “official” lists, approved for tournament play.
Would you prefer to create an army from the earlier Revolutionary or Consular periods?
Or perhaps from the North American, Middle Eastern, or Balkan theatres of war? Or
perhaps you’d like to collect an army list comprised entirely of a “minor” power like
Bavaria, Saxony, or Naples? If your favorite army doesn’t have an Army Builder section
in this book, I can assure you that subsequent lists will appear in the months ahead on
the HONOUR website. Whether they become “official” for tournament play will be up
to the organizers in each case. But they will always be free, and available to everybody.
You will never have to buy any supplements to play Lasalle.

What the Army Lists Represent
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While Napoleonic tables of organization often look
rigid and homogenous on paper, the truth is more
subtle. Once in battle, commanders generally did their
best to assemble effective combined arms teams to
accomplish their goals. An infantry attack often stalled
when charged by enemy cavalry, which prompted a commander
to throw in friendly cavalry to drive them off and resume the
infantry advance, which prompted the enemy commander to
bring up some reserve infantry, and so on.
Leaders often drew upon units from various forces to fight
in a section of the field. As large battles wore on, forces were
increasingly intermixed. One sometimes finds the commander
of an infantry division, like Friant at Austerlitz, assuming or
being given command over heavy cavalry units detached from
reserve corps. At Borodino we find Barclay, Eugène, and Murat
all forming impromptu or ad-hoc formations by scraping

together elements of battered units and reserves from various divisions and corps. Vandamme “stole” a few of Wrede’s
Bavarian battalions in the midst of the battle of Abensberg,
while across the field on the Austrian side, Hiller commanded
men who weren’t technically part of his corps, either. At the
battle of Raszyn an Austrian brigadier countermanded an order
and sent another brigadier’s infantry into action to reinforce an
attack. The examples are literally endless.
Although, for the sake of wargaming convention, we use the
term “Army List” here, a more accurate way to describe what
you are building is: a moment in battle. This is what Lasalle’s
army lists depict. You are that commander on the scene. Perhaps
some of the troops on the table are “yours,” and perhaps the
others are from nearby units, but you happen to be the ranking
officer on this field, and you have a job to do.

The Basic Steps of Army Building
Choose a Theatre

Choose a Nationality

The game divides the Napoleonic Wars into five Theatres which
represent certain periods or campaigns. These are not perfectly
chronological. For example, the Peninsula theatre overlaps the
Empire and Liberation theatres, but stands apart because of its
very different antagonists and campaigns.

If the nationality of your choice is available in the theatre you
have picked, you will see columns labeled with those theatre
names on its army list page(s). For example, the French fight in
all five theatres, but the Russians are not available in the Peninsula
theatre, and the Spanish are not available in the Hundred Days,
and so on.

Choosing a theatre places limitations on what nationalities a
player may choose for his army. For example, the Russian army
participates in the Conquest, Empire, and Liberation theatres,
but not in the Peninsula or Hundred Days theatres.
The choice of a theatre often determines the choices and values
of units in an army. For example, the Prussian army that is available in the Conquest theatre is very different from the Prussian
army of the Liberation or Hundred Days. It has a different
structure, different allies, and different kinds of units.

The Five Theatres
Conquest (1805-07)
Empire (1808-12)
Peninsula (1808-13)
Liberation (1813-14)
Hundred Days (1815)

Advanced Rules in Play
In all Army Builder games, Officer Tactics and Casualties
and Creating Irregular Units are in use. Additional advanced
rules in use are specified on each army list.

Choose a Core List
Each nationality allows for at least one basic army type, listed at
the upper-left of the army list page(s). The army types generally have names that suggest a higher-echelon formation. For
example, a French player may choose one of two army types:
Infantry Division, or Guard Division.
Not all army types are available in all theatres. Cross-index the
army type with the column for the theatre. If a box appears
with units listed in it, then that box describes the Core List for
that army in that theatre. The core list is non-negotiable. If you
choose that army type, you must begin with a commander, a
subcommander, and everything shown in the core list.
Core lists can change from theatre to theatre. A French infantry division, for example, has a different composition in the
Peninsula, than it does in the Liberation theatre. If the box
showing a core list stretches across multiple columns, it means
that core list is available in all of those theatres, and is the same
in each case.

The Basic Steps of Army Building
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The Attacker’s Bonus

Allied Brigades

Every core list has a unit or units that are printed in ghosted grey
italics. These units,and an extra subcommander, are added to
the core list only if the player is the attacker in the game.

Some major powers may include supporting brigades
from minor state allies in their lists. Following the
army lists for the six major powers, each minor state
has data for unit values and compositions. If you have chosen
an allied brigade of that nationality, you may pick any one brigade composition listed. (If you were building a French army list
with a Polish allied brigade, you would consult the Duchy of Warsaw
(Polish) section of this chapter, where you would see two choices for brigades:
“Infantry” and “Light Cavalry.” You could choose one of these for your
Polish allied brigade.)

The Support Choice
To finish your army list, you now have to make a choice about
the origin of the remainder of your troops. Do they come from
the same higher-echelon unit (usually a corps)? Are they allied
troops of a different nationality, attached to your command?
Or do they represent troops from another corps, arriving on
the field later?
Lasalle uses the generic term “brigade” to describe a support
choice, even though it might not represent an historical brigade.
There are three types of support choices: Organic, Reserve,
and Allied.
Players must agree beforehand how many support choices each
army will be allowed. For small tables and short tournament-style
games, it is best to limit each army to only one support choice.
For larger tables and players with more time and miniatures, two
or even three could be allowed.
If players are allowed multiple support choices, they may divide
them in any way they please: all of one type, some mixture of
two or all three types, etc. Although it might not be historically
accurate to allow a division to have three different allied brigades in support, corps and divisions of multiple nationalities
were not completely unheard-of in the early war period, and
grew increasingly common as the war went on.
As with the core lists, not all support choices are available to all
army types in all theatres. It is necessary to cross-index the army
type with the theatre, to find the boxes listing what sorts of supporting brigades are available in each case. The same is true with
allied brigades. As the political combinations shifted during the
Napoleonic Wars, some nations lost or acquired alliances.

Support Choices and Setup
Organic and allied brigades are available at game-start, as a
normal part of your army. Reserve brigades arrive later in the
game, as reinforcements (see page 91.)

Supporting Brigades
Each nationality has a Compositions section, in which the
compositions of each supporting brigade are described. Each
supporting or allied brigade includes one subcommander.
If playing a game in which you may take two or more support
choices, the symbol 1 designates those brigades which may
not be chosen more than once.
If a plus-symbol in parentheses (+) appears beside a unit’s
name, it signifies that the unit(s) are Large. Otherwise, the unit
is small.

Allied brigade availability is always dependent upon the theatre
of the core army. For example, if the core army is in the Empire
theatre, then any allied brigade chosen must be composed of
units available in the Empire theatre, and its units will use the
values listed for them in that theatre.

Create Forces and Generate Subcommanders
All army lists have one commander, and one or (if attacking)
two subcommanders in the core list. Prior to setup, a player
must create forces by assigning core units to the subcommanders. A subcommander must command at least two units, and all
core units must be part of some subcommander’s force. (If you
have eight units and two subcommanders in your core list, then you may
divide the units between them 6-2, or 5-3, or 4-4, as long as you create two
forces, each with at least two units.) Obviously if you have only one
subcommander, then the whole core list is a single force.
A support brigade already is one discrete force, with its subcommander assigned. You may not alter its composition.
Once the forces have been established, players must roll to
determine the vigor and tactics ratings of their subcommanders.
Each nationality has its own tables for this. A subcommander
of an allied brigade rolls according to his own nationality (in the
example above, the French player would roll for his Polish subcommander
separately, using the subcommander tables at the end of the minor states
section of this chapter.)

Unit Values
The final section of each nationality’s army builder is the table
of Unit Values. Each unit type is cross-indexed with the army’s
theatre. In some cases, a unit’s values do not change across any
number of theatres. In other cases, different theatres result in
very different unit values. If no information appears, then that
unit type is not permitted in that theatre.
When crafting historical scenarios, players are always free to
adapt the unit descriptions to whatever they need for the actual
battle. Several of the army lists include data for units that do
not appear as options in the army builder. (The Austrian Unit
Values section, for example, contains entries for “1809 Conscripts” and
“Insurrection Cavalry.” Neither of these units appears in the Army
Builder options for a tournament list. The values are included simply to aid
players in creating historical scenarios.)
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An Example of Army List Options (Excerpted)
The diagram below is a reduced-size excerpt from the French
army lists. It shows the core and support choices for the two
French army lists (Infantry Division and Guard Division) across
two theatres.

The information for each nationality is organized
into four sections:

1. Army Lists
2. Compositions
3. Unit Values
4. Special Rules

Core List
This is the core list for the “Infantry Division” army type
in the Liberation theatre. Remember that it includes the
commander and one subcommander.

Theatre

Liberation
(1813-14)

Attacker’s Bonus
(units listed in italics)
Remember to add a subcommander if attacking.

Organic Support
(Note that a Conscript Infantry
brigade may be chosen as organic
support in Liberation, but not the
Hundred Days.)

Army Type

Hundred Days
(1815)

1
6
2
3

Veteran Infantry
Conscript Infantry
Divisional BTYs
Conscript Infantry

6
1
2

Veteran Infantry
Divisional BTY
Veteran Infantry

6
2
2

Young Guard Inf.
Divisional BTY
Young Guard Inf.

5
1
2

Young Guard Inf.
Divisional BTY
Young Guard Inf.

Infantry
Division
Attack +1

Guard
Division
Attack +3

Organic Brigades
Light Cavalry (1813)

Light Cavalry

Conscript Infantry
(1813)

Elite Infantry
Veteran Infantry

Infantry
Division

Guard
Division

Young Guard Infantry

Reserve Brigades

Reserve Support
(Note that a Dragoon brigade
does not change when used in
either theatre, whereas a Cuirassier or Lancer brigade does.)

Cuirassier (1813)

Cuirassier
Dragoon

Lancer (1813)

Lancer

Old Guard Infantry
Guard Cavalry (1813)

Guard Cavalry

Cuirassier (1813)

Cuirassier

Allied Brigades

Allied Brigades
(Note the different options by
theatre.)

Bavarian
Confederation
Danish
Italian
Neapolitan
Polish
Saxon
Westphalian
Württemberg

(none)

Infantry
Division

Guard
Division

Army List
Modifier
(see page 87)

The Philosophy Behind the Army Lists
Lasalle includes unit values for virtually every kind of unit that
fought in the Napoleonic Wars from 1805-1815. This is done
to assist you in creating historical scenarios. The Army Builder,
however, allows you to create customized army lists only for
six major powers during the period 1805-1815. In other words,
although you can find information on the troops of the GrandDuchy of Berg, you can’t build a “Berg Army List.” (Sorry, I
know that Berg was the one reason you bought this game.)
In the months and years to come, new Army Builder supplements will be released on the HONOUR website, enabling players to create competitive army lists for a wider variety of states.

Are the Army Lists Balanced?
Wargames traditionally make some attempt at providing balanced forces for competitive or tournament play, or the random
“pick-up games” at clubs where each person brings an army and
then plays against whomever else is available. I decided early
in the design process that Lasalle would have army lists, and
that they would not be based upon spending arbitrary numbers
of points. Rather, players are allowed to construct small armies
based upon the historical limitations typical of their nationality
during a particular time and place in the Napoleonic Wars.
During playtesting we experimented with different ways to balance army lists. At first glance, for example, a Russian Guards
division might seem obviously advantaged, until you read the
fine print of the “Send in the Guards” rule, which requires you
to win decisively in order to win at all. At the other end of the
spectrum, a Spanish army might seem an unwise investment
until you consider the many interesting advantages they gain
from fighting on their home turf, with superior intelligence and
time for preparation.
Despite a great deal of thought and playtesting, the army lists
make no claim to being perfectly “balanced” or “fair.” No lists
or points system can address the most fundamental question
about game balance: your own playing style.

Are the Army Lists Historically Accurate?
The army list choices don’t always match the “official” or
paper-strength sizes of historical regiments... and neither did
the units in real life. A glance at any order of battle will reveal
that the exception often was the norm. A French brigade might
comprise the 3rd and 4th battalions of a Ligne regiment, one
battalion from a Légère regiment, and a “march battalion” consisting of the fusilier companies from three battalions of three
different regiments, whose combined strength totalled 1,100
men. Historical unit compositions were rarely as clear or tidy as
wargamers want them to be. When using the Army Builder, we
are primarily concerned with balance, so if you feel that your
regiments are understrength or don’t have the right number of
battalions or squadrons, then chalk it up to the usual causes:
stragglers, attrition, and detachments.
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Furthermore, the army lists don’t allow you to recreThe
ate every possible army matchup of the Napoleonic
Army
Wars. There is no list, for instance, for the Prussian
Builder
contingent in French service in Russia in 1812. Astute
Napoleonic buffs might take umbrage at the inability
to field Cuirassiers in a French peninsular army, despite the
presence of one regiment in Suchet’s army after 1810. When a
minor state served on more than one side during a particular era,
I made a choice to place it in one theatre and not another. Thus
the Saxons, for example, are a Prussian ally in the Conquest theatre, even though they switched sides at the end of that period
and fought for the French in 1807, and they’re a French ally in
the Liberation theatre even though they switched sides again
in the midst of that campaign. The British lists focus upon
the Peninsula and the Hundred Days, to the exclusion of the
South American landings, the Danish and Baltic operations, the
British involvement in Naples, or Walcheren, and so on. Some
nationalities provide unit values for theatres other than those
for which you may build armies. The Austrians, for instance,
have unit values for the Hundred Days, to assist you in creating
scenarios. But you can’t build an Austrian Hundred Days army
for tournament play.
Troops that were introduced in the middle of a period appear in
that theatre, and this might result in some ahistorical match-ups:
French lancers, for instance, who didn’t appear until 1811, might
face-off against an 1809 Austrian army. But since the purpose
of army lists and competitive play is to allow for any and all
players to find opponents, we need not take such concerns too
seriously. If you want to adhere absolutely to historical limitations, then create and play historical scenarios.
There are a number of assumptions built into the support
choices, not all of which might be obvious at first glance. Why,
for instance, would adding another infantry brigade result in
also adding a battery of heavy reserve artillery? This represents
your concentration on fielding a large infantry force – probably
at the spear-point of your corps, or at least in the thick of it, so
the corps commander is more likely to have deployed the heavy
guns in support of your efforts. Or perhaps you are the corps
commander, directing this division personally.
The purpose of these lists is not to encompass every possible
exception, but rather to establish rules guiding play. There will
always be room for exceptions and variants on the HONOUR
website. Each player should collect the army (A) that he enjoys
painting and looking at; and (B) whose particular strengths
match well to his own inclinations as a tactician. At the end of
the day, you have to like your army.
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Despite a decade of almost incessant war with revolutionary France, the Habsburg army was only just
beginning to implement major reforms in 1805. But
even if General Mack had had more time to complete
his work, the army would have remained a fundamentally linear entity, without any permanent divisions or corps, or
even a permanent artillery battery structure. Following their
disastrous defeats in 1805 the Habsburg military went through
a series of profound organizational and doctrinal changes, led
by two brothers, the Archdukes Karl and Johann (Charles and
John).
Archduke Karl made great progress in creating standard
Austrian higher-echelon formations, combined into armycorps not exactly on the French model, but certainly inspired
by its effectiveness. The Habsburgs still preferred mixed-arms
formations, which might indeed have been more effective than
their French opponents, had Austrian commanders been more
vigorous and not so risk-averse. By early 1809 Karl had largely
redesigned the army.
More radical thinking came from the Archduke Johann, who
began a new “people’s army”: the Landwehr. Johann’s motivations were both nationalistic (a new and potentially dangerous
concept for the Habsburgs) as well as financial. In Johann’s
system, money would be saved by limiting the regular army to
a relatively small and highly professional force, heavy on elite
formations and shock cavalry, plus artillery. Johann’s Landwehr
would be a regional militia which - in conjunction with the traditional Grenz and other irregular units - would harass an invader’s
lines of communication and dissipate the strength of an invading army as it had to defend every point along its march. That
would enable the mobile force to strike at will.

In the end, Karl’s thinking prevailed for overall structure.
However, Johann’s Landwehr did allow the Habsburgs to field the
largest army in the empire’s history. To his chagrin, the Landwehr
was never used as Johann intended, being instead merely incorporated into the regular army, where they performed generally
poorly.
A shakeup of the high command followed the defeats of 1809,
but the Austrian army essentially retained the remodeled structure the Archduke Karl had created, if not its size. An Austrian
Hilfskorps provided desultory assistance to Napoleon in Russia
during 1812, but Habsburg minds were clearly considering their
timing for a re-entry on the Coalition side. The Austrians tipped
the balance against Napoleon in the Summer of 1813 and
were an essential part of the army that defeated and occupied
France in 1814. Although the Austrians entered the war against
Napoleon’s return in 1815, due to the brevity of the war their
actions were limited to modest campaigning in northern Italy
and the French Alpine frontier.
Three army lists are available to an Austrian player:

Infantry Division
Reserve Division
Avant-Garde Division
The Austrian army may not take allied brigades as support.

Austrian Army Lists
Conquest
(1805-07)
Infantry
Division
Defend +1

7
1
2

Empire
(1808-12)

Infantry (+)
Lt. Brigade BTY
Infantry (+)

Reserve
Division
no modifier

Avant-Garde
Division

1
2
2

Attack +1
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Liberation
(1813-14)

2
4
1
2

Infantry
Infantry (+)
Brigade BTY
Infantry (+)

6
1
2

Grenadier
Brigade BTY
Grenadier

Jäger
Grenz (+)
Infantry (+)

1
1
1
1

Organic Brigades
Infantry
Cavalry

Infantry
Division

Hussar
Grenz

Landwehr
Cuirassier

Reserve
Division

Grenadier
Infantry

Avant-Garde
Division

Cavalry
Hussar

Reserve Brigades
Infantry
Division

Cuirassier
Grenadier

Reserve
Division

Cavalry

Avant-Garde
Division

Cuirassier

Hussar

Grenadier

Uhlan (+)
Cavalry BTY
Hussar (+)
Infantry (+)
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Austrian Compositions
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1

Grenz Brigade
3 Grenz (+)
1 Hussar (+)
1 Lt. Cavalry BTY

1

Grenadier Brigade
4 Grenadier
1 Hvy Position BTY

Infantry Brigade
4 Infantry (+)
1 Hvy Position BTY

Cavalry Brigade
2 Dragoon or Cheveauxleger
2 Uhlan
1 Cavalry BTY

Hussar Brigade
4 Hussar
1 Cavalry BTY

Landwehr Brigade
6 Landwehr
1 Brigade BTY
Cuirassier Brigade
2 Cuirassier (+)
1 Cavalry BTY

Austrian Unit Values
Conquest

Empire

Hundred Days

Reliable/Experienced/SK1

Infantry

Reliable/Ama/SK1

1809 Conscripts
Grenz

Liberation

Valiant/Ama/SK2

Reliable/Amateur/SK1 -OR- Reliable/Irregular/SK2

Jäger

Reliable/Experienced/SK2

Grenadier

Valiant/Experienced/SK0

Landwehr

Shaky/Ama/SK1

Cuirassier

Valiant/Experienced/Shock

Hussar

Valiant/Experienced/Pursuit

Uhlan

Reliable/Experienced/Pursuit/Lancers
Reliable/Experienced/Pursuit

Dragoon or Cheveauleger

Shaky/Irregular/Pursuit

Insurrection

Austrian Artillery Values

Artillery
Hvy Position BTY
Lt. Position BTY
Brigade BTY
Lt. Brigade BTY
Cavalry BTY
Lt. Cavalry BTY

Type
Foot
Foot
Foot
Foot
Horse
Horse

Cannon
2
2
4
4
2
2

Weight
Hvy
Med
Med
Lt
Med
Lt

+ How.
1
1
1
1

Austrian Special Rules and Notes
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Advanced Rules in Play

Notes on the Austrian Army

Large Grenz units may use the Half Battalion Deployed rule

The “German” and “Hungarian” infantry regiments
had slightly different structures, and the latter was
more likely to field three battalions, rather than two.
Lasalle does not distinguish between these units otherwise. More
importantly, however, the Conquest theatre does not account
for the reforms of General Mack, which were not implemented
in the majority of the infantry before Mack and his force was
captured at Ulm without much of a fight. (The cavalry restructuring, which was carried out earlier, in April 1805, is accounted
for.)

In the Conquest theatre, the Austrian army uses the Linear
Tactics rule.

Special Rules for this Army
Grenz:
The performance of Grenz regiments was as varied as the
empire itself, and they were perhaps one of the few branches
of the army whose performance actually declined as a result
of Archduke Karl’s restructuring and expansion. They were no
longer the true wild irregulars of their forefathers’ wars, but the
Grenzers were still treated by Austrian generals as if they were
“light” infantry, and thus often used in rough terrain and as
skirmishers. Although there were several solid Grenz regiments,
this ambiguous dual role often meant that Grenzers were not as
experienced as “regulars.”

Austrian Subcommanders

Prior to setting up his army, the Austrian player must announce
whether he will use his Grenzers as Regulars or Irregulars for
the game. Each Grenz unit must be one or the other. According
to his choice, the Grenz will be either:
Reliable / Amateur / SK1 -orReliable / Irregular / SK2
Mass Formation:
Beginning in 1808 the Austrian army developed some new
infantry formations as alternatives to the traditional Square,
being wider than most closed columns, but not true “attack
columns” in the French style.
Large Austrian regular infantry units of the Empire and later
theatres can form “Mass” by creating an attack column 2 bases
wide and three deep. A small regular infantry unit may form
Mass by forming a normal Attack Column, but turning one rear
base backward as a reminder. (The base is not actually facing
backwards, and if this proves confusing, you may use an alternate marker.)
This Mass formation moves as an attack column. It has special
combat advantage modifiers:

INF vs CAV

+2

Mass formation

INF vs INF

-2

Mass formation

Vigor

Tactics

Roll

Roll

1-2

-1

1-2

�

3-5

-

3-5

-

6

*

6

+1

If playing with an Avant-Garde army, the Austrian player may
add +1 to his vigor rolls for subcommanders.
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During the period 1808-13 the British effort in the
Napoleonic wars came overwhelmingly to be associated with the Duke of Wellington and his Peninsular
army. Although British forces fought under several
commanders, and in several theatres, Wellington’s
army became the focus, if for no other reason than his satisfyingly reliable string of victories and his skill with Parliament and
the press.
Already by the time of Talavera in 1809, Wellington (then
Wellesley) had at his disposal many of Britain’s finest regiments,
including the Dragoon Guards, the Foot Guards, the “Buffs,”
the Royal Americans, and the best of the Hanoverian infantry.
By the end of this period, at Vitoria, Wellington’s army represented the best that Great Britain could put in the field.
In addition to a growing commitment to Iberia, the British
effort was helped immeasurably by the steadily increasing skill
and numbers of several allied contingents. The Brunswickers
arrived after their escape from Germany in 1809. The Spanish
frequently collaborated with British forces, although Wellington
was generally unenthusiastic about their utility and reliability. By
far the most important allied contingent was the Portuguese,
whose infantry augmented the British and by 1812 was arguably
as steady as the redcoats.

Perhaps more than in any other Napoleonic army, the line
between “line” and “light” infantry was blurred in the British
service. No other army displayed such flexibility in the use of
formed troops for skirmishing. In theory, the light companies
of each battalion were to deploy in a screen, augmented by the
specialized light troops such as the the Rifle regiments, Royal
Americans, Brunswick Oels, or the Portuguese Caçadores. But
in fact we find cases where half a battalion was deployed as
skirmishers, sometimes by taking half of each company, or
sometimes several whole companies. Indeed, in some cases
entire battalions formed skirmish lines, to the point that they
fired volleys, and the French often mistook the British skirmish
line for the main line, which was arguably the whole point and a
vindication of the tactic.
Nonetheless, the “Light Division” remained a distinct and
important entity in the Peninsular army and as such, it is one of
the three army choices available to a British player:

Infantry Division
Light Division
Guards Division

British Army Lists
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Peninsula
(1808-13)

Infantry
Division
Defend +1

Light
Division
Attack +1

Hundred Days
(1815)

4
1
1
2
2

Infantry
Elite Infantry (+)
RA BTY
SK bases
Infantry

1
1
1
2
1
2

Rifle (+)
Elite Infantry (+)
Infantry
Caçadore
RHA BTY
Infantry

6
1
2

2
2
1
2
2

Guards
Division
Defend +1

Infantry
RA BTY
Infantry

Guard Infantry (+)
Elite Infantry
RA BTY
SK bases
Infantry

Organic Brigades
All
Divisions

Infantry

Reserve Brigades
Dragoon

All
Divisions

Light Cavalry

Allied Brigades
Brunswick
Portuguese

Brunswick
Dutch-Belgian
Nassau
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British Compositions and Unit Values
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Peninsula

Hundred Days

Infantry

Reliable/Experienced/SK2

Elite Infantry

Valiant/Experienced/SK3

Light Cavalry Brigade
1 Hussar
3 Light Dragoon
1 RHA BTY

Valiant/Experienced/SK2/Guard

Guard Infantry

Valiant/Experienced/SK3

Rifles

1

Dragoon Brigade
2 Heavy Dragoon (+)
1 RHA BTY

Reliable/Exp/SK3

Caçadore

Valiant/Experienced/Shock/Guard

Guard Cavalry

Valiant/Experienced/Shock

Dragoon

Infantry Brigade
4 Infantry
1 RA BTY

Reliable/Experienced/Pursuit

Hussar or Light Dragoon

British Artillery Values

Artillery
R.A. BTY
R.H.A. BTY

Type
Foot
Horse

Cannon
2
2

Weight
Med
Med

+ How.
1
1

British Subcommanders

British Special Rules
Advanced Rules in Play
All large infantry units may use the Half Battalion Deployed
rule
The Rifles may use Rifle Volleys if deployed as regulars.
The British may use a Superior Commander in either theatre.

Notes on British Infantry Regiments
The word “Infantry” is used here to connote the Line and Light
regiments of the British and King’s German Legion (KGL)
armies. “Elite Infantry” refers to those few outstanding veteran
units of the line, several of the Scottish regiments, and some
of the Light and Fusilier regiments. The Caçadores in the Light
Division are treated as “British” units, rather than an allied
Portuguese brigade.

Special Rules for this Army
Rockets:
A British Peninsular army may exchange any one artillery unit
for a rocket unit, after determining attacker and defender.

Vigor

Tactics

Roll

Roll
1

�

-

2-4

-

+1

5-6

*

1-2

-1

3-4
5-6

The French Army
Napoleon’s superb Grande Armée, which he had trained at the
camps of Boulogne and wielded with such precision across
Central and Eastern Europe in the years 1805-07, no longer
existed by 1809. Some elements had been sent to Spain. Others
were scattered in garrisons across the breadth of Europe. As
Napoleon assembled a new force for the coming war with
Austria, he thus drew from diverse sources to create his new
“Army of Germany.”
Some units, like those of Davout’s corps, were essentially the
same hardened veterans that had won famous victories from
Austerlitz to Friedland. Other French units were relatively recent
creations. Napoleon had just completed a sweeping reorganization of the French infantry regiments, and many formations
were partially dismantled and reassembled with new recruits
By 1809 the French armies were substantially augmented by the
allied contingents from a number of important states, most of
which were German, but which also included Italian, Polish,
Dutch, Danish and several other smaller contingents. These
forces were generally solid and reliable, if perhaps not as quickfooted as their French mentors. Some, like the Württembergers
and Poles, were first-rate troops. Others, like the Westphalians
and some of the Confederation battalions, were less than fully
competent.
Nonetheless, the army of 1809 proved itself more than a match
for the Austrians. The high proportion of experienced veterans
in the officer corps and among the NCOs, the efficiency of the
French staff system, the vigor and intelligence of the major
commanders; all of these things guaranteed that Napoleon still
had a formidable force at his disposal.
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That army was largely the blueprint for the immense
The
host that went into Russia in 1812. By this point the
Army
Napoleonic system had in some ways been stretched
Builder
beyond recognition. Davout’s I Corps was an army
unto itself with over 50,000 men; with regiments of
five battalions often over 4,000 men strong. The various allied
contingents had improved in quality and quantity and were now
an indispensable part of the “French” establishment, often
intermixed with French regiments throughout the corps.
That army could never be rebuilt. Still it is a testimony to the
inherent soundness of the Napoleonic system that the French
created an even bigger host for the 1813 campaign, based around
the cadres from Spain and those that survived the Russian
disaster. By this point, however, the French army was a blunt
instrument, no longer superior to its enemies, and with regard
to cavalry, decidedly inferior. Increasingly reliant upon mass and
artillery, the army of the Liberation wars bludgeoned its way to
a few hard-fought victories, and suffered as many defeats. Even
with its back against the wall, however, in the French campaign
of 1814, the remnants were still dangerous enough to prolong
for four more months the hopeless resistance against the overwhelming allied coalition.
A French player may choose between two army lists:

Infantry Division
Guard Division

French Army Lists
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Conquest
(1805-07)

Infantry
Division
Attack +1

6
1
2

Guard
Division

Empire
(1808-12)

Attack +3

2
3
1
1
1
1

Veteran Infantry
Divisional BTY
Veteran Infantry

5
1
2

Peninsula
(1808-13)
Veteran Infantry
Conscript Infantry
Dragoon
Divisional BTY
Veteran Infantry
Conscript Infantry

Young Guard Inf.
Divisional BTY
Young Guard Inf.

Organic Brigades
Light Cavalry
Elite Infantry

Infantry
Division

Veteran Infantry
Conscript Infantry

Guard
Division

Young Guard Inf.

Reserve Brigades
Cuirassier

Infantry
Division

Dragoon
Lancer
Old Guard Infantry

Guard
Division

Guard Cavalry
Cuirassier

Allied Brigades
Bavarian
Italian
Württemberg

Bavarian
Confederation
Dutch
Italian
Neapolitan
Polish
Saxon
Westphalian
Württemberg

Confederation
Italian
Neapolitan
Polish
Westphalian

French Army Lists
Liberation
(1813-14)
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Hundred Days
(1815)

1
6
2
3

Veteran Infantry
Conscript Infantry
Divisional BTYs
Conscript Infantry

6
1
2

Veteran Infantry
Divisional BTY
Veteran Infantry

6
2
2

Young Guard Inf.
Divisional BTYs
Young Guard Inf.

5
1
2

Young Guard Inf.
Divisional BTY
Young Guard Inf.

Infantry
Division
Attack +1

Guard
Division
Attack +3

Organic Brigades
Light Cavalry (1813)

Light Cavalry

Conscript Infantry
(1813)

Elite Infantry
Veteran Infantry

Infantry
Division

Guard
Division

Young Guard Infantry

Reserve Brigades
Cuirassier (1813)

Cuirassier
Dragoon

Lancer (1813)

Lancer

Old Guard Infantry
Guard Cavalry (1813)

Guard Cavalry

Cuirassier (1813)

Cuirassier

Allied Brigades
Bavarian
Confederation
Danish
Italian
Neapolitan
Polish
Saxon
Westphalian

(none)
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Infantry
Division

Guard
Division

French Compositions and Notes
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Conscript Brigade
2 Veteran Infantry
3 Conscript Infantry
1 Divisional BTY

Veteran Infantry Brigade
4 Veteran Infantry
1 Reserve BTY
Elite Infantry Brigade
2 Elite Infantry
1 Elite Light Infantry
1 Reserve BTY

1

Guard Cav. Brigade (1813)
2 Old Guard Cavalry

1

Old Guard Brigade
4 Old Guard Infantry

Conscript Brigade (1813)
5 Conscript Infantry
1 Divisional BTY
1 Reserve BTY

Cuirassier Brigade
2 Cuirassier (+) or
Carabinier (+)
1 Horse BTY
Cuirassier Brigade (1813)
2 Cuirassier or Carabinier
2 Horse BTYs

Young Guard Brigade
4 Young Guard Infantry
1 Reserve BTY

Dragoon Brigade
4 Dragoon
1 Horse BTY

Light Cavalry Brigade
2 Hussars
2 Chasseurs
1 Horse BTY
1

Light Cavalry Brigade (1813)
1 Hussars
1
2 Chasseurs
2 Horse BTYs
1

(no more than one may be Gd. Lancers.)

2 Young Guard Cavalry

Guard Cavalry Brigade
2 Old Guard Cavalry (+)

1

Lancer Brigade
4 Lancer
1 Horse BTY
Lancer Brigade (1813)
3 Lancer
2 Horse BTYs

1

(no more than one may be Gd. Lancers.)

Notes on the French Army

No Supermen:

Reflecting the Variety of French Regiments:

I realize that I will probably alienate a fair number of wargamers
who have become accustomed to regarding the French Imperial
Guard as a legion of superhuman, indestructible deathmachines. Observant readers will have long ago noticed that the
Garde Imperiale doesn’t get any more bonuses than the Guard
formations of Russia and Britain, and indeed is not massively
superior to elite formations in many armies.

Lasalle makes no attempt to distinguish between Ligne and
Légère regiments, nor the various foreign regiments in French
service. Players are of course encouraged to make their armies
as exotic as they please for aesthetic reasons. Rather, the following broad categories are used:
Elite Infantry represents converged grenadiers, certain elite
regiments of the line and elite “legions” and mercenary units
like the Swiss.
Elite Light Infantry represents various elite units like
the Tirailleurs du Po and Corses, and certain elite Légère
regiments.
Conscript Infantry refers both to the “Marie-Louises” of
1813-14 and the rather ill-prepared conscripts sent into Spain in
1808 and then again in 1813.
The Young Guard Cavalry refers to the Gardes d’Honneur as
well as the Young Guard squadrons that were attached to the
Old Guard cavalry in 1813.
Guard Lancers refers to both the Polish and Dutch regiments,
though not the short-lived Lithuanian regiment, which would
be more accurately classed with the Young Guard cavalry.

Laying aside for the moment the undeniable fact that we have
rather few historical examples to go on (because the Old Guard
in particular just didn’t fight very often), I confess that my skepticism resides in a more prosaic place. Namely: that there is no
such thing as a superman. Lasalle concedes that the Old and
Middle Guard were elite formations with excellent capabilities...
as were a few other units in Europe.
The designations of the French Guard regiments changed so
often (officially and unofficially) that it is futile to try to nail
down “Old” and “Middle” Guard, as a regiment might fall
under one classification in one campaign, then get “promoted”
in another. Therefore, as a general rule: the term “Old Guard
Infantry” refers to the original Grenadier and Chasseur regiments, plus whatever subsequent regiments were added to the
Old or Middle Guard in that theatre (Fusiliers-Grenadiers, etc.)

French Unit Values
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French Artillery Values

Artillery
Reserve BTY
Division BTY
Horse BTY
Light Horse BTY

Type
Foot
Foot
Horse
Horse

Conquest

Cannon
3
3
2
2

Empire

+ How.
1
1
1
1

Peninsula

Liberation

Veteran Infantry

Reliable/Experienced/SK2

Elite Infantry

Valiant/Experienced/SK2

Elite Light Infantry

Valiant/Experienced/SK3
Valiant/Experienced/SK2

Young Guard Infantry
Old & Middle Guard Inf
Cuirassier, Carabinier
Dragoon

Hundred Days

Reliable/Amateur/SK1

Conscript Infantry

Val/Ama/SK2

Val/Exp/SK2

Valiant/Experienced/SK2/Guard

Valiant/Experienced/SK2/Guard

Valiant/Experienced/Shock

Valiant/Exp/Shock

Rel/Exp/Pursuit

Reliable/Experienced/Shock/Pursuit

Chasseur

Reliable/Experienced/Pursuit

Rel/Ama/Purst.

Rel/Exp/Pursuit

Hussar

Valiant/Experienced/Pursuit

Rel/Exp/Pursuit

Val/Exp/Pursuit

Lancer

Rel/Exp/Pur/Lance

Éclaireur

Rel/Exp/Pur/Lance

Valiant/Experienced/Guard/Shock/Lance

Old Guard Lancers

Valiant/Experienced/Guard/Shock

Other Old Guard Cavalry

French Special Rules

French Subcommanders
Vigor

Advanced Rules in Play

Tactics

Roll

If using a Guard Division army list, the French player must use
the Send in the Guards rule.

Roll

-1

Reliable/Experienced/Pursuit/Lance
Valiant/Amateur

Young Guard Cavalry

1

Weight
Hvy
Med
Med
Light

1

�

2-3

-

2-4

-

4-6

+1

5-6

*

A French infantry division in the Conquest theatre uses a
Superior Commander if the army is the attacker in that game.
A Guard Division uses the Superior Commander rule, in any
theatre, whether attacking or not.
For a French Infantry division, an allied Polish, Saxon, or
Westphalian cavalry brigade is a “Reserve” choice, and therefore
must enter as a reinforcement. For a French Guard division,
these allied brigades may start on-board.
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The Prussian Army
A wit once commented that Prussia was not a state
with an army, but rather an army supported by a state.
This relatively poor, sparsely populated, and virtually
indefensible splash of north-German provinces had
somehow created a military juggernaut.

Although nobody at the time would dare admit it, Napoleon
had done the Prussians a favor. Handing them a defeat so massive, so catastrophic, ensured that real thorough-going reform
was the only option. The Prussians were forced to re-invent
everything, of course particularly their army.

In truth, however, the Prussian army had been in relative decline
even before the death of Frederick the Great. The traditional picture of antiquarianism has been somewhat exaggerated; military
reforms and new thinking did in fact continue throughout the
revolutionary period, but changes were slow and incremental.
After all, the army had no reason to expect that it needed to make
significant changes; the Prussian state continued to expand at
the expense of the unfortunate Poles, and no serious strategic
threat had emerged to challenge the north-German status quo.

Severely limited by the peace terms of Tilsit, the Prussians
improvised. The new army was a low-budget operation, small
by necessity, with a sharp distinction between the professional
establishment, and the cadres of local militia (Landwehr) that
could be raised by provincial officials in cooperation with
regional commanders. Having lost almost all their non-German
lands, the civil and military authorities now pursued nationalidentity politics, emphasizing German nationality and playing
upon the deep resentment felt by common people against the
exploitations of French occupation. This was particularly acute
for the officer class: a younger, more ambitious, and highly
motivated group of men who felt a profound shame for the
events of 1806 and desired vengeance.

Prussia came close to being wiped off the map of Europe in
1806. That campaign was arguably Napoleon’s greatest and most
spectacular triumph. In roughly two weeks his Grande Armée
outmaneuvered the confused and disordered Prussians, striking
astride their line of communications. On 14 October the French
and Prussians fought the twin battles of Jena and Auerstädt,
about ten miles apart. This was not simply a defeat, in which
a beaten army retreats off the field after a fierce struggle. The
Prussian army was literally torn apart. By mid-afternoon it was
shattered and disintegrating, fleeing in half a dozen directions
with all order having collapsed. The king made a narrow escape.
Prussia, which for a century had been an army supported by a
state, was now a state without an army.

When war came in 1813, the Prussians advocated what became
the Coalition’s winning formula: all allied forces were intermixed,
so that Prussian and Russian, and later Austrian divisions and
corps served together in regional armies, as a way of locking
the allies into the joint war effort and not permitting Napoleon
to pick them off individually, as he had in the past. In fact, a
uniquely “Prussian” army did not re-appear until the very last
campaign of the Napoleonic Wars, when Blücher’s Army of
the Lower Rhine delivered the killing blow to the French at
Waterloo.

Prussian Army Lists
Conquest
(1805-07)

Infantry
Brigade
Attack +1

6
2
1
2
1
1
1
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Liberation
(1813-14)

Musketeer
Grenadier
Fusilier
SK bases
Heavy BTY
Musketeer
Grenadier

2
2
2
1

Hundred Days
(1815)

Infantry
Reserve
Landwehr
Landwehr Cav

2
1
1
1

SK bases
Foot BTY
Reserve
Landwehr

Organic Brigades
Infantry
Brigade

Cuirassier (1806)

Light Cavalry Abteilung

Infantry (1806)

Infantry Abteilung

Reserve Brigades
Infantry
Brigade

Light Brigade (1806)

Cuirassier Abteilung

Cavalry (1806)

Elite Infantry Abteilung

Allied Brigades
Saxon

(none)

Prussian Compositions
Cavalry Brigade (1806)
2 Cuirassier
2 Dragoon
1 Lt. Horse BTY

Light Brigade (1806)
2 Hussar (+)
1 Jäger
1 Horse BTY

Light Cavalry Abteilung
2 Landwehr Cavalry
1 Hussar
1 Dragoon
1 Horse BTY

Infantry Abteilung
3 Infantry
3 Landwehr
1 Heavy BTY

Cuirassier Abteilung
2 Cuirassier (+)
1 Horse BTY

1

Elite Infantry Abteilung
4 Guard or Grenadier
1 Foot BTY

1

Infantry Brigade (1806)
4 Musketeer
1 Grenadier
1 Heavy BTY

Cuirassier Brigade (1806)
2 Cuirassier (+)
1 Lt. Horse BTY

1
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Prussian Unit Values and Special Rules
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Conquest

Liberation

Musketeer

Reliable/Exp/SK0

Grenadier

Valiant/Exp/SK0

Fusilier

Valiant/Exp/SK2

Valiant/Exp/SK2
Valiant/Exp/SK3

Jäger

Reliable/Experienced/SK2

Infantry

Reliable/Ama/SK2

Reserve

Reliable/Exp/SK2

Unpredictable/Amateur/SK1

Landwehr
Guard

Hundred Days

Valiant/Exp/SK0

Valiant/Experienced/SK2

Hussar

Valiant/Experienced/Pursuit

Uhlan

Reliable/Experienced/Pursuit/Lance

Dragoon

Val/Exp/Shock/Purst.

Reliable/Experienced/Pursuit
Valiant/Experienced/Shock

Cuirassier or Gd. Cavalry

Shaky/Amateur

Landwehr Cavalry

Prussian Artillery Values

Artillery
Heavy BTY
Foot BTY
Horse BTY
Lt. Horse BTY

Type
Foot
Foot
Horse
Horse

The Prussian army in the Conquest theatre uses Linear
Tactics.

Roll

1-2

-1

1-2

�

3-5

-

3-5

-

6+

+1

6+

*

+1

Liberation
Hundred Days

+1

+ How.
1
1
1
1

Prussian Landwehr units have Unpredictable esprit.

Tactics

Roll

Weight
Hvy
Med
Med
Lt

Advanced Rules in Play

Prussian Subcommanders
Vigor

Cannon
3
3
3
3

Liberation
Hundred Days

A Prussian player in the Liberation or Hundred Days theatres may exchange one of his artillery units for a Howitzer
battery.
A Prussian Jäger unit in the Conquest theatre may fire Rifle
Volleys if it is deployed as a regular infantry unit.

Prussian Notes
Notes on the Prussian Army
The Prussians present us with some unique organizational
challenges. Their early-war army was a traditional affair, with
brigades not organized until the start of a campaign, serving
neither as administrative nor tactical entities in their own right.
The compositions of these brigades varied widely, often owing
more to the seniority of their commanders than to any doctrinal
principles, and there was no corps structure at all.
The reorganization after 1808 created a basically triangular
“brigade” theoretically comprising three large regiments, but in
practice often more than a dozen battalions. This structure, with
its own organic light infantry, light cavalry, and artillery support,
more resembled the divisions of other nations. Confusingly, the
Prussians then sub-divided the larger brigades into “divisions”
(Abteilungen), but again on a largely ad-hoc basis. Like its French
counterpart, a Prussian army corps had a reserve of cavalry and
artillery. This is what an Organic support choice represents.
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Prussian elite units after 1808 were so few in number
The
that they were usually massed in a special brigade,
Army
which in the Liberation period usually found itself
Builder
under Austrian and/or Russian command, although
some “line” brigades did indeed have grenadier battalions. During the Hundred Days the best Prussian formations
remained in reserve in the V Korps and never got anywhere
near the action in Belgium.
Perhaps no army list exemplifies the “moment in battle” concept
of Lasalle better than this one. Your Prussian army list is based
upon a brigade, but could include any number of variations.
Prussian Infantry:
The word “infantry” is used for the Liberation and Hundred
Days to designate both the musketeer and fusilier battalions of
the “regular” (traditionally the first twelve) regiments. Despite
the alleged status of the Fusiliers as light infantry, there appears
to have been no practical difference in their capabilities.
I have used the later word “Uhlan” to refer to all Prussian
lancers, even in the earlier period.
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The Russian Army
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Following their defeats in 1805-07, the Russians initiated a wide-ranging plan of military reform. Unlike
similar processes in Austria and Prussia, this was not
a centralized exercise carried out by a commission.
Rather, the Tsar encouraged a variety of plans to
emerge from a number of high-ranking officers, and then he
picked items and suggestions from those plans he liked best. It is
interesting to note that as early as 1810 all the Russian planning
had a common thread running through it: the assumption that
war with France would resume soon, and that it would probably
necessitate a defensive campaign in Russia itself.
The Russians concluded that they needed a larger army, as well as
a more modern one. Over a hundred thousand new recruits were
drafted. Tsar Alexander established two new cadet schools for
officers and expanded the support services of the military, from
artillery to cartography. By this point Russia had also become an
exile-of-choice for those German patriots who had fled unsuccessful anti-Napoleonic uprisings in northern Germany or the
Austrian defeats in 1809, and the Russian officer corps was, as
usual, heavily populated by foreigners.
In the years 1807-11 the army went through some wrenching
structural changes. The old system of “military inspections”
was superseded by a permanent divisional structure and corps
d’armée. The structures of units, down to the battalion level,
were altered. And the artillery (which had in fact been the first
branch of the service to restructure, as early as 1806-07), was
standardized and reorganized to provide large reserves. Indeed,
the Russians, who had always traveled with more guns than
most armies, by 1812 were indisputably the world’s foremost
adherents of massed artillery.

As they continued wars against the Swedes and Turks, the
Russians gradually implemented these reforms until they were
quite a different army in 1812 from the force that Napoleon had
bested five years earlier. The 1812 campaign took a dreadful toll,
but the Russians had the singular advantage of campaigning so
close to their own depots, and thus they were able to keep several large armies in the field simultaneously despite the massive
losses to attrition. Nonetheless by early 1813 Russian units were
severely understrength and exhausted.
The Russians emerged as the de facto leaders of the great continental coalition against Napoleon in 1813-14, due in part to
the prominent role played by the Tsar himself, but also simply
because the Prussians and Austrians feared the ultimate possibility of a Franco-Russian rapprochement, and thus had to
accommodate Russian war aims and grand strategy. Russian
forces were indispensable in all the major victories in 1813, and
the prolonged campaign, once again in largely friendly territory,
allowed the Russians to rebuild and replenish their units. In a
sense, the period from Napoleon’s crossing of the frontier in
June 1812 to his abdication in April 1814 represents one long
campaign for the Russian army.
A Russian player may choose one of three army lists:

Infantry Division
Grenadier Division
Guard Division
The Russian army may not take allied brigades as support.

Russian Army Lists
Conquest
(1805-07)

Infantry
Division
Defend +1

4
2
2
1
2

Musketeer
Grenadier
Jäger
Position BTY
Musketeer

Grenadier
Division
no modifier
Guard
Division
Attack +2
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Empire
(1808-12)

Liberation
(1813-14)

6
1
1
3

Musketeer
Light BTY
Position BTY
Musketeer

6
2
2

Grenadier
Position BTY
Grenadier

6
2
2

Guard Infantry
Position BTY
Guard Infantry

Organic Brigades
Infantry (1805)

Infantry
Division

Infantry
Grenadier

Dragoon

Jäger
Opolcheniye
Reserve Artillery
Grenadier

Grenadier
Division

Reserve Artillery
Cuirassier
Guard Cavalry

Guard
Division

Guard Infantry
Reserve Artillery

Reserve Brigades
Cuirassier

All
Divisions

Light Cavalry
Dragoon
Cossack
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Russian Compositions
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1

Infantry Brigade (1805)
2 Musketeer
1 Grenadier
2 Jäger
1 Position BTY

Infantry Brigade
4 Musketeer
1 Light BTY
1 Position BTY

Guard Infantry Brigade
4 Guard Infantry
1 Light BTY

Jäger Brigade
4 Jäger
1 Light BTY

Grenadier Brigade
4 Grenadier
1 Light BTY

Opolcheniye Brigade
7 Opolcheniye

Reserve Artillery Brigade
1 Light BTY
2 Position BTYs

Dragoon Brigade
2 Dragoon (+)
1 Cossack
1 Horse BTY

Light Cavalry Brigade
1 Hussar (+)
1 Uhlan (+)
1 Cossack
1 Horse BTY

Cossack Brigade
6 Cossack
1 Horse BTY

Cuirassier Brigade
2 Cuirassier (+)
1 Horse BTY

1

Guard Cavalry Brigade
2 Guard Cavalry (+)

Depicting Russian Artillery Units
Russian artillery batteries are depicted using five gun bases. A
Foot battery has four cannons and one howitzer. A Horse battery has three cannons and two howitzers.
Russian batteries were much larger than those of other armies.
They had twelve guns and depending upon the type of artillery
unit, either four or six of those tubes were howitzers. Why then
do we represent them with only five bases, and not six? And
why only one howitzer base, like most other armies, when the
Russians usually had twice as many?
First there is a question of ground scale. A six-base battery in
game terms covers much more ground than the historical battery did, vis-a-vis infantry units. Five bases is more correct in
simple physical size.
Second, the Russian approach to howitzers was something of a
hybrid. The Russian licorne (“unicorn”) had a much longer barrel than other howitzers and fired on a flatter trajectory. It was

1

an effective close-defense weapon when firing canister, but an
inferior howitzer in the traditional role of dropping explosives
into sheltered areas from a distance.
Finally there is an intangible. Despite their undeniable commitment to their artillery arm, the Russians were never entirely satisfied with its performance. The Russian military went through
three different artillery “systems” in the Revolutionary and
Napoleonic periods, and after each set of reforms a number
of officers complained that they had once again been outperformed by the enemy. (For example: despite the advantage of being
on the defense and firing ten thousand more projectiles than the French
did, the Russian artillery at Borodino nonetheless was outgunned.)
Thus, although each Russian battery had at least 50% more
tubes than the batteries of other nations, they never quite got
an equivalent increase in effectiveness. There are many possible
reasons for this, but in fact there is no clear answer as to why
the Russian artillery, with its good equipment and brave soldiers,
didn’t get as much bang for their ruble as other armies did.

Horse Artillery
Russian Artillery Values

Foot Artillery

Artillery
Position BTY
Light BTY
Horse BTY

Type
Foot
Foot
Horse

Cannon
4
4
3

Weight
Hvy
Med
Med

+ How.
1
1
2

Russian Unit Values
Conquest
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Empire

Liberation

Musketeer

Reliable/Exp/SK0

Reliable/Exp/SK1

Jäger

Reliable/Exp/SK1

Reliable/Exp/SK2

Grenadier

Valiant/Exp/SK0

Valiant/Exp/SK1

Guard Infantry

Valiant/Experienced/SK1/Guard
Unpred/Ama/SK0

Opolcheniye
Cuirassier

Valiant/Experienced/Shock

Hussar

Valiant/Experienced/Pursuit

Dragoon or Chasseur

Reliable/Experienced/Pursuit

Uhlan

Reliable/Experienced/Pursuit/Lance
Shaky/Irregular/Pursuit

Cossack
Guard Cavalry
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Valiant/Experienced/Shock/Guard

Russian Special Rules and Notes

Russian Subcommanders

Advanced Rules in Play
Opolcheniye units have Unpredictable esprit. If the Russian
army is defending, the Opolcheniye may also begin the game in
Entrenchments.

Vigor

Tactics

Roll

Roll

The Russian army in the Conquest theatre uses Linear
Tactics.

1-2

-1

1-2

�

If using a Russian guard division army list, you must use the
Send in the Guards rule.

3-5

-

3-5

-

In the Empire theatre, a Russian infantry division army list has
the Home Field Advantage.

6

6

*

+1

Special Rules for this Army
Early War Jägers:
In the Conquest theatre, Jägers may break down to SK bases,
even though they are only SK1. However, a four-base Jäger battalion breaks down only to two SK bases, not four.

Notes on the Russian Army
Guard Uhlans:
If creating an historical scenario using a lancer regiment of the
Guard, simply add “Lance” to the unit values for Guard cavalry,
above.
Chasseurs:
Although they share the same unit values with the Dragoons,
Chasseurs do not appear until the Liberation theatre.

Cossacks:
Orders of battle for Russian armies frequently list numerous
Cossack regiments, sometimes brigaded with other cavalry, or
often attached to a corps cavalry structure in some way. To what
degree this was theoretical remains uncertain. The Cossacks may
have been present, but most likely did not participate in much
formal combat. Nonetheless, I know better than to design a
Napoleonic game without letting the Russian player have his
Cossacks!
Cossack regiments carried a variety of weapons, and their quality varied widely. In historical scenarios you may equip and rate
them as you please.
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Spain began the Napoleonic Wars as a reluctant French
ally. Alliance with Napoleon naturally meant war
against Britain, with the result that Spain lost much of
its fleet, access to most of its colonies, and Spaniards
found themselves enlisted in dubious causes as far
away as Scandinavia. The monarchy had neglected its military
(admittedly for the simple reason that it had no money), and the
French alliance placed demands upon Spanish forces that they
simply could not meet.
Napoleon’s invasion and overthrow of the Bourbon monarchy
changed everything. The French emperor had every reason to
expect that Spain would lie down after his initial easy victories
and the decapitation of its government. But things did not run
as planned.
It should not be surprising to anyone that the Spanish army
of the period 1808-12 was a deeply dysfunctional entity that
often performed poorly. What should be surprising is that the
Spaniards managed to keep an army in the field at all. Two
thirds of the country was under enemy occupation. The royal
government and its administration were gone, replaced with a
besieged provisional government that was rarely able to feed
and clothe its soldiers adequately. And although the new British
alliance restored communication with Spain’s immense overseas
empire, this coincided almost exactly with the beginnings of
major revolts in Central and South America, so that by 1810
colonial revenues had declined by more than 75%. The state
was insolvent, the commanders often feckless, and the French
had split the remaining Spanish forces in two, with isolated fortresses holding out at the eastern and western extremities of the
kingdom, sometimes supplied by the British, and occasionally
buoyed by the long-shot hope of a relief army.

And yet the Spaniards fought on! Like a ball of mercury,
Spanish forces were broken, scattered, and then coalesced again
for another attempt. They were not altogether without advantages. They were fighting on their home ground, and could thus
count on the support of guerilla bands, local intelligence, and
a steady stream of deserters from King Joseph Bonaparte’s
Spanish forces to keep them advised of French movements.
They hitched up their cannon to oxen and dragged them onto
the field as best they could. They fielded a rag-tag combination
of old royal regiments and provincial militia. And when Spanish
infantry was dug-in and prepared, and with good leadership, they
were some of the most fanatical defenders in Europe. Time and
again the French commanders marveled at this unpredictable
foe who against all odds somehow managed to stay dangerous.
No matter how many defeats they suffered, the Spaniards never
lost heart.
During the war against the French, Spanish forces were divided
into several regional armies. These were sometimes quite small,
and “armies” in name only. After 1812 several armies in the
western theatre had been re-equipped and in some cases retrained by the British, and had finally developed a working relationship with Wellington’s army. Spanish infantry contributed
meaningfully to the decisive triumph at Vitoria in the summer
of 1813, after which the liberation of the country was all but
complete.
A Spanish player has only one army list:

Infantry Division
The Spanish army may not take allied brigades as support.

Spanish Special Rules and Notes
Advanced Rules in Play
Against any opponent the Spanish have the Home Field
Advantage.
Militia, Infantry, and Veteran Infantry units may begin in
Entrenchments.
Spanish Infantry, Light Infantry, and Voluntarios have
Unpredictable esprit.

Special Rules for this Army
Viva España!
Spanish units add +1 to their Unpredictable rolls if the roll is
taken while the unit is entrenched or in a town base.
They’ll Be Back
If a game ends in a draw, it is considered a Spanish marginal
victory. (If two players with Spanish armies are playing each
other, a draw is a draw.)

Spanish Army Lists and Compositions
Peninsula
(1808-13)

Infantry
Division
Defend +2

1
2
3
2
1
1
3
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Veteran Infantry Brigade
1 Grenadier / Elite
2 Veteran Infantry
2 Infantry
1 Foot BTY

Grenadier / Elite
Veteran Infantry
Infantry
Militia
Light Infantry
Foot BTY
Infantry

Infantry Brigade
1 Veteran Infantry
2 Infantry
4 Militia
1 Foot BTY

Organic Brigades
Cavalry Brigade
3 Cavalry
2 Voluntario

Veteran Infantry

All Spanish

Infantry
Cavalry

Notes on the Spanish Army

Spanish Units & Subcommanders
Peninsula

No Reserves
The Spanish army has no reserve brigades. All forces always
start on the board.

Grenadier / Elite

Valiant/Exp/SK0

Cavalry

Veteran Infantry

Reliable/Exp/SK1

Infantry

Unpred/Ama/SK1

Light Infantry

Unpred/Ama/SK2

On paper, the Spanish army distinguished between several types
of cavalry, but in effect, they were improvised affairs, equipped
and recruited as best as each region (or the British) could manage. Thus all regular cavalry is simply called “cavalry” here, as
opposed to the “voluntario” or sometimes “guerilla cavalry”
raised by individual leaders.
“Elite” refers to Grenadiers, Royal Guard units and the best of
the foreign regiments.

All other Spanish infantry is assumed to have been raised by the
provisional government during this period, except for the local
militias, which were raised on an ad-hoc basis by governors or
commanders.
Spanish Artillery
On paper, Spain possessed four squadrons of horse artillery,
but during this period shortages of horses and irregular supply
conspired to render most artillery effectively “foot,” and lucky
to have enough horses just to pull the guns. The artillery unit
below represents an approximation of the tremendous variety
that existed.

Shaky/Ama/SK1

Cavalry

Shaky/Ama

Voluntario

Spanish Infantry Units

“Veteran” refers to those regiments that retained at least some
experienced personnel from the pre-1808 period.

Militia

Unpred/Irr/Pursuit

Spanish Artillery Values

Artillery
Foot BTY

Type
Foot

Cannon
3

Vigor

Weight
Med

Tactics

Roll

Roll

1-3

-1

1-2

�

4-5

-

3-5

-

6

*

6

+1
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Minor and Other States
Minor States and Other States

Other Subcommanders

The term “minor states” refers to those armies which
may appear as allied brigades on major-power army
lists. Here you will find their compositions and values.

In addition, unit values are given for two states (Sweden and the
Ottoman Empire) which could hardly be considered “minor,”
but which might be necessary when designing historical
scenarios.
These lists do not purport to be all-encompassing for historical
scenarios. In many cases, for instance, artillery units are limited
to those medium or horse batteries most likely to accompany
a brigade. If you are creating a scenario in which a minor state
fielded heavy guns, then simply substitute the values for those
listed. Nor is every single specialized unit listed separately.
When differentiating between Neapolitan Guard cavalry and
the Neapolitan lancers of the Guard, for example, simply add
“Lance” to their unit values for your scenario.
All of these lists will enjoy further elaboration on the HONOUR
website in the coming months and years.

Vigor

Tactics

Roll

Roll

1-2

-1

1-2

�

3-5

-

3-5

-

6+

+1

6+

*

+1

Brunswick
Duchy of Warsaw
Kingdom of Italy

Bavaria
Conquest
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Liberation

Cavalry

Bavarian
Brigades

Infantry

Infantry (1813)

Unit Values
Reliable/Exp/SK1

Infantry

Reliable/Ama/SK1
Shaky/Ama/SK0

Landwehr

Reliable/Exp/SK2

Reliable/Ama/SK2

Reliable/Experienced/Pursuit

Reliable/Ama/Pursuit

Light Infantry
Dragoon or Cheveauleger

Cavalry Brigade
2 Dragoon
2 Cheveauleger
1 Horse BTY

1

Bavarian Artillery Values

Infantry Brigade
3 Infantry
1 Light Battalion
1 Heavy BTY

Artillery
Heavy BTY
Foot BTY
Horse BTY

Infantry Brigade (1813)
3 Infantry
2 Landwehr
2 Foot BTY

Type
Foot
Foot
Horse

Cannon
2
2
2

Weight
Hvy
Med
Med

Brunswick
Peninsula

Brunswick

Hundred Days

Brunswick Brigade

Unit Values
Line Infantry

Brunswick Brigade
2 Infantry
1 Elite Infantry
1 Light Cavalry
2 SK bases
1 Foot BTY

Reliable/Exp/SK2

Reliable/Ama/SK2

Elite Infantry

Valiant/Experienced/SK2

Light Cavalry

Valiant/Experienced/Pursuit

1

Brunswick Artillery Values

Artillery
Foot BTY
Horse BTY

Type
Foot
Horse

Cannon
2
2

Weight
Med
Med

+ How.
1
1

+ How.
1
1
1

Confederation of the Rhine
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Empire

Peninsula

Liberation

Cavalry

Confederation
Brigades

Infantry

Unit Values
First Rate Infantry
Second Rate Infantry
Light Cavalry

Cavalry Brigade
2 Light Cavalry (+)
1 Horse BTY

1

Infantry Brigade
2 First Rate Infantry
3 Second Rate Infantry
1 Foot BTY

Reliable/Experienced/SK1

Reliable/Ama/SK1

Reliable/Amateur/SK1

Shaky/Ama/SK1

Reliable/Exp/Pursuit

Shaky/Ama/Pursuit

Confederation Artillery Values

Artillery
Foot BTY
Horse BTY

Type
Foot
Horse

Cannon
3
2

Weight
Med
Med

+ How.
1
1

This list comprises the troops of Baden, Berg, the Hessian duchies, Nassau, Mecklenburg, and the converged “Confederation” regiments representing the smallest German states. The “Light Cavalry” units could refer to the Baden light dragoons, or the Nassau
mounted jägers, or the Hessen-Darmstadt cheveaulegers, etc. (If representing the Lanciers de Berg in an historical scenario, then
give them lances, obviously.)
First Rate Infantry refers to: Baden, Nassau, Hessen-Darmstadt, and Berg. Second Rate refers to everyone else.

Denmark
Empire

Liberation
Cavalry

Danish
Brigades

Infantry

Unit Values
Shaky/Amateur/SK0

Militia
Line Infantry

Reliable/Experienced/SK1

Jäger or Guard

Valiant/Experienced/SK2
Shaky/Experienced/Pursuit

Light Dragoon or Hussar

Reliable/Experienced/Pursuit

Ryterre

Infantry Brigade
3 Line Infantry
1 Jäger
1 Foot BTY

Cavalry Brigade
2 Ryterre
2 Light Dragoon
1 Foot BTY

Danish Artillery Values

1

Artillery
Foot BTY
Horse BTY

Type
Foot
Horse

Cannon
3
3

Weight
Med
Med

+ How.
1
1

Kingdom of Holland and Dutch-Belgian Troops

Dutch (Belgian)
Brigades

Empire

Hundred Days

Infantry

Infantry (1815)

(Empire)

2 Light Cavalry (+)
1 Horse BTY

Cuirassier

(Hundred Days)

3 Light Cavalry (+)
1 Horse BTY

Reliable/Ama/SK1
Shaky/Ama/SK1

Militia
Light Cavalry
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Cavalry Brigade

Unit Values
Reliable/Exp/SK2

1

Cavalry Brigade

Cavalry

Infantry
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Valiant/Exp/Pursuit

1

Infantry Brigade
4 Infantry
1 Divisional BTY

Shaky/Ama/Pursuit

Rel/Exp/Shock

The Empire list addresses the Dutch troops in French service, prior to Napoleon’s
annexation of Holland in 1810. The Hundred Days list addresses the Dutch-Belgian
troops in British service in 1815.

Infantry Brigade (1815)
3 Infantry
3 Militia
1 Foot BTY

For artillery battery compositions consult the French or British lists, respectively.

Kingdom of Italy
Conquest

Empire

Italian
Brigades

Peninsula

Liberation

Infantry

Infantry (1813)

Cavalry

Cavalry (1813)

Unit Values
Line or Light Infantry

Rel/Ama/SK2

Reliable/Experienced/SK2

Rel/Ama/SK1

Valiant/Experienced/SK2

Guard or Elite Infantry
Chasseurs

Rel/Exp/Pursuit

Rel/Ama/Pursuit

Dragoons

Reliable/Experienced/Shock/Pursuit

Rel/Exp/Pursuit

Valiant/Experienced/Shock/Pursuit

Guard Cavalry

Cavalry Brigade
2 Chasseur (+)
1 Horse BTY

Infantry Brigade
4 Infantry
1 Divisional BTY

1

1

Cavalry Brigade (1813)
3 Chasseur
2 Horse BTYs

Infantry Brigade (1813)
5 Infantry
2 Divisional BTYs

Italian Artillery Values

Artillery
Reserve BTY
Division BTY
Horse BTY

Type
Foot
Foot
Horse

Cannon
3
3
2

Weight
Hvy
Med
Med

+ How.
1
1
1

Naples
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Empire

Peninsula

Liberation

Cavalry

Neapolitan
Brigades

Infantry

Unit Values
Shaky/Amateur/SK1

Infantry

1

Cavalry Brigade
3 Light Cavalry
2 Guard Cavalry
1 Horse BTY

Guard Infantry

Reliable/Experienced/SK1

Light Infantry

Shaky/Amateur/SK2

Light Cavalry

Shaky/Experienced/Pursuit

Guard Cavalry

Reliable/Experienced/Pursuit

Infantry Brigade
3 Infantry
1 Light Infantry
2 Guard Infantry
1 Foot BTY

Neapolitan Artillery Values

Artillery
Reserve BTY
Division BTY
Horse BTY

Type
Foot
Foot
Horse

Cannon
3
3
2

Weight
Hvy
Med
Med

Portugal
Conquest

Peninsula

Portuguese
Brigades

Infantry

Unit Values
Militia

Shaky/Irreg/SK2

Infantry

Shaky/Ama/SK1

Reliable/Ama/SK2
Reliable/Exp/SK3

Caçadore

Shaky/Amateur

Cavalry

Infantry Brigade
4 Infantry
1 Caçadore
1 Foot BTY

Portuguese Artillery Values

Artillery
Foot BTY

Type
Foot

Cannon
2

Weight
Med

+ How.
1

+ How.
1
1
1

Saxony

Saxon
Brigades
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Liberation

Infantry

Infantry (1813)

Unit Values
Infantry

Shaky/Experienced/SK1

Light Infantry

Shaky/Experienced/SK2
Valiant/Experienced/SK1

Guard or Grenadier

Reliable/Exp/SK1

Hussar or Cheveauleger

Valiant/Experienced/Pursuit

Cuirassier or Guard

Valiant/Experienced/Shock
Saxon Artillery Values

1

Infantry Brigade
4 Infantry
1 Grenadier
2 SK bases
1 Foot BTY

Infantry Brigade (1813)
5 Infantry
1 Light Infantry
1 Foot BTY

Cavalry Brigade
1 Cheveauleger (+)
1 Cuirassier (+)
1 Horse BTY

Cavalry Brigade (1806)
2 Cheveauleger
1 Cuirassier (+)

Artillery
Foot BTY
Horse BTY

Type
Foot
Horse

Cannon
2
2

Weight
Med
Med

+ How.
1
1

1

The Duchy of Warsaw (Polish)
Conquest

Empire

Peninsula

Liberation

Infantry

Polish
Brigades

Cavalry

Unit Values
Infantry

Rel/Ama/SK1

Lancer

Val/Ama/Lance

Hussar or Chasseur
Cuirassier

Reliable/Experienced/SK2

Rel/Ama/SK1

Valiant/Experienced/Pursuit/Lance
Reliable/Experienced/Pursuit
Val/Exp/Shock
Polish Artillery Values

Infantry Brigade
4 Infantry
1 Foot BTY

Cavalry Brigade
2 Lancer (+)
1 Horse BTY

Artillery
Foot BTY
Horse BTY

Type
Foot
Horse

Cannon
3
2

Weight
Med
Med

+ How.
1
1

Westphalia
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Empire

Peninsula

Liberation

Light Cavalry

Westphalian
Brigades

Cuirassier
Infantry

Infantry (1813)

Unit Values
Shaky/Experienced/SK1

Shaky/Ama/SK1

Light Infantry

Reliable/Experienced/SK2

Shaky/Ama/SK2

Guard or Grenadier

Reliable/Experienced/SK1

Reliable/Ama/SK1

Cheveauleger or Hussar

Reliable/Amateur/Pursuit

Shaky/Ama/Pursuit

Infantry

Infantry Brigade
4 Infantry
1 Light Infantry
1 Foot BTY

Cuirassier

Valiant/Experienced/Shock

Guard Cavalry

Reliable/Experienced/Shock

Infantry BDE (1813)
5 Infantry
1 Light Infantry
2 Foot BTY

Light Cavalry Brigade
4 Cheveauleger or Hussar
1 Horse BTY

1

Cuirassier BDE
2 Cuirassier (+)
1 Horse BTY

Westphalian Artillery Values

1

Artillery
Foot BTY
Horse BTY

Type
Foot
Horse

Cannon
3
2

Weight
Med
Med

+ How.
1
1

1

Wurttemberg
Conquest

Empire

Liberation

Cavalry

Württemberg
Brigades

Infantry

Unit Values
Infantry

Reliable/Experienced/SK1

Light Infantry

Reliable/Experienced/SK2

Guard

Valiant/Experienced/SK1

Cavalry

Reliable/Experienced/Pursuit

Shaky/Exp/Pursuit

Württemberg Artillery Values

Infantry Brigade
3 Infantry
1 Light Infantry
1 Foot BTY

Cavalry Brigade
4 Cavalry
1 Horse BTY

Artillery
Foot BTY
Horse BTY

Type
Foot
Horse

Cannon
3
2

Weight
Med
Med

+ How.
1
1

The Ottoman Empire
For the Ottoman empire, our five theatres
would not make much sense. The Turks
would have instead broken the period into
what we might call a “Balkan” theatre, and
a “Caucasian” or “Middle-Eastern” theatre,
each of which dragged on for two decades.

Unit Values
Shaky/Irregular/SK2

Local Militia

Unpredictable/Amateur/SK2

Conscript Infantry
Janissary Orta

Reliable/Amateur/SK2

Elite Janissary

Valiant/Amateur/SK1

Nizam e-Cedid

Reliable/Experienced/SK1

Reliable/Amateur/Pursuit

Kapikulu Cavalry

Unpredictable/Amateur/Pursuit

Sipahi

Ottoman Artillery Values

Artillery
Heavy BTY
Field BTY

Type
Foot
Foot

Cannon
4
4

Weight
Hvy
Med

+ How.
-

The word “kapikulu” is used here to distinguish the
remaining regiments of professional imperial cavalry,
as opposed to the six “household” or guard regiments,
also technically kapikulu; and the feudal cavalry (by this
point all referred to as sipahis, regardless of origin and
function).

Sweden
Unit Values
Infantry

Reliable/Experienced/SK1

Light Infantry or Jäger

Reliable/Experienced/SK2

Guard or Grenadier

Valiant/Experienced/SK1

Dragoon or Lt. Dragoon

Reliable/Amateur/Pursuit

Hussar

Reliable/Amateur/Pursuit

Cuirassier or Guard Cav

Valiant/Experienced/Shock

Sweden Artillery Values

Artillery
Reserve BTY
Foot BTY
Horse BTY

Type
Foot
Foot
Horse
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The Ottoman empire relied upon a huge variety of
conscripted and regional militia forces, each with its
particular quirks and relationship to Istanbul. Lasalle
distinguishes between those militias that were more
traditional and regional in nature, and which served as
irregulars only when the campaign was being fought
in their territories; and those units conscripted by the
imperial government and fighting in formed regiments
with the main armies (thus “conscript infantry”).

Valiant/Amateur/Shock

Household Cavalry
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Cannon
3
3
2

Weight
Hvy
Med
Med

+ How.
1
1

These unit values suffice for Swedish forces throughout the period
of the wars against Russia, as well as the Swedish participation in the
Autumn 1813 campaign.

FREQUENTLY-ASKED QUESTIONS

FAQ #1

The Austrian Player Asks: “I’ve got Frenchie dead in my sights! Are you
really saying that I can’t shoot at him because a wee bit of a friendly unit
is closer in my fire zone?”

That’s correct. The battalion colonel has ordered fire to cease because a friendly unit has just moved into the
field of fire, or has not yet left the field of fire, or is for some reason standing in the field of fire. Some players
want to be allowed to “at least shoot with some of the bases, as if it were obstructing terrain...” but that’s not
the way the game works. Rather than writing additional rules, exceptions, or modifiers, I apply a simple and
draconian principle: Napoleonic commanders did not leave formed friendly units blocking their own fields of
fire, and neither should you. The solution is to deploy your battalions to maximize their fire zones.

FAQ #2

A Player Asks: “What happens if my unit leaves the table?”

Ah, the End of the World.
I opted not to write rules for this, since I feared they would only raise more questions than they answered.
My inclination is to say: “You fall off the edge of the world and can’t come back,” but I can understand that in
some historical scenarios, you might want some mechanism allowing a return at a later time, perhaps even
in a different spot.
So I suggest that as a house rule, you treat the end of the world as a point-of-no-return, unless agreed otherwise beforehand.

FAQ #3

A Player Asks: “Only two additional dice for cover? Only two for being
Guards? Shouldn’t the combat modifiers be greater than that?”

Chuck Hamack and I pored over dozens of spreadsheets analyzing various permutations of the odds in the
combat system. One of the things I really like about our combat system is that although it might not look
impressive on a chart, even a single die can potentially make a big difference in the outcome. It is not a linear
progression. In some cases, especially with smaller numbers of dice, adding just one more die doubles one
side’s chances of a decisive victory. The odds in most cases still favor an Inconclusive result, but once one side
has an advantage of three or four dice, his chances of breaking his opponent become very good.

Frequently-Asked Questions
FAQ #4

A Player Asks: “Why is there no penalty for having the enemy near your
flank, or bonuses for having supported flanks or support to the rear? Why
doesn’t the game force you to use historical formations?”

I am not a fan of writing rules that try to force players to do certain “historical” things. If there were sound
reasons for doing things, then the game should reflect that in the normal course of play.
For example, why did Napoleonic commanders want friendly units supporting them on the flanks? Obviously,
so that the enemy couldn’t work around their flanks and then fire at them or attack them from that position. Does the game reflect this? Yes, certainly. (To be honest, pretty much any wargame does.) And why did
commanders want supporting units to their rear? So that the breaking of one unit would not crack open the
entire line, and so that fresh reserves could be brought up. Does the game reflect this? Yes, certainly. These
are basic, fundamental tactical issues.
I didn’t see any reason to write additional rules, or modifiers, or exceptions, to force players to do things that
have very obvious benefits, and that they should be doing anyway. If a player fails to support his flanks, then
he runs the exact same kind of risks that his historical counterpart ran. And if he confronts the enemy with a
single thin line, he runs the exact same risk of an enemy breakthrough that his historical counterpart would
have faced. But the game isn’t going to force you to be a good tactician. You are free to be a bad general, if
you so choose.

FAQ #5

The French Attacker Asks: “I understand that I have to Halve my dice in
this combat, because my attack just clipped one small part of my front.
But why doesn’t the Austrian defender Halve his dice, too? Surely I’m
threatening his flank just as much as he’s threatening mine. Surely he
doesn’t have any more men in the fight than I do.”

A defender in a situation like this would only halve his dice if you actually attack him in the flank or rear. First,
consider how the combat results work. You’re the attacker. Even if you lose decisively, the worst that can happen to you is that you fall back with 1DISR.
Second, we’re not really assessing the potential threat to either flank. Either you’ve attacked his flank or you
haven’t, and in this case, you haven’t. The combat asseses the moment of contact. And in this moment of
contact, you have so few men against his few men, that it’s very unlikely that you will throw him back (which
would be the result if you won an Inconclusive combat against the defender.)
Frankly, you “aimed” badly. If you wanted to fight with your whole unit, then you should have attacked with
your whole front. And if he really does have his right flank hanging in the air, then you should have maneuvered to deliver a true flank attack. As it is, this little “clip” will decide nothing.
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Brigadier General Pierre is in the midst of his brigade, just within 6BW of the right-most battalion from the 9th Ligne.
Everybody is in command. But then the British attacked and broke one of his battalions, and advanced to take the ground,
alarmingly close to Pierre. Now, because he can’t trace command range within 1BW of an enemy unit, he has to draw a
circuitous path around the enemy, and the 9th Ligne is 8BW from him, and thus out of command.

FAQ #6
9th Ligne

Pierre

6BW

8BW
Pierre

9th Ligne

Pierre Asks: “Why is the 9th Ligne out of command? My brigade hasn’t been broken;
just one battalion in the front line.”
Pierre made two mistakes. He got a little too close to the action. And he spread his brigade out a little too
much, giving him no margin of error in the event something went badly. He should have deployed in more
depth, with himself more to the rear, thus enabling him to see all his battalions, even if the Austrians broke
one in the front.
Where he is currently, Pierre can’t see the 9th Ligne and isn’t sure of their status. He can see, however, about
600 enemy soldiers within a stone’s throw of himself (!), and his immediate task is to get out of danger and
get back in control of the situation. So for the moment, Yes, the 9th Ligne is out of command.

Frequently-Asked Questions
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FAQ #7

The charging cavalry asks: “I understand that I suffer -2 dice because I’m
charging the infantry in Bad Terrain (for me), and that he gets +2 dice
for cover because he’s in the woods... But why doesn’t he suffer the -2 for
Bad Terrain, too?” Am I reading this right, that “INF vs CAV” does not
have a Bad Terrain penalty?

That’s correct. In a cavalry-vs-infantry fight, the infantry is by definition the defender (with the exception of
flushing cavalry in March from a town base.) Even if the cavalry unit is on the defending side because of a
countercharge, infantry hasn’t really “attacked” cavalry. Thus the most important question is: can the cavalry
attack effectively into this terrain? A formed, regular cavalry unit would be so badly disrupted by attacking
into rough terrain, that its primary weapon against infantry — shock and cohesion — would be all but nullified. Thus, regardless of how badly the infantry themselves are disrupted by the terrain, the odds favor them
remaining in it, because cavalry can’t muster the force necessary to eject them from it.

Quick Reference Sheets (QRS)
1BW:

(p.23)

Sequence of Play

Recovery Attempt

1. Reaction Phase

(p.30)

Defending units take reactions

DISC Test:  No Modifiers

2. Combat Phase

Basic Test

Resolve combats. Units fall back or advance

3. Activity Phase
Move units (including charging the enemy)
Make recovery attempts

4. Status Phase
a.
b.
c.
d.

Remove smoke markers from your artillery
Engineering (Advanced Rules)
Enter reinforcements
Check army morale and possible end of game

if you moved

+

if near the enemy

+

•
•
•
•

In Command
Did not Charge
Did not perform any Maneuvers
Did not move through Rough
terrain or cross Obstacle

(p.10)

“Near the Enemy” (4BW)
•
•
•
•

Can’t Flank Move (p.27)
Requires second Recovery die (p.30)
Mandatory Charge distance (p.32)
Officer can’t come near an enemy unit unless a
friendly unit under his command is near that same
enemy unit (p.28)
• Affects Formation change (p.25)
• Musketry fire zone (p.43)

(p.19)

Commander

10BW

Subcommander

6BW

Out of Command?
•
•
•
•
•

-1 on all DISC Tests
Can’t Recover
Can’t Charge
Combat Penalty
Formation Change Penalty

•
•
•
•
•

DISC
Test

Experienced

3+

Amateur

4+

+/-

Not traced within
1BW of any enemy
unit.

• Momentum move.
• Cavalry may wheel
2BW prior to a
charge.
• Advance after
winning combat.

Irregular

(p.20)

Command Range

2BW:

Discipline

“Regulars”

a.
b.

• Can’t fall back if any
part of an enemy unit
is to the rear & within
1BW.
• Distance for artillery
to qualify for a refuge.
• Infantry may wheel
1BW prior to a
charge.
• Can’t trace command
range within 1BW of
the enemy.

-1

Vigor of Superior
Or
Out of Command

Reactions

Esprit

About Face
Change Formation
Countercharge
Fall Back
Fire

Valiant
Reliable
Shaky

(p.19)

MOVEMENT
Formation Change Table

Movement Allowances in BW (p.24)
Infantry

Full

Reduced

March

6

4

Attack Column

4

2

Line

2

1

Square

0

0

Cavalry

Full

Reduced

March

10

5

Waves

8

3

Abreast

6

2

Artillery

Full

Reduced

Horse Artillery Limbered

10

2

Foot Artillery Limbered

6

2

Unlimbered (Prolong)

1

1
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(also used for About Face Maneuver)

Discipline

Begin in
March

Begin in
Other

Near the
Enemy

Out of
Command

Full
Half
Full

Half
None
Full

None
DISC
Half

DISC -1
DISC -1*
DISC -1

Experienced
Amateur
Irregular

Full

After changing formation, the unit may spend its full movement
allowance.

Half

After changing formation, the unit may spend half of its movement
allowance, rounding up.

None After changing formation, the unit has no remaining movement allowance.

DISC

The unit must pass a discipline test to change formation. If it passes,
then it may change formation, and has no movement allowance
remaining. If it fails, it does nothing in this Activity Phase.

*

An Amateur unit that is out of command and near the enemy may
not change formation at all.

MANEUVERS
Wheel
(p.27)

Oblique

Treat it as normal movement, measured
along the arc of the wheel. Multiple
wheels are permitted. May combine
with retrograde.
Experienced or Irregular only. May not
combine with any other maneuver.

(p.27)

About Face
(p.27)

Flank Move
(p.27)

Retrograde
(p.27)

Performed in lieu of a formation change,
prior to any other movement. Use the
Formation Change Table to determine
remaining movement allowance.

Interpenetrate
(p.29)

CHARGE
•
•
•
•
•
•

(p.25)

CAV may charge any unit, but not buildings or hard cover.
INF may charge enemy INF and ART.
ART units may not charge any enemy unit.
No unit in March or Square formation may charge.
Charging unit must be in Command Range at start.
May not charge if only 1DISR from breaking.

(p.27-29)

Exactly perpendicular only. Costs double
normal movement. May not do near the
enemy. May not combine with any other
maneuver.
Costs double normal movement.
May combine with Wheel to “wheel
backwards.”
Regular INF and CAV require DISC
Test to interpenetrate Regular INF or
CAV. The passive unit rolls. If it fails,
the moving unit must stop.

(p.31)

Cavalry

May Wheel up to 2BW and charge

Infantry

May Wheel up to 1BW and charge

SHOOTING
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How Many Dice to Roll?
Musketry
# of
Bases in
front rank

(p.42)

Basic To Hit

-OR-

Regular Musketry

+SK value vs. flank/rear

Target in or behind cover

-1

(p.46)

-OR- 1
Shooter in rough terrain

- target’s SK value if:
Irregular Musketry

* vs target’s front
* not in base contact

Roundshot
1 die
per base

4+

(p.47)

+1 for SK advantage

Canister
2 dice
per base

Roll To Hit

-1

Shooter in open terrain

(p.46)

Canister

double dice if target in
Square or March

-1

Target in or behind cover
Roundshot

Convert Hits to Disruptions

-1

Target in or behind soft cover 2

-2

Target in or behind hard cover 3

(p.48)

# of Hits

Howitzer

Result

With Roundshot at Towns, Entrenchments,
or Earthworks, Howitzer always hits on 4+.

INFANTRY & CAVALRY
0-1

No Effect

2-4

1 DISR

5-8

2 DISR

9+

Breaks

Notes to Modifiers
1. If either or both of these conditions apply, the
total modifier is -1.
2. This penalty becomes -2 if the shooter is a
Light artillery unit.
3. This penalty becomes -1 if the shooter is a
Heavy artillery unit.

LIMBERED ARTILLERY
0-3

No Effect

4+

Breaks

UNLIMBERED ARTILLERY
0-2

No Effect

3-4

Forced to Limber

5+

Breaks

Fire Range Brackets
Artillery
Weight
Heavy
Medium
Light
Musketry

(p.45)

Full
Long

Short

10
8
6
4

+

12

Reduced
Long

OR

8

COMBAT

(p.55)

Infantry
Cavalry

2 dice
per base
2 dice
per unit

+2

per higher Esprit

+2

Guard

-2

Out of Command

-1

per DISR

+/-

Combat Advantages

Attacking multiple defenders

Higher Elevation

Enemy covers ≤ half of your front

Bad Terrain
Defender Halves Combat Dice if

CAV vs CAV

+2

+2

Cover

Cavalry charges a Square

-2

Artillery

Basic Modifiers

Attacker Halves Combat Dice if

INF vs INF

How Many Dice to Roll?
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Attacked in Flank/Rear

Abreast vs Waves
Shock Cavalry

-2

INF in Square, attacked by INF
INF not in Square, attacked by CAV

Bad Terrain

March formation
(Countercharging  only): Enemy covers
≤ half of your front

CAV vs INF
Lancers

+2

(p.57)

Rain

-2

Bad Terrain

INF vs CAV

+2

Cover

Roll To Hit

(p.58)

Any vs ART

-2

vs. Artillery in Cover

5+

To Hit in Combat

The Combat Results Tables

Decisive
ATK Lost

Inconclusive
DEF Lost

1DISR
Fall Back

ATK Lost to
Countercharge

(p.59)

DEF Breaks
ATK Advances

Break
Winning CAV takes 1DISR unless that would break it.

Loser takes 1DISR per INF & CAV unit. No effect on ART

Don’t Fall Back If:

All Others:

Square
Unlimbered Artillery
Town(Deployed)
Infantry vs. Cavalry
Entrenched

The Loser falls back
If Attacker won,
he advances.

Winner Falls Back
Winning CAV takes 1DISR unless that would break it.

INDEX
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About Face
-as part of movement
-as reaction

27
33

Army Morale

66

Artillery
-bouncethrough fire
-compressed frontage
-formations
-movement
-shooting

45, 51
81
14
28
46

Base Widths (BW)

10

Cavalry
-formations
-lancers
-pursuit
-shock

13
20
20
20

Charge
-mandatory charge target

31
32

Combat resolution
-advance after combat
-choosing the order
-combat advantage modifiers
-halve dice
-how many dice to roll
-results
-superior commander
-town combats

60
54
56
57
55
59
75
70

Command
Command range
-the commander
-in/out of command
-subcommander
-under command of

20
8
20
8
8

Countercharge
-cover
-definitions
-types

36

Deployed(Town) formation

69

Discipline

19

Disruption
-as a result of shooting

18
48

22
21

Engineering

77

Musketry

Entrenchments

75

“Near the Enemy”

10

Esprit
-unpredictable

19
76

Objectives

91

Obstacles

29

Fall Back
-as reaction
-from combat
-momentum move

37
39
40

Fire zone
-artillery
-infantry

45
41

Formations
-changing (artillery)
-changing (infantry & cavalry)
-change formation reaction

26
25
34

Guards

20, 75

Half battalion deployed

74

Home field advantage

76

Howitzers

14, 46, 81

Infantry
-formations
-shooting musketry

12
43

Irregular units
-creating
-defined
-in rough terrain
-recovering

74
19
25
80

Limbers
-have no flanks
-changing to unlimbered
-in reactions

18
26
37

Linear Tactics

75

Movement
-about-face
-allowance (full or reduced)
-interpenetration
-move by the flank
-oblique
-retrograde maneuver
-wheel

27
24
29
27
27
27
27

Officers
-casualties
-generating for army lists
-moving
-vigor rating
-tactics
Recovery
Reinforcements
Rockets
Skirmishers (SK)
-advantage in shooting
-how to deploy
-inherent or enhanced
-recalled

42-43

73
95
28
9, 72
72
30
67, 91
81
42
15
16
42, 46

Squares
-exceptions when reacting
-have no flanks
-limitations on
-moving

35
18
25
80

Targets: full or partial

44

Terrain effects
-customizing the board
-summarized
-obstructing fire
Weather
-mud and movement
-rain or snow and musketry
-rolling to determine

90
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49-51
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